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YOUR HOME
- Setting Your Primary Home

It is recommended that you set your Primary Home into your nüvi.
Most have already done this. It is a quick way of having your nüvi
map your path from where you currently are -to your home -- with a minimum of presses.
In case you haven't done this, then the next
time your car is parked at your place of
domicile:
From Main Menu tap 'Where to?' > tap 'Go
Home' > 'Your Home Location Is Not Set' menu
appears [If it does not then you MAY first need
to delete, from your Favorites, the current 'Home' setting] Use the
first or second selection (I would use the second under the above
conditions) > tap 'Back'.
[To delete current 'Home' selection from Favorites:
From Main Menu tap 'Where to?' > Favorites > HOME > Edit >
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Delete > Yes > Back(2)]
BACK-UP TECHNIQUE:
It is always wise to have a Back-up
'Home' saved in your Favorites. As a
suggestion, use the identifier 'House' or
'My Place'. Create such a Favorite using
the vehicle parking location or your
address.
WHY?
Suppose you've been out of town using your nüvi in a rental car and
you have changed your real 'Home' for a temporary
'Home', maybe your motel in Schenectady, NY.
There is a good reason to do this which I will
explain in a later* writing.
[*See: WHEN YOUR HOME IS NOT YOUR HOME
- Using a Temporary Home ]
You arrive back at your home city airport and are shuttled to a
parking lot which is not so easy to find in the dark. To return to your
house you CAN'T use 'Go Home' because you have set your 'Home'
temporarily to that NY motel, but you can quickly tap 'Favorites' and
'House' and the nüvi will route you back home accurately.
Please remember later to delete the old 'Home' (the motel one) and
re-establish your actual 'Home'.

WHEN YOUR HOME IS NOT YOUR HOME
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- Using a Temporary Home

As mentioned above, if traveling you may want to
change your Home to a different location -- for
example that Schenectady, NY motel mentioned
above. The reason for this is that after your go
about your business or tourism (there's a lot to see
in Schenectady)[a nice PR phrase] each day you will
want to return to your motel and being a stranger to the area and
not knowing the way tapping 'Where to?' and 'Go Home' (to your
motel) is an easy way of receiving directions from your nüvi. (*)
METHOD
We will assume that you are in the parking lot of your motel. First it
is necessary to delete whatever Home you have previously
established.
To delete current 'Home' selection
from Favorites:
From Main Menu tap 'Where to?' >
Favorites > HOME > Edit > Delete > Yes
> Back(2).
Now to set your new Home (the motel)
From Main Menu tap 'Where to?' > 'Go Home'
> ('Your Home Location is Not Set' screen
appears) tap 'Yes, use my current location'
(2nd choice on the menu)(*) > Back.
(*) You can use the address
technique (1st choice on the menu) if you are not
parked at your motel -- but it takes a little longer.
DON'T FORGET, when you return back to your
'real' home, to delete the 'motel' home and rehttp://home.comcast.net/~ghayman3/garmin.gps/index.html[5/24/2009 9:26:07 PM]
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establish your domicile as your home using the
same above technique.

HOME TO CHICAGO
- Getting There is Half the Fun

By Road:
Let's say you are planning a trip to Chicago in or on your car or
motorcycle to celebrate February 14th. You
might even park your car in a garage at 2122
N. Clark St.
Nothing new here. This is how you probably
have set up your nüvi 650, 7/8X5T (or other
models.) With machine gun quickness and
accuracy your road route is plotted by your GPS.
But you could have also decided to walk, bike, take a truck or bus
and emergency vehicle or a taxi. The nüvi gives you these other
choices (which you may not use very often) in a Preference menu
titled 'Vehicle.' To reach it to make any necessary changes:
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From the Main Menu tap the Wrench > Navigation > Vehicle Bar >
Choose from the list > OK > Back (2).
From the Main Menu tap the Tools > Settings > System > Useage
Mode - the 7X5T only permits Automobile, Bicycle & Pedestrian >
Choose from the list > OK > Back (3)

Off-Road or Straight Line
Perhaps a more useful setting that
you might want to toggle on from
time to time is the 'Off-Road'
setting. It will come in useful when
determining straight line or air miles
or when you have to go through
areas where roads are not marked
on the Garmin map -- or there are
no roads at all. (See associated discussion in articles including 'CAR
54', 'GOING STRAIGHT', 'FISHING HOLE', ETC.
[The above photo shows a Denver to Miami Off-Road line. Notice that the line crosses over water.]

METHOD:
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From Main Menu tap Wrench > Navigation > Route Preference > Off
Road > OK > Back (2).
From Main Menu tap Tools > Settings > Navigation > Route
Preference > Off Road > OK > Back (3)

OK -- let's use it. You have already set your route from home to
Chicago in your nüvi 650/7X5T GPS. You have seen the wiggly road
route. Now switch to 'Off-Road' via the above method and notice the
straight line from your house to Chicago. The line may pass over
mountains, or bodies of water -- no matter.
Realistically, you might use the technique of OffRoad for short distances with your 'vehicle' GPS or
to determine the straight line mileage (not quite; discussed
elsewhere; 'GOING STRAIGHT' ) between two places.
Geocachers and boaters use Off-Road settings for
their purposes. Many of those people have other
types of GPS units better suited to their needs
Remember, when you are through with the Off-Road setting, return
to your On-Road setting of 'Faster Time' or 'Shortest Distance'
METHOD:
From Main Menu > Wrench > Navigation > Route Preference - (you
choose) > OK > Back (2).
From Main Menu tap Tools > Settings > Navigation > Route
Preference - (you choose) > OK > Back (3)

If you don't, your GPS will not navigate the roads until you do.
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DO YOU KNOW THE WAY TO SAN JOSE -FROM CHICAGO?
- From Where You're Not to Another Place You're Not
FOR A 7/8X5 SPECIFIC VERSION OF THIS ARTICLE CLICK HERE
You might find this technique useful some time. It is slightly tricky
because, during the process, you are going to 'NOT do something
you are supposed to do.'
Suppose you live in Atlanta, Georgia. We won't give
out your address for we don't want you to receive
tons of new junk mail. All of a sudden you get this
idea to fly to Chicago's O'Hare Airport and rent a car
and drive to the San Jose Museum of Art, San Jose,
California. Why? Because you are a wild and crazy
guy, you've heard that driving West from Chicago in
the middle of Winter is a relaxing experience -- not
to be missed, and you do these sorts of things all
the time.
But first you want two things:
(1) to see the Garmin road route from Chicago's O'Hare
Airport (not Atlanta) to the San Jose Museum of Art.
(2) Find the estimated road mileage and duration of that trip
[IMPORTANT: Keep your nüvi 650 antenna DOWN throughout this
entire procedure.]
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[By the Way -- if you are using a GPS that doesn't have an antenna that you flip
up and down, for example -- the nüvi 250W (and many more) -- using the built
in software to turn your GPS 'Off' accomplishes the same thing as flipping your
antenna down. The 'Off' doesn't refer to cutting power to the unit, it just means
that your unit is not looking at the satellites and the satellites are not influencing
where the GPS thinks it is.]

First, make Chicago O'Hare International Airport a 'Favorite.'
From the Main Menu tap 'Where to?' > Near > A
Different City > OK > Enter 'CHICAGO' > Done >
select Chicago, IL > Food, Lodging > Down Arrow >
Transit > Air Transportation > Air Transportation (you
may have to wait a while during the search) > Down
Arrow > Any one of the 'Chicago O'Hare International'
listings > Save > OK > Back (5) (or just hold it down till Main Menu)
Second, make the San Jose Museum of Art a 'Favorite.'
From Main Menu: tap 'Where to?' > Near > A
Different City > OK > Enter 'SAN JOSE' > Done >
Down Arrow (2) (scrolling down) > select 'San Jose,
CA' > Food, Lodging > Down Arrow > Attractions >
Down Arrow > Museum/Historical > 'San Jose Museum of Art' >
Save > OK > Back (5) (or just hold it down till Main Menu)
Sorry about all that -- but that's the way your Garmin works in order
to set those two points as Favorites. There are a couple of other
ways to set them, including if you knew the exact address, browsing
a map and zooming in -- but for this example let' s
use the above.
The next bit of skullduggery you want to
accomplish is to start your road trip at O'Hare,
NOT your home in Georgia. This means that you
have to set O'Hare via a 'Set Loc' (set location.) This
may be done by...
From Main Menu: tap 'Where to?' > Favorites > Spell > start typing
OHARE > select 'Chicago O'Hare International' when it appears > GO
> IGNORE THE MESSAGE LIFT
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ANTENNA TO TURN GPS ON and press
OK > Zoom out quite a bit (especially if
you are far from Chicago) via the '-' in the
upper left corner of the screen > Gently
Touch and Drag the Screen till the
checkered 'Home Flag' and the small
white arrow in the middle of the screen are in the same place (for
the technical, 'are concordant') > Zoom in almost all the way using
the '+' in the upper right corner of the
screen. You may have to adjust the
screen along the way to keep the flag and
arrow at the same point. > When satisfied
that they are, Press 'Set Loc.' Your
Garmin now thinks it is at O'Hare. >
Back. Remember your antenna is down,
your looking for satellites is off (otherwise it will think you are still in
Georgia) and your car or car marker now appears at O'Hare.

[Other series units (without flip-up antennas) might try
this. First set your unit in Simulation Mode. Then find
your Favorite (Chicago O'Hare ...)(you've already
established this.) Don't press 'Go' but press 'Map' or
'Show Map' instead. Press 'Set Loc.' at the bottom of the
screen. The location of your car marker has changed to
O'Hare.]
Almost done.
Press the Menu button and press Stop. This will erase that Georgia
to O'Hare road track, which you don't need.
Now let's put in your art museum destination.
[Remember, at this point your GPS thinks that it is at O'Hare]
From the Main Menu: tap 'Where to?' > Favorites > Spell > type
'SAN JOSE' > select or scroll to select 'San Jose Museum of Art' >
GO > IGNORE THE MESSAGE LIFT ANTENNA TO TURN GPS ON and
press OK a map containing the route with a starting point at O'Hare
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and an ending point at the art museum appears. By Zooming out
you can see it better and study where you are going to be driving.
Let's find out how many road miles it will be and the estimated
time to drive.
Tap the 'Turn In' at the Map Screen (lower right side) > Hold down
the Down Arrow until it can scroll no more > Read the estimated
trip mileage and the trip time. Tap the Back button and you will
return to your road map.

Added March 28, 2008
Reader Robert Lazar reports that on his nüvi 780 the technique is a little
different [from the 650] and suggests that 780 owners (and maybe other in the
700 series) do this:
Tap on the full turns list (top center of Map Screen). When the list comes up, hit
"Show Map". Then on the bottom right of the screen the nüvi 780 will tell you
how long (how much time) it will take to get to your final destination total time
left). It also shows you the total distance left to go in miles.
Thanks Robert!
Note: It doesn't work with my nüvi 650.
[August 20, 2008, Steven S., Ontario, Canada states that the above technique
works with his nüvi 250W]

Let's review what you did:
You made two points of interest 'Favorites'
You turned your GPS satellite 'looking' capability off by keeping
your antenna down -- or putting it in 'Simulation Mode'
You made your GPS think it was in a location it wasn't (via 'Set
Loc.')
Your GPS mapped out a road route from where it wasn't to
where you want to go
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You determined the road mileage for that trip - [2161 miles]
You determined the estimated time it would take you to make
the drive. [30+ hours]
You were able to study your route while you were still back in
Georgia enjoying your peach and peanut pie.
Now, when you fly into Chicago all you have to do is to rent a car,
tell your GPS to take you to the San Jose Museum of Art (it's in your
Favorites) and be on your way.
NOTE: To remove your 'Set Loc.' either pull your antenna up (650)
or turn your unit off via the button on top. Also, 'Stop' your route at
the Main Menu. For other units that you have set in the Simulation
Mode, you can just switch back to Normal Mode.
[PS: There are other ways of doing this on your Garmin nüvi 650, but for now -this is enough. If I were at home, I would go to http://maps.google.com and get
this information much quicker on my computer. But of course, I'm not a wild and
crazy guy -- like you.]

(HEAR: 30 sec snippet "Do you know the way to San Jose")
[music revised November 16, 2008]

CAR 54, WHERE ARE YOU?
- Finding my car at the Shopping
Mall/Stadium/Disneyland/Airports/Mustang Ranch
see end of article

I'm always losing my car for a while at the bigger parking lots,
especially if the aisles or sections are not
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clearly marked with numbers, letters, colors or
pictures of cute animals. Invariably two big gas
guzzling SUVs park on either side of my petite
Lamborghini Murciélago R-GT, hiding it from
view making it impossible to find. And besides,
the parking lot always looks unfamiliar
approaching it from a different angle.
In the past, I tried
my car key safety button but that doesn't
have the necessary distance response and
I have to be right on top of my car before
it works. I've even installed a separate
pocket activated 'car finder' that honks
the horn at the touch of a button. But that
too doesn't have the range and it is hard
to hear the sound of the melodic Italian horn in a noisy USA NASCAR
parking area.
SOLUTION: I now use my nüvi to find my parked car.
Upon parking, I tap the auto on the Map Screen > tap 'Save' > edit
On Screen Keyboard to read 'A' (a short name) > tap 'Done' > tap
'OK' - to save to favorite locations > turn my nüvi off and put it in
my pocket.
Upon leaving the location to find my 'veicolo' (Italian for vehicle) I
activate my nüvi 650, AND THIS IS IMPORTANT -- SWITCH TO
OFF ROAD (which allows straight line travel.)
From Main Menu tap Wrench > Navigation > Route Preference > Off
Road > OK > Back (2) > Where To? > Favorites > 'A' (which should
be at top) > Go!
I switch to maximum 'zoom in' by holding the '+' down and closely
follow the straight line to my automobile.
If you follow this method you will get to your car. Please don't walk
over the tops of other parked cars or into ditches and buildings.
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Also see 'In The City' comment in yellow box below.
ADDITIONAL TIP: (I'm still working on this so I am not sure) You may find that
turning your WAAS/EGNOS ON may help you be more accurate.
METHOD: Main Menu > Wrench > System > WAAS/EGNOS -- turn
On > OK > Back (2).
Remember also, when you get to your car, change your OFF ROAD
setting back to 'Faster Time' or 'Shortest Distance'.
METHOD: Main Menu > Wrench > Navigation > Route Preference >
(you choose -- I like Fastest Time) > OK > Back (2).
If you don't, your GPS will not navigate the roads until you do.

IF YOUR NÜVI HAS A CAR LOCATOR FEATURE
I believe that in some of the newer model nüvis, starting with the 700
series, a Car Locator feature is included. When you remove the unit from it's
cradle it sets a 'Last Position' in your Favorites area. Now all you have to do
upon exiting the stadium/shopping mall etc. is set your unit (look in
Navigation > Route Preference) to 'off-road' and choose the 'Last Position'
from your Favorites list. A straight line track will be presented to you.
Perhaps you are in the city, blocks away from your car, then it is
recommended that you set your nüvi to Pedestrian Mode (rather than offroad)(Look in Navigation> Vehicle) and you will be guided in a sensible
walking way to your car along sidewalks.
Remember to re-set your nüvi back to where it was (possibly) -Car/Motorcycle and Faster Time or Shorter Distance before you drive away.
The 7/8X5T series provides a 'Last Position' setting each time you
remove your unit from its cradle (while the power is on.) When
you are ready to return to your vehicle just select 'Where To?,
from the main menu > select 'Favorites' > select 'All Favorites' >
select 'Last Position'. Navigation back to your vehicle will
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automatically be 'Off Road' straight line. Once you arrive and
either establish another destination or stop any route, you will be
back in your normal driving settings.

(HEAR: Car 54 Theme - 1:08)

GOING STRAIGHT
- Off-road/On-road mileage

Just suppose you wanted to find out how far it is from where your
GPS is now and Straight, Oklahoma [a small town in the OK pan
handle between Kansas and Texas. (lat. N
36.86384; long. W 101.42389)] With a
GPS like the nüvi 650, from the menu you
could
tap 'Where to?' > Cities > Spell > type
'Straight' > Done > Straight, OK [PLEASE
NOTICE THE MILEAGE LISTED THERE] > Go!
and a road map will be drawn to your destination.
Tap 'Where to?' > Down > Cities > Spell > type 'Straight' >
Done > Straight, OK [PLEASE NOTICE THE MILEAGE LISTED
THERE]. A small window will 'eventually' slide out from under the
Go button and reveal the road distance (different from the
straight line distance I had you look at) and the estimated driving
time for completing the trip. This information appears earlier than
doing the 650 instructions that follow this box.
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BUT...
Now tap the Arrival (lower left box on
your nüvi 650) and a new screen opens -this screen is called the Trip Information
Page. Notice the oval in the top right
corner of the screen. This mileage
represents the 'actual road miles' NOTICE THAT IT IS
DIFFERENT FROM THE MILEAGE THAT YOU SAW IN THE
PARAGRAPH ABOVE.
CONCLUSION...
The mileage to a city that appears listed on the
Cities page is the STRAIGHT LINE MILEAGE
(OFF-ROAD) while the mileage listed on the Trip
Information Page is the ON-ROAD mileage. The
straight line mileage will be smaller than the onroad mileage (remember: "shortest distance
between two points") if you are NOT in an OFFROAD setting (an off-road setting is always a straight line and ergo - the shortest distance(*).)
You can verify this by switching your settings to OFF-ROAD (method
discussed elsewhere.) Now the mileage in both cases will be the
same.
Straight line mileage is handy when you want know air distance
between cities or over water distance, but I am mostly interested in
road mileage. So don't be confused when you first see the mileage
listed on the city page -- IT IS NOT THE ACTUAL ROAD MILEAGE.
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[(*) having said that -- it is not quite true; for we are measuring a line on the
surface of a globe (earth) in 2D and there IS actually a slight curve. But for
practical purposes we will say that for our driving purposes (relatively short
distances) -- a straight line is a straight line (even though it is part of a great
circle arc.) For an involved technical discussion see:
http://www.gis.psu.edu/projection/chapter9.html ]
I NOTICED that in the above listing of cities screen (beginning of article) that there are two entries
for Straight Creek, KY -- one at 368.6 miles and one at 424 miles. I'm thinking that unless that city
has a split personality and is in two pieces some 59 miles apart -- something's crooked in Straight
Creek..

LONGITUDE/LATITUDE
- Convention

The convention that I use on my nüvi 650 for longitude and latitude
is 'degrees-decimal' [h ddd.ddddd°](*)
(minutes are represented as a decimal
part of a whole degree.) It is the third
selection on the Select Format screen.
From menu tap 'Where to?' > Down
Arrow > Coordinates > Format > 'h
ddd.ddddd°' > OK > Back(2).
Apply the format once and you basically
can leave it alone. I find that this
format/convention works with the map
conventions I use and is the easiest and
quickest for me to enter into my nüvi.
Google Maps, which I will mention later**,
uses this convention.
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[**See: ARE YOU COORDINATED?

- Obtaining and Using Coordinates in Your GPS ]

I believe that many geocachers also use this format. At the moment,
I don't geocache but I might look into it for fun.
I will use this convention in later topics here, and show you how
easy they are to obtain.
(*)[From: http://www.louisiana-fishing.org/

"Degrees may be defined as Decimal Degrees, which will be indicated as H,
DDD.ddddd, with the H meaning hemisphere, the three capital D's meaning whole
degrees and the lower case d's (.ddddd) meaning a decimal part of a whole
degree. So in a position stated in H, DDD.ddddd, the position would be in whole
degrees and hundred thousandths of a degree."]

CLICK FOR OTHER PAGES or use TOC/Menu
Page 1, Page 2, Page 3, Page 4, Page 5, Page 6, Page 7
Custom POI Page, POI Page 2, POI Page 3, POI Page 4, POI Page 5, POI Page 6
7/8X5 Page 1, 7/8X5 Page 2
Info Page, TOC/Menu
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Recent Additions
All written material and organization of material is copyright © 2007-2009 by Gary Hayman, All rights reserved.
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This is Page 2

Garmin GPS
Tricks, Tips, Work Arounds, Hints, Secrets and Ideas
for the Garmin nüvi GPS (and others)
[many ideas may also apply to various nüvi 200, 300, 600, 700, 800, 2X5, 7X5 & 8X5 series units
and possibly other Garmin road GPSs.
A nüvi 650 was used for testing. As of 12/12/08 a nüvi 755T is also being used for testing.
A separate section for 7X5/8X5 devices has been established.
Other articles are being updated, where necessary, to include 7X5/8X5 instructions.]

-- a continuing instructional and comment Blog --

Presented by: Gary Hayman

-- This is the start of Page 2 -CLICK FOR OTHER PAGES or use TOC/Menu
Page 1, Page 2, Page 3, Page 4, Page 5, Page 6, Page 7
Custom POI Page, POI Page 2, POI Page 3, POI Page 4, POI Page 5, POI Page 6
7/8X5 Page 1, 7/8X5 Page 2
Info Page, TOC/Menu, Recent Additions

ARE YOU COORDINATED?
- Obtaining and Using Coordinates in Your GPS

This article has been revised as Google Maps had changed its coordinate
software in the middle of 2008. What appears below is a 'newer'
technique.
Why would you want to use coordinates anyway? First let's assume
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that you don't use your GPS for geocache (those involved people use
coordinates all the time in pursuit of their sport/hobby) [you are
using a driving GPS] and that you don't have a MapSource disk (the
nüvi 250W, 650 and 7/8X5, among others, don't come with a
MapSource disk.*)
Perhaps your nüvi has ~6 million POI (Points of Interest) installed;
that's a lot, much better than some units from other manufacturers,
and has address capability, etc., -- but you will find that sometimes - that's not enough.
When you DON'T have a listed POI or an address,
coordinates are the way to go to form a favorite
(waypoint.)
Don't tell me you haven't looked for an address or a place
in your Garmin and couldn't find it.
[*I've seen written that some have finagled Garmin talked Garmin into sending
them a MapSource disk. You can also purchase one.]

GET COORDINATES FROM THE INTERNET -- EASILY
You can easily find coordinates of a point of interest on the Internet
using such mapping sources such as Google Maps and Yahoo Maps
which include features that allow you map, aerial and hybrid views.
You can zoom-in or out, push, pull, center the maps with ease. You
can find places that don't have addresses -- perhaps a parking lot,
athletic fields, fishing hole, off-road cabin, etc. by using the maps
and aerial views. When you've identified a spot, the map will give
you its latitude and longitude coordinates -- if you use a trick or
two.
[By the way, Google Earth, another favorite program of mine, always displays the
coordinates of where your cursor is located. You can explore and even see 3D
terrain. Google Earth is available at no charge from Google.
See: http://earth.google.com/]

Finding Coordinates with Google Maps
http://maps.google.com/
Search the maps for the location you want using an address,
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location, business or place of interest. Zoom-in to identify the spot
to where you want to drive. You can be in map or satellite views.
That spot might be askew from a Google marker because you may
have chosen a road location that is the start of an-off road driveway
to your spot or even a near-by location. [It is best to have your spot
on a road, not off-road for your Garmin to work easily. Sometimes,
Google will automatically jump your spot to a road when you select
an off-road choice. This is due to Google wanting to give your ROAD
directions.] Now right click the spot you want and select
'Directions From Here.'
The coordinates MAY appear in a box on the left of the page. See
example:

Sometimes a road or address may appear there. If so you need to
take this extra step.
Click the 'Send' above the map

A window will appear with the coordinates revealed.
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If you see two sets of coordinates (like the above example), choose
the first set (as long as you clicked on 'Directions From Here' as I
mentioned above.)
Either way, you now have your coordinates.
Please note that the coordinates presented by Google are in the convention of latitude
first then longitude. This is OK for hand entering coordinates into your nüvi but
if later you plan to use Custom POIs you must use the convention longitude first
then latitude when preparing them.

NOW FOR YOUR GARMIN
If you are in the USA the first number will be your latitude and will
be the "N" number for your Garmin. The second number (proceeded
by a "-" will be your "W" number (drop the "-"). The numbers are
formatted as degrees-decimal (see above article
LONGITUDE/LATITUDE) so they are easy to use if you have already
formatted your Garmin to accept this style as suggested above.

(July 08) Although the above works well, Google is now offering another
technique to find coordinates. See article here:
NEW GOOGLE MAPS WAY OF GETTING LAT/LON COORDINATES
- Developer Tools or Mapplets of Great Aid

Almost the same for ….
Finding Coordinates with Yahoo Maps
http://maps.yahoo.com/
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Search the maps for the location you want. Zoom-in to identify the
spot to where you want to drive. Notice that the slide works in the
opposite direction of Google. You can be in map, hybrid or satellite
views. Now right click the spot you want and select 'Drive from
here.' The coordinates of the spot will soon
appear in a box to the left of the map -- or,
using your cursor, if you touch the flag that
appears, the coordinates will be displayed at the flag.

Actually, finding coordinates of a location may actually be easier
with Yahoo than Google.
Please note that the coordinates presented by Yahoo are in the convention of latitude
first then longitude. This is OK for hand entering coordinates into your nuvi but
if later you plan to use Custom POIs you must use the convention longitude first
then latitude when preparing them.

If you are in the USA the first number will be your latitude and will
be the "N" number for your Garmin. The second number (proceeded
by a "-" will be your "W" number (drop the "-"). The numbers are
formatted as degrees-decimal (see above article
LONGITUDE/LATITUDE) so they are easy to use if you have already
formatted your Garmin to accept this style as suggested above.
EXAMPLE
Here is a simple example of where I might use coordinates instead
of an address. I am going to visit a giant shopping center that has a
street address but has many
accesses to its surrounding parking
lots. There are a multitude of
approaches to this mega-mall. I
would use either Google or Yahoo to
find the point where I want to
ENTER the area. By entering these
appropriate coordinates into my
Garmin as a Favorite, I will be taken via the proper roads to that
exact destination rather than the 'common address' which may be a
great distance away from where I want to go and might even require
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different driving roads.
When establishing coordinates you MOST ALWAYS want to select a point ON
A ROAD -- NOT IN SOME SHOPPING OR PARKING LOT AREA OR MORE
THAN 50 FEET (this is an estimated distance) FROM A RECOGNIZED STREET
(such as your house set back from the street by a long driveway.) Your Garmin
uses roads to navigate, and anything off of a road is not handled very well -- if
your device is set in a driving mode (not the Off Road straight line setting.) This
is also very important when working with Custom POIs especially if alerts and
Go Tos are involved. Your Garmin, when in a driving mode, pays attention to
the roads, not the off roads, including, believe it or not, which side of the
highway you are on -- so make sure you zoom in and place your reference point
exactly.

WHERE AM I? BY THE NUMBERS
- Coordinates of Your PRESENT Position
FOR A 7/8X5 SPECIFIC VERSION OF THIS ARTICLE CLICK HERE
>> ANTENNA UP FOR THIS ONE <<
You might have need, for some reason, to know the latitude and
longitude coordinates of your CURRENT position. Your Map Screen
doesn't show these.
TECHNIQUE:
But -- If you tap the 'Menu' button then
press and hold the signal strength
bars in the upper left corner of your nüvi
650, for a second or so, the Satellite
Screen (GPS Page - official name) appears
and your coordinates are listed in the
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lower left corner. [an example is pictured in the next article]
Tap the screen again and you'll be back at the Menu Screen then tap
'View Map.'
TECHNIQUE 2:
An alternate technique, although slightly longer would be:
tap the 'Menu' button > tap 'Where to? > scroll down one page >
select 'Coordinates'
your latitude and longitude will be displayed
To return: tap Back (2) and tap 'View Map.'
NOTE: nüvi 250 (perhaps the entire 200 series)
Rob Egelink (The Netherlands) writes that
finding the position coordinates and
altitude on his nüvi 250 is slightly
different. All he has to do is tap the
vehicle on the screen and a new screen
will appear (see graphic) giving him his
coordinate location and elevation. He adds
that this DOESN'T work if the GPS is in
'simulator mode.'
Oh, you noticed that Rob's elevation is a minus meters. You see,
while preparing this note he drove his vehicle off a bridge in The
Hague (Den Hagg) and had to finish his research -- under water in
one of the canals. It's a good thing that he always wears his Scuba
gear while driving his car. [As you may know, much of Holland is below sea level. The

sea is held back by great levees, not built by the US Corps of Engineers.]
[added January 11, 2008]
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WHERE IS THAT PLACE? BY THE NUMBERS
- Coordinates of a DIFFERENT Position
The short cut essence of this article is mentioned in the 7/8X5 version of
"WHERE AM I? BY THE NUMBERS - Coordinates of Your PRESENT
Position" CLICK HERE without the Mt. Rushmore activity -- Look in
the Hints paragraph. However you still may want to read this article to
examine the often needed moving of a suggested waypoint to a road
position so that your Garmin device can route you there. As you
probably know by now, Garmin provides you with on road suggestions
when routing -- in most cases.
>> ANTENNA DOWN FOR THIS ONE <<
[Having your antenna down takes your nüvi 650 out of the GPS mode. In other
models you may have a preference selection that you could try. I can't
guarantee this for all other models for I've only experimented with it using the
nüvi 650 (has antenna) and nüvi 200W (doesn't have movable antenna).]

We will assume, of course, that you are not near a computer and
can't do this via an alternate way using MapSource, Google, Yahoo,
MSN, MapQuest maps, etc. With this technique you are using ONLY

your GPS to ascertain the coordinates. You may need

this technique someday when you are in your vehicle and away from your
computer.

Let's say you want to find the coordinates
of the Mount Rushmore National
Monument. It is in South Dakota (unless
they moved it last night) -- but you don't
know near what city, and you can't think
of any cities in South Dakota. (We will
pretend.)

'Where to?' from the Main Menu doesn't seem to help, for 'Cities'
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won't work for you -- you don't know one. Food, Lodging >
Attractions, Landmark or Historical doesn't seem to work for a 'Mt
Rushmore' or 'Mount Rushmore'
TRY THIS
From the 'Where to?' of the Main Menu, select 'Browse Map.' Using
the '-' button, zoom out a considerable way (I use 50 miles a lot.)
Now slide your finger on the screen pushing or pulling your map to
South Dakota (it is in the middle of the country near the top. If you
can't find it, find North Dakota and move one State down.)
Tap once in the center of South Dakota and a small white arrow will
move there.
Now tap 'Set Loc.' (bottom right) and it will have your instrument
think that your car is now located somewhere in the middle of South
Dakota (your car mark will appear there.) That would probably be
closer to the monument now than if your car was parked at home
(this time your home is in Caribou, ME) -- making it easier for your
unit to search nearby points.
Press your 'Back' button a couple of times and return to the Main
Menu.
Now tap the 'Where to?' > 'Food Lodging' > Attractions > All
Attractions > Spell Name > type in 'Rushmore' > Done
(ANOTHER TRICK: leaving off the Mt, Mt., or Mount (and similar modifiers)

often helps as in this case where 'Rushmore' can be found as a PART of a longer
name.)

Select 'Mt. Rushmore National Memor' which appears and select
'Show Map'
[If after a search, your Garmin doesn't divulge the necessary choice, even if you
scroll, it may be that where you tapped the map of South Dakota wasn't close
enough to the Memorial. If that be the case, then go back to the map and try
tapping and setting as your 'Set Loc.' a different
area of South Dakota.]

If you now zoom-in you will find yourself
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at the parking lot of the Memorial.
IMPORTANT: You now have to put your
car there. So Press 'Set Loc.' and your
'Garmin car icon' will jump there.
So your car is now ON THE ROAD at the entrance to the parking lot
for Mt. Rushmore. But what are the longitude and latitude
coordinates of that spot?
When establishing coordinates you MOST ALWAYS want to select a point ON
A ROAD -- NOT IN SOME SHOPPING OR PARKING LOT AREA OR MORE
THAN 50 FEET (this is an estimated distance) FROM A RECOGNIZED STREET
(such as your house set back from the street by a long driveway.) Your Garmin
uses roads to navigate, and anything off of a road is not handled very well -- if
your device is set in a driving mode (not the Off Road straight line setting.) This
is also very important when working with Custom POIs especially if alerts and
Go Tos are involved. Your Garmin, when in a driving mode, pays attention to
the roads, not the off roads, including, believe it or not, which side of the
highway you are on -- so make sure you zoom in and place your reference point
exactly.

By holding down the 'Back' key you will
eventually change to the 'Main Menu.' You
are now going to attempt to tap the
satellite bars to get to the Satellite Screen
(GPS Page - official name) -- but now
they don't exist. Of course not, you have
your antenna down (or are not in satellite seeking mode) and it is
not in service. Don't despair.

TRICKS
TECHNIQUE 1:
After you have 'Set Loc' for your address
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or location, return to the Main Menu then
tap at the area where the bars would
be if you did have your antenna up (upper left corner) and Voila! -the Satellite Screen appears and your coordinates are listed in the
lower left hand corner.
N 43.87416 (latitude),
W 103.45271 (longitude)
To return: tap Satellite Screen, and tap 'View Map.'
TECHNIQUE 2:
An alternate technique after you have 'Set
Loc' for your address or location would
be:
from the Main Menu > tap 'Where to? >
scroll down one page > select
'Coordinates.'
the latitude and longitude of your 'Set Loc' will be displayed.
To return: tap Back (2) and tap 'View Map.'
TECHNIQUE 3: Only for units that have the 'Where Am I' capability
From main menu tap 'Tools' > 'Where Am I?'
Not only will you get your coordinates' information but you will find
your elevation, nearest address, nearest intersection and button of
accessing nearest hospitals, police stations and fuel availability.
NOTE
To clear the 'Set Loc' you are either going to have to
set another location somewhere, or
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turn your unit off and then on, or
raise, then lower your antenna which will reset your GSP to
where it last determined your location from satellite information
or turn you Simulaltion Mode off, in on.

HANSEL AND GRETEL HAVE MOVED
- Lamenting the Loss of Breadcrumb Trails
The 7/8X5 series DOES have 'Tracking' or breadcrumbs although
now, instead of the former dots, the map page draws a light robin
egg blue line.

Both my Garmin GPS III+ and StreetPilot 2610 had 'breadcrumb'
(trail) capability while my nüvi's 250W and 650 do not. I liked that
feature and found it useful at times. While I am
not an off-road person or a hiker (if I were I
might own a different Garmin GPS model) there
are times when I go into a park, perhaps to a
camping site and could use the feature.
I remember, years ago, being on a motel and
camping trip from Washington D.C. through Nova
Scotia, Canada, pitching a camp site during daylight hours, leaving
to have dinner at a nearby town and returning after dark with no
street lights or signs on small dark paths in the woods. It was pitch
black. If it wasn't for the 'breadcrumb' trail left by my Garmin
StreetPilot 2610 as I went to dinner I would never have found my
way back at night. I liked the feature and wish my current Garmin
had it.
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800

- My Choice of Zoom Level

This, of course, is an individual preference. In the city, I
prefer a zoom level of 800 feet which allows me to see the streets
and see nearby roads and parks. On the road, I may switch to 1.2
miles. Both give me plenty of room to the top of the screen to see
what's ahead in 2D or 3D.

GETTING YOUR ZOOM ON
- Adjusting Your Zoom Level

On my nüvi 250W the zoom level appeared on the Map Screen while
only in 2D. It was not there for 3D.
On my nüvis 650 and 755T the zoom level doesn't appear at all on
the normal Map Screen.
Trick 1: In both 2D and 3D; if you rub your finger on the Map
Screen (I use my fingernail), just a little, the Map Screen will switch
to 'browse' mode and the zoom level
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indicator will also appear. You can then press
your '+' or '-' to make your zoom adjustment
and press your 'Back' button to return to your
'traveling' or 'map' screen at your new zoom
level. [With the 7/8X5 series, just a slight tap
on the screen will switch to the 'browse' mode
and reveal the zoom level.]
Trick 2: (Works better on my nüvi 650 and 755T as the chip sets
seems faster) Press and hold down the '+' button till the unit has
zoomed in completely. By previous experimentation, know how many
'-' (quick) taps it takes to zoom out to your desired zoom level and
do just that. For me it's '4' taps to get to the 800 ft. map.

2D OR NOT 2D

- Personal Preference for Screen Display

At this point [I'm talking about using the 650] I am not quite sure
whether I prefer the 2D display or the 3D display that my nüvi offers
me. I lean towards the 'less modern' 2D screen and I don't know if it
is because of a 'Rand McNally' mind-set or my previous experience
with my GPS III+, Street Pilot 2610 and MapSource. I feel that the
2D gives me more valuable information about
intersecting and adjacent streets and roads and
requires glances which are quicker than what would
appears on the 3D screen. You might have differing
opinions. Anyway, the jury is out for me and I will
continue to experiment. Alas.
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Improvement Desired: I only wish there was a
quick button to switch from 2D to 3D and back
again. On the nüvi 250W and 650 it takes 9 screen touches to go
from your map, make the change and return again. That's not ideal if
you are driving. One touch would be better and we would be able to
use the attributes of each to our advantage easily -- switching back
and forth quickly. GPS designers -- are you listening?
I found a great improvement in the 3D mode with the 7/8X5 series, so I
am now very comfortable in using the 3D viewing. There are certain
benefits of the unit's operation in 3D mode. Also, I find it very easy to
switch back and forth from 3D to 2D modes (for short periods of time*)
by just touching the screen (switches to a 'browse view') and using the
new 2D/3D view button and even the new map rotation button.
[* Reader Aloke Prasad reminds us that in many units when you switch
to 'browse mode' by tapping the screen, the view should only be
temporary. You will find that the map becomes stationary and the vehicle
will soon drive right off the map. (They warned Columbus about this.)
You can counter this by touching and dragging the map, or, better yet,
use your Back button then retouch the screen if you need the 'browse'
view again. Your zoom level will play an important role as to how fast
your 'vehicle' will drive off the edge of the map.]

ARE WE THERE YET?
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- How Long Will it Take Me to Get There? (Not What Time Will I
Arrive?)
For the 7/8X5T series this article has been replaced by a nüvi design
change when compared with the 650 model. (This also applies to all
7/8XX units and some other units as well.)
If, while in navigation mode, you want to determine time to destination
just look at the 'Arrive in' button window to the right of the 'Menu'
button on the main page. If not displayed there, then just touch that
button and select from the choices, 'Estimated Time to Destination', and
press 'OK'. You can also touch the green bar at the top of the screen,
then press 'Show Map' and your 'distance to' and 'time to' will appear.
You can skip the rest of the article. Your task is sooo much easier.
Oh yes!. If you look at the lower left of your nüvi 650 screen, while
in route mode, you will see a time stamp estimating when you will
arrive at your destination. Depending upon your speed and traffic the
clock time will continue to adjust
estimating your arrival time -- and it will
be precisely correct when you arrive.
Never wrong. Think about that.
But, just suppose you are starting or are
'en route' and want to know the TOTAL
ESTIMATED DRIVING TIME LEFT (how
much time it should take you, according
to Garmin, under ideal conditions while
following the suggested route to arrive at
your destination.)
You could look at your watch; compare it
with the estimated arrival time and do
some mental arithmetic. Probably easy for
a short trip, but more difficult when the trip is longer and perhaps
'hours' have to be considered.
ALTERNATE (IMPROVED) METHOD...
Tap the 'Turn in' box (lower right side) of Map Screen. Now press
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and hold the Down Arrow, scrolling through various turn directions.
When it reaches the end of the scrolling and beeps at you a couple of
times, you can read the total expected duration of your trip -- under
ideal conditions.
That might help you in determining when
to leave a starting place for an important
destination. It also might help you to
know, when comparing different routes,
which route may be better for you -- as far as actual time compared
against a base.
By the way, that trip duration time number is called the 'Isaac
Asimov Number' -- pure Science Fiction.
[This technique is also discussed in DO YOU KNOW THE WAY TO SAN JOSE -FROM CHICAGO?]

Added March 28, 2008
Reader Robert Lazar reports that on his nüvi 780 the technique is a little
different [from the 650] and suggests that 780 owners (and maybe other in the
700 series) do this:
Tap on the full turns list (top center of Map Screen). When the list comes up, hit
"Show Map". Then on the bottom right of the screen the nüvi 780 will tell you
how long (how much time) it will take to get to your final destination total time
left). It also shows you the total distance left to go in miles.
Thanks Robert!
Note: It doesn't work with my nüvi 650.
[August 20, 2008, Steven S., Ontario, Canada states that the above technique
works with his nüvi 250W]
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LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO EAT AND MORE
- Scrolling Restaurant Menus

Here is a cute and useful technique that you might not have thought
of to use when you are driving down the
road, thinking of food, and looking for a
restaurant (or some other category.)
From main menu: tap 'Where to?' >
Food-Lodging > Food > (you can select
any from the menu, but for now ...) All
Food
From main menu: tap 'Where to?' > Points of Interest > Food
> (you can select any from the menu, but for now ...) All Food
Now don't touch the setting. Notice, as
you drive, how the menu is reflecting the
closest establishments to where you are
at. As you drive further the menu keeps
on changing advising you of what now is
close at hand. [While driving those text compass
directions (in the image at the left) change to
pointing arrows, and change back to text when you stop driving.]
You can use this same technique for fuel, lodging, shopping, parking,
etc.
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GONE FISHIN' BY A SHADY WADY POOL
- Ye Ol' Fishing Hole -- A Place You Know
Images may be slightly different.
Living in Houston TX you have discovered a great place for fishing.
It's on the shores of Lake Houston but the road doesn't go there.
You have to park your car and walk through the woods to reach this
great fishing hole.
Since you've been there before you have
established it as a Favorite, either by
saving it when you were there, or
entering the coordinates [ N 29.95722, W
95.13662 ] into your GPS.
Now since there are no roads that go
directly to the site, your nüvi, even
though you have entered the above
coordinates, takes you to Foley Rd. near
Pipestem Dr. near Crosby, TX and then
draws a straight line off-road to your
fishing hole.
You park your car and walk through the woods to your Izaak Walton
paradise. [ I'm hoping that you parked your car legally and you are allowed to
walk through the woods. ][ What's with these
Isaacs and Izaaks ?]
What you've just discovered is that your
nüvi will take you by regular road to a
road point near to where you want to
go and then, if it is 'off-road', will
draw a straight line to your destination which you could follow
on foot. Please note, that that straight line might be over a body of
water -- so don't get your feet wet.
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(HEAR 30 second snippet 'Gone Fishin' song)
[music revised November 16, 2008]

GONE FISHIN' INSTEAD OF JUST A-WISHIN'
- Ye New Fishin' Hole -- You've Never Been There

I see you are a fisherman and after planning a fishing trip up to
Minnesota, the land of 10,000 lakes, you find that your GPS is taking
you through Brainerd, MN to Duluth, MN, past the
small town of Crosby, MN.

Highway 6.

You and your fishing buddy spot a sculpture of a
big Lock Ness monsterish serpent [ a sort of 'Water
Horse' ] announcing Serpent Lake. This place looks
interesting to you and your friend. You drive
around a little and find a Bait and Tackle shop on

You go inside, with your GPS, and you ask the friendly owner where
is the best place on Serpent Lake to go fishing? Now up in Crow
Wing Country, and for that matter, all of Minnesota, the people are
very friendly. There are a lot of lakes (actually 11,842 lakes of 10
acres or larger) and a lot of fish -- so they are glad to help the
tourist out.
You whip out your Garmin nüvi [antenna down for flip up antenna units; place
it in simulation mode for other models] (it already knows you are in the bait
store), bring up the map and zoom to where you can see Serpent
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Lake (it's near the store.) The owner looks at the map which is now
showing the lake and indicates a point on the NE end of the lake
near road D-12 and The Great River Rd. He sez, "if you want
Northern Pike, Walleye, or a Muskellunge, fish here."

You slide the map so that the recommend fishing place is just at the
white arrow in the middle of the screen [for units with no white
arrow, like the 7/8X5 series, just simply touch the screen at the
desired point and the white arrow will appear] and:
tap 'Save' > Save (again) > Edit > Change Name > Type a name
Ex: 'Fish Mn' > Done > OK > Go > Ignore the 'Lift antenna to turn
GPS on' message and tap OK.
tap 'Save' > Enter Name > Type a name Ex: 'Fish Mn' >
Done > OK > Back
You thank the owner and purchase lots of bait and junk food (after
all he was nice to you and shared the information) and return to
your car.
Now it's time for you to be in normal operating mode to acquire
the satellites. End the simulation mode by operating the menus or by
turning your unit off and then on. (Flip up antenna units need only to
flip up their antenna -- if they haven't also set simulation mode.)
If needed, stop your Duluth trip from the Main Menu, then > Where
to? > Favorites > 'Fish Mn' (should be near the top) tap it > Go.
If needed, stop your Duluth trip from the Main Menu, then >
Where to? > Favorites > All Favorites > 'Fish Mn' (should be near
the top) tap it > Go.
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Your GPS will highlight a route to near the fishing place and then
draw a straight line to the shore spot that
you set.
Good luck fishing and I hope you bought
enough ice at the bait store to chill the
whoppers you are going to catch.
PS that fishing place was N 46.484971, W 93.90897 if you want to
peek. By the time you read this the fish will have moved.]

GARMIN AREA 51
- The Secret Area
FOR A 7/8X5 SPECIFIC RELATED VERSION
OF THIS INFORMATION CLICK HERE
SPECIAL NUVI SCREENS - 7/8X5 Series
Did you know that your nüvi 650 has
several screens that are not quite obvious
and take a little doing to reach. There may
be more, but this is what the several people
have advised on the Internet.
From the Map Screen > tap 'Speed' or
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'Arrival'(lower left) (depends if you are
following a route or not) > Press and hold
the 'mph' circle for about 7 seconds > scroll
through using the 'Next' and the up and
down arrows.

[I think my Garmin is infested with aliens from
outer space -- at least as far away as satellites.]

GARMIN AREA 51 -- EVEN MORE
- The Secret Area
FOR A 7/8X5 SPECIFIC RELATED VERSION
OF THIS INFORMATION CLICK HERE
SPECIAL NUVI SCREENS - 7/8X5 Series
Dennis Avers of Lake Monticello, Virginia writes:
I have found another 'secret area' in my nüvi 200W:
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Yep... it's in addition to the one noted on your web page as Secret
Area 51.
Press and hold the BATTERY icon. All sorts
of interesting diagnostic stuff appears
(many pages). Test sounds, color wheel
and test pages, etc. etc. Give it a try.
Maybe you can make sense out of all the
stuff that appears here.
[Photo: Dennis searching deep into his Garmin] ;-)

[ED: This didn't work at first with my nüvi 650 but I later found that
if I press and hold to the right of the battery indicator -- where the
time is indicated -- I am rewarded with what Dennis is reporting.]
Alan Dubroff later wrote of his discovery on both his nuvi 260W and
his nuvi 760 of holding the top left satellite bars for a few moments
and a screen showing the satellites (each has a number), their
locations, the signal strength of each satellite, the accuracy, your
location in Lat/Lon, your speed, and your elevation. He added he
found that if one has trouble getting any of the 'area 51' screens to
appear, re-boot the GSP and it will usually solve that problem. [Also,
on his screen is the position of the sun and the moon.]
He furnished two screens from his GPS

(December 2008) Herman Bos of Durban, South Africa, writes that
he has found an additional 'secret' area on his 700 series nüvi. [It
also works on the 7/8X5 series.] If you visit the GPS Page (Satellite Page)
by pressing and holding the satellite bars on the main page, then
press and hold the elevation indicator for ~8 seconds, a screen for
GPS SNR Logging appears. You can do several things from that
screen -- but I [Editor] don't suggest it without knowing what you
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are doing.

7X5 screen

YOU DON'T TALK TO ME AS MUCH AS YOU
USED TO
- Text To Speech (TTS)
Have you found that all of a sudden your nüvi
stops announcing the street names of the turns?
I have.
I was the culprit. While playing around and
listening to different voices (adjustable on my
model) I happened to choose one that didn't
have the 'TTS' (Text to Speech) marking in the
title. So -- TTS
became inactive

To reach the adjusting screen:
From Main Menu tap Wrench > Locale > the Red Mouth > from the
scrolling menu select the voice you want. If you want TTS make sure
that the listing has TTS > OK > Back (2)
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From Main Menu tap Tools > Settings > Language - the Red
Mouth > Voice > make a choice but be sure the selection sez
'Speaks Street Names' > OK > Back (3) or hold Back down.
Right now I prefer "American English - jack (TTS)."
Jack is my 'Cu-Tu-Gu-Ru' kind of guy.
(HEAR 30 sec. instrumental snippet of 'Jack, Jack, Jack')
[music revised November 16, 2008]

NONG, YOU'RE GONNA BACK OF BOURKE,
MATE
- Alternate Voice For Your nüvi

Rob FNU of Connecticut wrote telling me
that his nüvi 260 could not pronounce the
name of his street correctly which
annoyed him a bit. He told me that he
downloaded and selected an Australian
voice (Karen) who does a better job of
pronouncing the street -- at least to his
ears. I guess his only problem now is
when Karen wants him to turn into every Outback Steak House he
passes. Probably for a Foster's Lager.
For variety, try experimenting with the different voices available for
your Garmin. For the nüvi 650 there are 55 voices pre-loaded [60 for
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the 7/8X5 series] and they are reached via:
From Main Menu tap Wrench > Locale > the Red Mouth > from the
scrolling menu select the voice you want. If you want TTS make sure
that the listing has TTS > OK > Back (2)
From Main Menu tap Tools > Settings > Language - the Red
Mouth > Voice > make a choice but be sure the selection sez
'Speaks Street Names' > OK > Back (3) or hold Back down.
Speaks Street Name = TTS (Text To Speech)

CLICK FOR OTHER PAGES or use TOC/Menu
Page 1, Page 2, Page 3, Page 4, Page 5, Page 6, Page 7
Custom POI Page, POI Page 2, POI Page 3, POI Page 4, POI Page 5, POI Page 6
7/8X5 Page 1, 7/8X5 Page 2
Info Page, TOC/Menu, Recent Additions
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This is Page 3

Garmin GPS
Tricks, Tips, Work Arounds, Hints, Secrets and Ideas
for the Garmin nüvi GPS (and others)
[many ideas may also apply to various nüvi 200, 300, 600, 700, 800, 2X5, 7X5 & 8X5 series units
and possibly other Garmin road GPSs.
A nüvi 650 was used for testing. As of 12/12/08 a nüvi 755T is also being used for testing.
A separate section for 7X5/8X5 devices has been established.
Other articles are being updated, where necessary, to include 7X5/8X5 instructions.]

-- a continuing instructional and comment Blog --

Presented by: Gary Hayman

-- This is the start of Page 3 -CLICK FOR OTHER PAGES or use TOC/Menu
Page 1, Page 2, Page 3, Page 4, Page 5, Page 6, Page 7
Custom POI Page, POI Page 2, POI Page 3, POI Page 4, POI Page 5, POI Page 6
7/8X5 Page 1, 7/8X5 Page 2
Info Page, TOC/Menu, Recent Additions

I'VE BEEN SET-UP!
- Tourist Trip Management
You live in the Vieux Carre district of New Orleans, Louisiana, not too
far from Lewis Armstrong Park. You are planning your first trip to Los
Angeles, California for some site-seeing. You will be flying into LAX,
renting a car and staying at a motel in the 2000 block of N Highland
Ave.
You found this motel, it's address and phone number via your nüvi
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650. Here is how you did it. You wanted to be pretty close to the
famous intersection of Hollywood and Vine that you heard so much
about. This will allow you to walk to many points of interest that you
wanted to see.
With your antenna down (remember you are in New Orleans) tap
'Where to?' > Intersections > Spell State > Enter 'C' > select
'California' > Spell City > enter 'Los An' > select Los Angeles, CA >
enter 'VINE' > Done > select 'Vine (St, Way)' > enter 'Hollyw' >
select Hollywood (Blvd, Fwy, Way) > when the Go Screen appears
tap 'Show Map' > now tap 'Set Loc.' > then 'Save' (to Favorites) >
OK > hold down the Back until you reach the Main Menu.
Although the above seems complicated all you've done is to tell your
Garmin that it is now at the intersection of Hollywood and Vine in
Los Angeles, California and you have
saved that position to your Favorites.
Now that your car is in the middle of a
busy intersection in California and before
CHiP's Eric Estrada arrives on a
motorcycle to give you a ticket (or sell you

some retirement property in Bella Vista, Arkansas ), let's find you a

hotel/motel.

FINDING A HOTEL/MOTEL
From the Main Menu tap 'Where to' > Food, Lodging… > Lodging >
A list of hotels and motels appear which are arranged from closest to
your car to further away. Using your Down arrow you
find something on the 7th screen (although you
could have stayed at any one except 77 Sunset Strip
[Sunset Boulevard] as it doesn't exist. Funny, but
there is a 77 Sunset Boulevard in Kenner, LA -- near
the New Orleans airport from where you are going to leave.)
You make your accommodations arrangements via phone, Internet or
travel agent -- your Garmin even gave you a telephone number. You
'Save' that location to your Favorites via 'Save' > OK and you place
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your car at this location by 'Show Map' > 'Set Loc.' > Back (5) (or
just hold it down till Main Menu)
PLANNING YOUR VISITS
OK, you got a hotel room and you placed your car there. Now it's
time to plan your visits. What you intend to do is visit
the following places (just a couple to give you an idea)
either by car or on foot. You are going to establish
these places as part of your Favorites listing while
you are still in New Orleans. I have discussed the
method in previous articles so I will be briefer here.
The reason you will want to do this is that when you reach Los
Angeles and turn on your Garmin nüvi and go to your Favorites area.
All the Favorites that are near-by are at the top of the list. This
makes it easy to find the place to where you want to go.
You Plan to Visit (short list):
Your hotel (already made a Favorite)
Hollywood and Vine (already made a Favorite -- Where to? >
Favorites > Hollywood and Vine -- within walking distance if you
want. [Who walks in Los Angeles? No one? But no one
can find a parking spot either. )
Grauman's (Mann's) Chinese Theater (Where
to? > Food, Lodging… > Entertainment > Movie
Theater > select Grauman's Chinese Theater > Save > OK) -within walking distance)
Universal Studios Hollywood (Where to? > Food, Lodging… >
Attractions > Amusement/Theme Park > select Universal Studios
Hollywood > Save > OK)
Staples Center (Where to? > Food, Lodging… > Recreation >
Arena/Track > select Staples Center > Save >
OK)
Magic Castle (Where to? > Food, Lodging… >
Recreation > All Recreation > select Magic Castle
> Save > OK) -- within walking distance)
Santa Monica Pier (Where to? > Near > A
Different City > OK > enter 'Santa Mo' > select
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'Santa Monica, CA' > Food, Lodging… > Attractions > All
Attractions >select Santa Monica Pier > Save > OK)
La Brea Tar Pits (Where to? > Food Lodging > Spell > enter La
Brea Tar Pits > Done > select La Brea Tar Pits > Save > OK )
Malibu, CA (Where to? > Cities > Spell > enter 'Malibu' > Done
> select Malibu, CA > Save > OK)
NOTE: you will notice that sometimes I don't
complete the typing of the full name on the Garmin
keyboard. That is, of course, due to the ability of
the Garmin to 'read your mind' and give you
suggestions that might apply to what you are
typing.
ANOTHER NOTE: If you are going to walk you might want to put
your nüvi in 'Pedestrian' mode (but don't forget to change it back
when you start using it in your car.) From Main Menu tap Wrench >
Navigation > Box opposite 'Vehicle' > 'Pedestrian' > OK > Back (2)
So, in conclusion, when traveling, think about setting up your
Favorites beforehand for the area you are going to visit; for when
you arrive, finding directions using your Garmin will be so much
easier as you will use your Favorites -- which will be in the top
section of your listing.

Have a great trip and be careful around Sunset Strip for if
someone yells across the street, "Kookie, Kookie, Lend Me
Your Comb" you will have just entered the Twilight Zone.
NOTE: When you want to erase all your 'Los Angeles' Favorites, the
technique is simple. With your antenna down
move the map to Los Angeles and do a 'Set Loc.'
This will have your nüvi place your car there. Now
just click on "Where to? From your Main Menu >
Favorites > your Los Angeles Favorites will be at
the top of the list where you can just select a
listing > Edit > Delete > Yes > and go on to the
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next one you want to delete.
(HEAR: 30 sec snippet "77 Sunset Strip")
(HEAR: 30 sec snippet "Kookie, Kookie Lend Me Your Comb")
[revised December 29, 2007]
[music revised November 12, 2008]

IN GARMIN WE TRUST!
- Just Pulling Away
With my earlier GPSs I experienced problems when
Initially activating them
Backing out of a parking space
Leaving shopping malls, stadiums and fields
The directions given, were mostly WRONG.
So, as an unscientific, general rule, I learned not to trust the first 2
instructions, and wait until I got the vehicle rolling on the road before
my confidence in the instrument set-in.
Well you can understand that when just turned on it
might not have locked on the satellites well enough;
if you are backing out of a parking space it doesn't
know left is right and right is left and as far as a
shopping mall parking lot is considered -- as they
say in New Jersey -- "Aye, Fergetaboutdit!"
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I find that my Nuvi 650 seems to be
acting more responsibly as I am getting
nice voice messages under some difficult
situations that say, "Please drive to
highlighted route"
This is much better than having your GPS
telling you to turn right and the next nanosecond telling you to turn
left.

YES VIRGINIA, THERE IS MORE THAN ONE
VIA POINT AVAILABLE
- Sort of ...
The bad news is when you don't have a Garmin GPS that allows
waypoints inserted into 'routes' you are
seemingly stuck with going only from here
to there.
The good news is that your Garmin nüvi 650
allows you to insert ONE 'via point' between
where you are and your final destination and
will prepare a highlighted route going
through that via point to your final
destination. Thus you can program a route
starting in Atascocita, Texas going to Apalachicola, Florida, but
passing through Anamosa, Iowa.
But what if you are only going to be traveling in your city, you want
to travel to four addresses (that you are not familiar with) then
home and you want your Garmin nüvi 650 to
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guide you.
We will pretend that you are going to deliver
Christmas packages to these addresses, or that
you are a Handy Man who is traveling to these
addresses, or maybe an insurance agent or real
estate broker making the rounds.
Also, to make things just a bit more complicated
since this is your home city you already have a gigantic list of
'Favorites' already stored in your nüvi -- which would require a lot of
scrolling if you were going to search through the list.
COMMON TECHNIQUE (OK, but there are better ways)
Since your nüvi only permits one via point at a time you decide to
look up each address and place each in your Favorites. Since you
have many entries in your Favorites already, the addresses, which
are all over town, become mixed in. When you are ready to go to
these places you go to your Favorites list and look each up and then
'Go!' to each one.
Example: the four address are located in the Washington, D.C. area
3456
2299
3662
1234

B St. SE
M St. NE
K St. NW
P St. NW

If you 'Save' them to your Favorites, without giving each a name,
when looking at your Favorites, the addresses only will appear.
If you 'Save' them to your Favorites, giving them a name, when
looking at your Favorites, the names only will appear.
All of the points of interest will be organized from the closest to the
furthest from where your GPS is.
You might have to carry a separate listing of the addresses to where
you want to go, arranged in the order that you want to stop. Then
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route to the first, when finished there, route to the second, etc. by
using your scrolling Favorites listing.
MUCH BETTER TECHNIQUE
THE IDENTIFIER (The ZZ Technique): Do save each address to
your Favorites but give each a distinct short name
starting with ZZ1 or if you have a bunch (more than
9) ZZ01. If you want you can save them in the order
of your intended travel (a good idea -- or as the
French say, une bonne idée.)
ZZ1
ZZ2
ZZ3
ZZ4

for
for
for
for

address
address
address
address

3456
2299
3662
1234

B St. SE
M St. NE
K St. NW
P St. NW

Now when you are ready to start out in
the morning you go to your Favorites
from the Main Menu/Where to?, tap 'Spell'
> type 'ZZ' > Done, then ONLY the 4
Favorites starting with ZZ will appear. The
rest of your favorites won't get in the
way. You can see how far away each is
from where you are and tap the appropriate one. The address will
appear and you further tap 'Go!' and you are on your way. Do this at
each stop until you complete your travels.
At the end of the day you can repeat the above but instead of taping
'Go!' you tap Edit > Delete > Yes for each one getting rid of all the
ZZs.
EVEN OTHER WAYS
THE IDENTIFIER/NAME: If you have more time
and want to include the client's name with the ZZ
identifications so that they appear when your ZZ
Favorites are shown, you are welcome to do that. It will make your
'distinct short ZZ name' a little longer.
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Example:
ZZ1 Moe
ZZ2 Larry
ZZ3 Shemp
ZZ4 Curly
THE RECENT METHOD: This is my preferred method. It involves
using both the 'Favorites' (to a minor degree) and 'Recently
Found' areas of your Garmin nüvi 650. The Recently Found area
stores the last 50 places that you 'Go'ed to.
So first you must clear out the old stuff.
From the Main Menu tap 'Where to?' > Recently Found > Clear > Yes
> Back
Now you are ready to enter your addresses and identifiers just like
you did in the THE IDENTIFIER or THE IDENTIFIER/NAME by
entering the addresses and the identifiers (or identifier/name) and
saving to your Favorites.
BUT you are going to add one more step -- after you enter the
address, give it a name and save it, you press 'Go' > OK and let
your nüvi map the route. This will automatically place a new listing in
the 'Recently Found' area. Before doing your next action you will
'Stop' the route at the Main Menu.
BIG HINT
Enter the destinations in the order you plan
to drive to them -- first one first; last one last
-- in your visit queue. This will make the listing
in REVERSE order -- you will want this.
Now when it comes time to make your multistop trip you go to your 'Recently Found' area
(from the 'Where to?' of the Main Menu) and
scroll (if needed) to the last entry and select it,
having your nüvi draw theroute map. (The last
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entry in the listing
will be your first
stop as you entered
it first.) NOTE: Once the route map is
drawn, the entry automatically goes to
the top of the list -- that is why you are
selecting from the bottom of the list.
After you are finished with your first stop, you repeat the process
and select the bottom most entry from your 'Recently Found' listing.
That will be your second stop. And continue till your errands are
done.
THOMAS MAPOTHER'S RISKY METHOD: Thomas Mapother sez
that this is risky business -- but it works. It is much, much faster
than the above methods. With this technique
you are going to still use the 'Recently Found'
area but you are NOT going to use your
'Favorites' area. This will save you some steps.
Your on-road operation will be exactly as it is
in THE RECENT METHOD but you will not see
identifiers and names (you will not have put
them in); you will only see a listing of your
stop addresses in your 'Recently Found' area
-- in the reverse order you entered them -and that's pretty good.
The RISK here is that you will have no backup as these addresses will not have made it to your 'Favorites area'.
AND, and this is important, if you accidentally tap your 'Clear'
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button (easy to do) you might lose your listing. Fortunately
there is a confirm/deny screen that will help protect you.
So give it a whirl. You will find it faster for making your address
entries and the clean-out process at the end of the day is much
quicker (you just use the 'Clear' and all the entries are erased at the
same time.)
We will assume that your antenna is down and all your stops are in
the same state and city. You can make adjustments if you are doing
multi-state and multi-city travel.
From the Main Menu tap 'Where to?' > Address > State information
> City information > enter House Number of your first stop > Done
> enter Street of your first stop > Go! > OK >
Go to the Main Menu > stop the route > and repeat the above for
the rest of your addresses keep them in the order you are going to
travel.
Now when it comes time to make your multi-stop trip you go to your
'Recently Found' area (from the 'Where to?' of the Main Menu) and
scroll (if needed) to the last entry and select it having your nüvi
draw the route map. (The last entry in the listing will be your first
stop as you entered it first. You will also
find that in this 'Risky' method the
address appear -- no identifiers and
no names.)
NOTE: Once the route map is drawn, the
entry goes to the top of the list -- that is
why you are selecting from the bottom of the list.
After you are finished with your first stop, you repeat the process
and select the bottom most entry from your 'Recently Found' listing.
That will be your second stop. And continue till your errands are
done.
Well these techniques do not actually give your more than one via
point but they do provide you a work-around to plan and execute a
trip going to multiple points.
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I'M GOING TO DISNEY WORLD -- BUT I
CAN'T FIND IT
- Too Many POIs for Your List
A reader wrote from Atlanta, Georgia stating
that she just got her Garmin GPS was planning
a trip to Disney World, Epcot Center, and Sea
World in Florida but when she tried to find
their POIs, they didn't appear when she tried
to use the Attractions in the search area.
In answering her:
QUICK ANSWER:
Using the 'Near'
button and ' Different
City' to enter 'Orlando' (or Lake Buena
Vista or Kissimmee FL) makes the process
easier.
REASON:
As you know, your nüvi contains over 6 million Points of Interest
(POI) in its memory. When you ask your nüvi to search for a POI it
has to go through a lot of information.
It appears, that to save time, it starts
looking and preparing its screen listing
from where it thinks it is, in ever widening
concentric circles. This is
evidenced by your listing
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sometimes appearing in stages, and when completed
is arranged from the nearest POI, governed by your
search terms, to the most distant. And, if there are
many, the list gets clipped.
You being in Atlanta and looking for a POI some 400 miles away are
having your nüvi examine listings in big concentric circles which
includes all, or parts of: Georgia, Virginia, West Virginia, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi,
Alabama, Louisiana, Arkansas, Missouri, Florida and the Atlantic
Ocean -- quite a big area containing lots of POIs. That can be a little
too much for the nüvi to handle in order to give you your listing.
By using the 'Near' and then looking for your POIs near the 'different
city', the search starts off in Orlando (or whatever Florida city you
entered), letting the finding process be much quicker.
Be sure to save each find as a Favorite so that you can use it readily
later.
There is another way which I discussed in my:
I'VE BEEN SET-UP! Tourist Trip Management
It is a little more involved but allows you to look at actual routes you
may be taking from your Florida hotel to these POI Favorites -- while
you are still in Atlanta -- this article's method doesn't.
It involves making your Garmin think it is already at your hotel in
Orlando (or close) so that you can see how you are going to be
driving to all these tourist attractions while you are in Florida. Check
it out.
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MY TIME'S NOT YOUR TIME
- In The Right Time Zone
A New York friend reported to me that he has some "egg
on his face." Don't worry Jim -- it's happened to all of us
from time to time. Jim had purchased a new nüvi 660
and found that although it appeared to work properly, he
noticed that his 'Arrival' time was always off.
It took him a while until he realized that his unit was set for Central
Time and not Eastern Time, where he was located.
Resetting your nüvi's time is rather easy.
From Main Menu tap Wrench > Locale >
the Clock bar > the Time Format > OK >
then set your desired time zone (in his
case - US - Eastern) > choice for Daylight
Saving Auto/Off/On > OK > Back (2)
BUT DID YOU KNOW THERE IS ANOTHER UNDOCUMENTED
WAY?
[Using the nüvi 650. You may have to see if your
model works this way too.]

From Main Menu tap Travel Kit > World
Clock > tap the face of the clock > you
can adjusting your settings here very
quickly.
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I CAN'T SEE THE ICONS
- Zoom In Please
There was a fellow on one of the Forums
complaining about his new Garmin not
showing icons for Points of Interest (POI) on
his screen like his old Tom Tom and Navigon
did.
Of course, as you have probably found out,
and hopefully he too, one has to zoom in on
the Map Screen and the POI icons will appear.
On my nüvi 650, they pop up at the 200 or 300 ft. zoom level.

HOW HIGH AM I?
- Altitude Please
Yes your Garmin nüvi 650 (perhaps the others too) will tell you your
present altitude either in feet or meters
(depending upon how you have set up
your distance units.)
The figure is located on the GPS
Information Page (Satellite Page.)
You can get there from the Main Menu
Page by tapping the upper left corner of
the screen. If your antenna is up the
satellite bar strength indicator icon will be
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present (can you hear me now?), if your
antenna is down that icon will not be
present -- but tap the corner anyway.
The altitude number will now appear in the
middle of the screen just under the Accuracy Bar (antenna
up)/Simulating GPS Bar (antenna down).
Knowing your altitude may be more important in Colorado than in
Florida.
NOTE: nüvi 250 (perhaps the entire 200 series)
Rob Egelink (The Netherlands) writes that
finding the position coordinates and
altitude on his nüvi 250 is slightly
different. All he has to do is tap the
vehicle on the screen and a new screen
will appear (see graphic) giving him his
coordinate location and elevation. He adds
that this DOESN'T work if the GPS is in 'simulator mode.'
Oh, you noticed that Rob's elevation is a minus meters. You see,
while preparing this note he drove his vehicle off a bridge in The
Hague (Den Hagg) and had to finish his research -- under water in
one of the canals. It's a good thing that he always wears his Scuba
gear while driving his car. [As you may know, much of Holland is below sea level. The

sea is held back by great levees, not built by the US Corps of Engineers.]
[added January 11, 2008]
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LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION
- Using 'Set Loc' and Why
There has been some recent questions about 'Setting Location' on
the nüvi devices on some of the GPS Forums and USENET Groups.
Setting a location -- effectively placing your vehicle screen icon at
a place where it isn't -- is a pretty simple procedure. The main point
to remember is that YOU DON'T want your GPSr to be using
satellite data (which is bound and determined to put your vehicle on
the map where it actually is.) Therefore you want to turn that
feature of your GPS, OFF and have the GPS Simulation Mode turned
ON.
FIRST GET INTO GPS SIMULATION MODE
If you own a nüvi with a swing up antenna, the easiest way to
accomplish this is to keep your antenna down (nüvi 600 series)
and turning on the GPS simulation
mode via Wrench > System > (GPS)
Simulator select ON.
If you own a different model nüvi
(without the swing up antenna) then
you can turn off the satellite seeking
mode by other means. (nüvi 200,
700, 800 series) Try
Wrench > System > GPS Simulator select ON.
[I'm told that the nüvi 300 series doesn't have a GPS Simulator
choice under the System Screen, but that, with the antenna down and
the below touch and drag technique you are offered to 'Set Loc'. Then
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when you press a 'Go' button you are offered the choice of 'do you
want to simulate the route'. If a 300 series reader has the details,
please write and I will include them here.]
PLACING YOUR VEHICLE WHERE IT ISN'T
There are a couple of ways to place
your vehicle at a different location
and setting it, making your GPS
think that the vehicle is somewhere
it isn't.
You could scroll the map screen by
touching and dragging, perhaps by
zooming out as required till you spot
the location and zoom in to the
precise spot placing it under the small white arrow that appears on
your screen and then pressing 'Set Loc' at the bottom of the screen.
Your vehicle (or vehicle icon) will jump to that spot. At this point, as
far as the GPS device is concerned, that is where you are at.
You can also, using your 'Where To' button from the main menu, find
an Address, Establishment, a Favorite, an Intersection, a City or
Coordinates. Even Recently Found and Custom POIs -- if you have
those features.
Once located you ask your instrument to 'Show Map' and then you
press the 'Set Loc' button to move your vehicle to that point.

Before pressing 'Set Loc' - notice white arrow
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SO WHY DO I USE THIS FEATURE?
Find nearby establishments of a distant point (from Garmin
waypoints data base)[also see a further useful discussion in my
article 'I'VE BEEN SET-UP! - Tourist Trip Management' pg. 3]
Start mapping a route from this distant point to another
destination [also see further discussion in my article 'DO YOU
KNOW THE WAY TO SAN JOSE -- FROM CHICAGO? - From Where
You're Not to Another Place You're Not ' pg. 1]
Test Custom POI Proximity (on road) Alerts
Test Custom POI Proximity (in area) Alerts
Test Custom POI Speed Alerts
Test Custom POI RedLight Camera Alerts
Test Custom POI default Alert sounds
Test Custom POI .mp3/.wav Alert sounds
Test Custom POI Alert icons (but they also can be seen without
'Set Loc')
Test Tour Guide Alerts (only for units capable of using this
feature)
[For a discussion of testing Custom POI Alerts see: 'A Technique for Testing a
Custom POI Alert' in the Custom POI section.]

CLICK FOR OTHER PAGES or use TOC/Menu
Page 1, Page 2, Page 3, Page 4, Page 5, Page 6, Page 7
Custom POI Page, POI Page 2, POI Page 3, POI Page 4, POI Page 5, POI Page 6
7/8X5 Page 1, 7/8X5 Page 2
Info Page, TOC/Menu, Recent Additions
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This is Page 4

Garmin GPS
Tricks, Tips, Work Arounds, Hints, Secrets and Ideas
for the Garmin nüvi GPS (and others)
[many ideas may also apply to various nüvi 200, 300, 600, 700, 800, 2X5, 7X5 & 8X5 series units
and possibly other Garmin road GPSs.
A nüvi 650 was used for testing. As of 12/12/08 a nüvi 755T is also being used for testing.
A separate section for 7X5/8X5 devices has been established.
Other articles are being updated, where necessary, to include 7X5/8X5 instructions.]

-- a continuing instructional and comment Blog --

Presented by: Gary Hayman

-- This is the start of Page 4 -CLICK FOR OTHER PAGES or use TOC/Menu
Page 1, Page 2, Page 3, Page 4, Page 5, Page 6, Page 7
Custom POI Page, POI Page 2, POI Page 3, POI Page 4, POI Page 5, POI Page 6
7/8X5 Page 1, 7/8X5 Page 2
Info Page, TOC/Menu, Recent Additions

ON THE WRONG TRACK
- The Responsibility Rests With You
Ramone F. Herrera started a interesting thread in a USENET GPS
group by reporting a recent MSNBC
story:
--snippet -"BEDFORD HILLS, N.Y. - A Global
Positioning System can tell a driver a lot of
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things -- but apparently not when a train is
coming.
A computer consultant driving a rental car
drove onto train tracks Wednesday using
the instructions his GPS unit gave him. A train was barreling toward him, but he
escaped in time and no one was injured."

SEE: http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/22493399/
--------An avalanche of serious and comical comments followed.
But the most important lesson is that your GPS is a guide. You are
responsible for making the decision as to where to drive your car
and you must use common sense and good judgement in making
those driving decisions as well as being aware of the road, your
vehicle, traffic and your surroundings.
I'm sure we are all happy that the individual who was "on (the)
track" didn't get hurt or cause any other personal injuries in this
instance.

THE NÜVI MEETS THE MATRIX
- nüvi Comparison Table
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There is a nice little nüvi Comparison Table prepared by
NAVIGADGET in which potential buyers and owners of the nüvi line
might be interested. It is not complete as evidenced
by all the write-in suggestions but is a good starting
point. If you would like to see it -- CLICK HERE.
Of course, just in case you haven't seen it already,
you could go directly to the Garmin WEB site and
see the specs for all the nüvis. You can even do a
side by side comparison -- make sure you also
concentrate on the Spec pages in the non-comparison mode. If you
would like to visit -- CLICK HERE.
Here is another comparison chart from gpstracklog.com. CLICK HERE
Added: June 16, 08:
Here is a nice comparison chart that I just found. CLICK HERE

Go W, NW, N, NE, E, SE, S, SW! Young Man
- Your Driving Direction
The following article was inspired by an e- mail I
received from Don Avila of Ohio.

We know from observing our Map Screen
when NOT ON ROUTE, that the driving
direction is indicated in the lower right
hand corner of the screen in 3D, 2D Track
up, and 2D North up mode.
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When ON ROUTE the direction is replaced by 'Turn in' and presents
the distance to the next turn.
But just suppose you are en route and you wanted to know which
direction you are driving. EASY . Just tap
the 'Arrival' button (lower left corner of the
screen) and you are taken to the Trip Information
Page where you can read your current direction
from the compass in the top left hand corner of
the screen. Touch 'Back' and you are returned to
Map mode.

ADDITIONAL SECRET
On the nüvi Satellite Screen [Officially called: the GPS (Information) Page]
(on my 650, perhaps yours too) you will notice on the left side
where you have the satellite geo-mapping (Sky View) and sometimes
the icons for the sun and moon, there is another icon which is a
small black circle with a red dot. This icon identifies the direction
you are currently traveling -- even more accurately than the eightonly directions that the Map Page offers.
You can reach the Satellite Screen from the Main Menu Page by
tapping the satellite bars in the upper left corner of the screen.

CHARGE!
- Automatic Recharging of Your GPS
Most of you can skip this article for you already know that the
Garmin nüvi 650 (and some of the other nüvis) automatically
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recharge when powered by the Vehicle
Power Cable, but I did have someone who
wrote me who had recently purchased the
GPS and did not know that fact and was
worried that while on a trip he would
loose power when he didn't have a chance
to recharge the unit via the USB cable
connected from his computer to his GPS.
I wrote back:
Perhaps you didn't know that the Garmin 650
recharges while you are driving if you have it held
by the Vehicle Suction Cup Mount and have that
holder plugged into the 12v source of you car via
the Vehicle Power Cable that comes with your unit. In this condition it will
operate and charge at the same time.
If you are using your computer's USB outlet and USB cable to recharge the
Garmin then you cannot use it while it is recharging.

CHARGE 2!
- What a nüvi 750 (Maybe More) Can Do
Most have already discovered that if their nüvi has a USB plug and
they have the special USB Vehicle Power Cable for their GPS they
can connect their unit to their computer and have it charge the
rechargeable batteries while away from their vehicle. I mentioned in
the preceding article 'CHARGE.' "If you are using your computer's USB
outlet and USB cable to recharge the Garmin then you cannot use it while it is
recharging."

But wait .......
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Richard Chapin writes, "... Normally if you plug in the USB
Vehicle Power Cable to the nüvi and connect the other end
to your computer, your nüvi does
not operate as a GPS unit - it
goes into some sort of charging
mode. However, if you FIRST
turn on the nüvi in the battery
mode then go into the test mode
(press the battery icon for about
8-9 seconds) from the main screen, THEN PLUG in the USB
cable, and finally exit the test screen, your nüvi will restart
(reboot) and it will operate just
like it was plugged into the cradle
connection in your vehicle.
This mode will charge the battery
AND operate as a GPS.
It works with my computer USB cable, my cell phone charger
and my car charger for my cell phone.
Don't forget to turn off the nüvi before unplugging."
Richard owns a nüvi 750 with which the above works. The method
doesn't work with my nüvi 650. My nüvi shows slightly different
screens.
So I suggest that you try it with your nüvi model to see if you can
put the procedure to use.
Thanks Richard for the contribution and to others who are
discovering techniques for their nüvi's -- and writing so they can be
shared.
12/29/08 - Keith Underwood writes that although the technique worked with his
360, it doesn't work with his 760 unit connected to his laptop. Charles Loewe tells
me that the technique doesn't work with his 760 (software v. 4.6).
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HERE'S THE SKINNY
- A Screen Protector For Your Garmin
Are you like me? I arrive at a destination and for security of my nüvi
GPS I remove it from the windshield holder and place it in my pocket
as I leave the car. Unfortunately my pocket is full of hard metal
objects such as keys, American Eagle and Krugerrand gold coins, and
paper clip chains -- all of which might scratch the screen of my nüvi.
Or maybe you [cough] place your GPS in the glove compartment,
center console storage box, hide-away container, or just on the floor
of your car -- each place which might have sharp edges which might
scratch your screen.
Well I've read raves about selfsticking plastic sheets (skins) that fit
your GPS's screen that will protect it
from accidental contacts -- that
seem cheap enough.
There are blogs and reviews on the
Internet on this subject. Google
'screen protectors' and read a few.
There are a number of varing
opinions as to quality -- so
investigate of that you can choose wisely.
Here are a couple of links to providers. I am sure that there are
more.
[Click]
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Invisible Shield
Radio Shack
Clarivue

[Search Term: Garmin]

ADDED MARCH 8, 2008
A name withheld friend to this web site wrote that she had found
that the Nintendo DS Lite case fits the nüvi 650 perfectly ... there's a
plastic casing inside that holds it in place and a wrist strap and clip
... the soft nylon case is nicely padded and costs only about $11 ...
you do have to remove the unit to extend the antenna...."

NÜVI NEWBEE PROBLEMS
- Maybe It's Your Settings
Occasionally a new nüvi owner complains on a GPS forum that their
instrument is guiding them in strange ways -- taking them down
roads they wouldn't choose or exiting freeways taking side roads and
re-entering the same freeway. A big contention is being directed way
off route or in strange ways.
Experienced users remind the new owners that their settings in the
Wrench (nüvi settings) area might be causing some of their
problems and suggest, at least for a starting point they experiment
with the following:
WRENCH (nüvi settings)
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Navigation
Route Preference: Faster Time. Selecting Shorter Distance may be
the culprit that will take you off a freeway when you shouldn't exit or
take you on a secondary slow road.
Vehicle: Choose Car/Motorcycle (if that's what you are driving.)
Pedestrian, Bicycle, Truck and Bus all use different algorithms in
determining the route. For example your nüvi might suggest a
different route if you are driving a truck as to what it would suggest
if you were driving your car.
Avoidances: Be careful what you select from the list. If you have
Traffic selected and your nüvi is traffic capable it may be what's
ahead that is causing an un-expected deviation.
You may be better off NOT SELECTING
Avoiding U-Turns. Although I have not
seen any technical specifications for this,
some writers opine that if Avoiding UTurns is selected your Garmin might see
and interpret some road 'sharp turns' as
U-Turns and attempt to keep you from
making them, when you really should
make them, taking you far out of your way. I have always kept my
avoiding U-Turns OFF and have not had any trouble. At least try it
that way if you have been having direction difficulties.

REPORTING MAP ERRORS
- Do Your Bit
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I've yet to meet one GPS owner (all brands) who hasn't noticed a
'map error' on their instrument. Perhaps it's a new street, a dead
end street that is mapped as thru, the existence of a street that has
long been gone, a highway exit that doesn't exist, a miss-named
street, a street that is mapped 1/4 mile from where it is supposed to
be, and on and on.
Not only that, the map that you are using in your instrument, even
though it was just downloaded, is probably outdated by a year or
more anyway.
The GPS maps put together by NavTeq (formerly NavTech), TeleAtlas
and others rely on county planning agencies who in turn rely on
other inputs -- not all of which are accurate.
NavTeq maps, used by Garmin, are updated quarterly by the NavTeq
company, but Garmin and other manufacturers don't update their
maps that often.
[In the future (don't know when) maps will be updated wirelessly -- as you drive
-- provided you have an appropriate GPS unit.]

Garmin has established a 'Reporting Form' for it's users to furnish
updated information.
From Garmin
"Due to the extremely large amounts of
information our maps hold, there will invariably
be errors and inconsistencies. However, you can
help us make our maps much more accurate in
the future. Please notify us of any errors you find
using our error report form at the following link:
We are grateful when our customers take the time to report these inaccuracies to
us. Not only does it help us improve the functionality of our units, but it also
ensures that you will be as satisfied as possible when future map updates are
released."
http://www8.garmin.com/cartography/mapSource/errorForm.html

NavTeq also invites you to report errors at:
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http://mapreporter.navteq.com/dur-web-external/

From NavTeq:
"NAVTEQ Map Reporter™
Travelers, businesses and leading device manufacturers choose NAVTEQ maps for
their accuracy and reliability. You can help us maintain and improve that accuracy
by reporting changes whenever you see them.
Submit your map update as a Guest. Or login. As a member, you can return
anytime to check the status of the updates you submit."
"NAVTEQ’s Map Reporter allows you to tell us where an update to a map may be
necessary."

[Ed.: I like the NavTeq system of making a report.]
So give them a try, either or both, and report errors that YOU are
eye balling.

SHOW ME THE ROUTE
- Seeing The Whole Route
Once you’ve located a Favorite, Address, City etc. and executed a
'Go To' your nüvi takes over and plans your route then activates the
Map Screen at the zoom in/out that has been previously set or which
is appropriate.
But what if you would like to see the whole route on the map.
Let’s say it’s early October and you are parked at the US
Capitol building in Washington, D.C. [This is a fantasy story
for they won’t let you do that anymore.] You have been told,
by the late night TV comedians that there is a lot of ‘hot
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air’ emanating from the
building. This gives you an
idea and you immediately program your
nüvi to guide you to Albuquerque, New
Mexico (some 1900+ miles away) to see
the famous Albuquerque International
Balloon Fiesta and observe some more
interesting accomplishments of ‘hot air.’

[Since this is a fantasy story we will pretend that
you have lots of time, oil has dropped to $25 a
barrel and gas has returned to $1.25 a gallon -yes, a fantasy.]

Now before you pull away from Capitol Hill, you would like to see
your complete route, map-wise, on your nüvi.
You could:
1) touch your screen and drag the map with your finger pulling or
pushing the marked route across the country. This would give you
lots of detail but take some time for the 1900+ miles.
2) hold down the ‘-’ (zoom out) button watching the map change as
if you were rising in altitude above the earth. This would be faster
but it still takes some time as the nüvi re-draws the various screens.
OR YOU COULD USE THIS TECHNIQUE
3) Tap the bar on the very top of the Map Screen (this opens the
Turn List Page) > Tap ‘Show Map’
Your nüvi will conveniently prepare a
map that will show both your present
point and your destination point and
the route through the States through
which you will be traveling. You can
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even zoom in or out viewing
particular areas of interest -- sliding
the map as appropriate.
The beauty part is that your first screen covers your start to finish
points using the entire screen in the best possible way.
On your trip -- please also enjoy Maryland, West Virginia, Kentucky,
Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Oklahoma, Texas, and New Mexico.

I'DE WALK A MILLION MILES ....
- Your nüvi as a Pedometer
You nüvi certainly wasn't designed as a pedometer -- but that
doesn't mean that you can't use it as
such.
Yes, there are better GPSs on the market,
including Garmin, that are more
appropriate. There are even mechanical
pedometers, sometimes given free at
banks and sporting good stores that can
do the job, albeit not quite as accurate.
But if you own a nüvi -- why not use it?
With the nüvi 650 you first want to reset your Trip Data. This is
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accomplished from your Map Screen by:
WITH ANTENNA UP (other no-flip antenna models: GPS 'On')
1) pressing the Speed Indicator in the lower left corner (this opens
the Trip Information Page.)
2) pressing 'Reset Trip' > Yes
The mileage indicator will 'zero' out and begin recording in
hundredths of a mile (or kilometer depending upon how you have
your system preferences chosen) giving you a very accurate
'pedometer' reading as you take your walk or jog.
Comments:
With the nüvi 650 and other similar nüvis, having the antenna up
makes for a more bulky instrument and you will want to figure out
some way to carry it so as not to put the antenna under stress.
With other nüvi models, where there is no antenna to raise, carrying
the nüvi is easier. Please make sure that your 'satellite seeking' is
on. You need the satellites to feed your instrument the varying
position information as you move.
Some series of nüvis may have a slightly different procedure for
accessing the Trip Information Page but you will find the principle
used here will still work.
From this point on just take your walk or jog, even ride your bike or
skateboard and measure your distance traveled.
Please note that the use of your nüvi for keeping track of your distance as you
take swimming laps in a pool or even attempting swimming the English
Channel is not recommended. [The Lawyers made me say that.]
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WHEN YOU GOT TO GO YOU GOT TO GO
- Finding a Rest Area
There you are; driving on a long stretch of turnpike, highway, interstate, freeway, parkway, etc., away from 'major' civilization -- and
someone in your car -- has the urge.
Looking at your Garmin nüvi you would like to see little icons for
roadside Rest Areas -- but they are not there. Perhaps you are
zoomed out too far. After all Garmin POI don't seem to appear until
the zoom setting is at about 200 or 300 feet, on your instrument.
That's not in advance enough for you. By
the time you see it you might not have
enough time to react. Besides you really
want to know where the nearest one is
and go there and then be on your way
again. You want to be able to tell the
'kvetching' person in the back seat that
'we are almost there.'
Your Garmin CAN find the nearest rest
area, but some have reported that the
method is slightly convoluted. Here is the
technique:
Go to the Main Menu > tap 'Where To?' > select 'Food Lodging' >
select 'Auto Services' (you will probably have to scroll a screen down
before selecting) > select 'Rest Area/Tourist Info (after scrolling a
screen)
The appearing list will present the nearby Garmin identified Rest
Areas which you may have to cull from the Chamber of Commerce,
Tourist Offices, Information Centers, etc. (all of which, incidently, if
close, may have facilities.) It will also tell you how many straight line
miles (off road miles -- not the same of road miles [always less])
and the approximate direction you would have to travel.
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Now that you've located the nearest Rest Area:
select it then select 'Go' > select choice 'Insert in Route as Via Point'
and your nüvi will take you right to it. Not only that, it will tell you
the approximate time of arrival -- which should ease the pangs of
your passenger.
BE CAREFUL
Choose your Rest Area wisely -- you will not know, from the menu, if
the selected Rest Area is on your route or not. When offering the
listing, Garmin doesn't pay attention to the road you are on -- only
straight line distance. Thus a selection might take you
off-route, when another selection, albeit further away
may be on your route and will take less time to get to.
You might also select a Rest Area that you have passed
and Garmin will want you to turn around via a point
that is many miles ahead of you -- but would turn out
to be closer to the next Rest Area choice ahead of you.
[I believe, the further away from civilization you are the easier for you to make the
appropriate selection from the Garmin menu, and the closer you are to civilization the
more alternate facilities will be available for you to make a wiser judgement for an offroute detour for a few minutes to seek relief. So when comparing the two it may be a
'wash ----- room.' Of course, your Garmin will get you back on the proper route with
little difficulty when you are finished.]
All this, just to go to the bathroom. You have my sympathy.
AFTERWARDS
You may just continue to your final destination following Garmin's
directions. If, at a later point in your route, you need to select a
different 'via point', Garmin lets you replace the old one (which is
probably behind you by now) with a new one.
Go to the Main Menu > tap 'Where To?' > select the appropriate
choice to find your next via point > select 'Go' > instead of 'Insert in
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Route as Via Point' Garmin will now present you with 'Replace
Current Via Point' as one of the choices, select it.
Rest Areas used to be identified (as POIs) with my older Garmin
Street Pilot 2610 and I could see where they were, on my route,
miles in advance.
Perhaps importing Rest Area POIs using POI Loader and storing them
on my SD card is what I should do -- but that's the subject of
another article.
If you want a jump on the procedure take a look at:
Garmin POI Loader
http://www8.garmin.com/products/poiloader/
POI Factory (you will have to register to obtain free files)
http://www.poi-factory.com/
Rest Areas Combined File
http://www.poi-factory.com/node/6643

WHAT'Z YA PHONE #
- While Driving to Your Garmin POI
Reader and previous contributor, Rob Egelink
of The Netherlands writes: ...
Let's say you're on your way to a hotel which
you found in Garmin's POIs but while you're
driving there you would like to contact the
hotel by phone to ask a question. On my nüvi
250 my solution has been to:
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go to the Main Menu > select 'Where to?' >
and select the 'Recently Found' menu.
My current destination should be the first one on the list (or close to
it) and when selected will reveal the needed contact details.

WAYS TO VIEW FUTURE TRIP TURNS
- Your Garmin Offers Several Ways
Your Garmin nüvi presents you with a close up view of your next
turn as you approach it. The closer you get, the more exploded is
the graphic. However, if you are some distance from the turn,
depending upon the zoom setting, you might not see it on the
screen.
There are two other methods to instantly see approaching turns on
your device.
Method 1 (Probably most used)
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The most common technique involves tapping your 'Turn in' area on
your Map Screen (lower right).
When you do, text for the next turn and a turn graphic will appear
on a split screen. If you have TTS you will also receive voice
directions.

Also indicated will be how many miles/km would be traveled to
reach that point and the estimated time it will take to reach that
point.
If you missed what the voice has said and act before the screen
disappears by re-touching the screen, the voice will repeat.
The screen will return to the original Map Screen in about 5 or 6
seconds, However, if you touch the 'down arrow' (lower right) a
similar turn information screen, as mentioned above, will appear for
the following turn. If you continue to tap the down arrow the next
and next, etc. graphics of turns will appear still telling you the
distance to that turn and the time it will take you to get there. The
down arrow operation can continue until you reach your destination - if you desire. The pressing of the 'Back' button, at any time, will
take you back to your active Map Screen.
The use of this technique is handy for preparing for your next or
distant turns ahead of time, seeing what they will look like, and, by
full scrolling to your destination, how much estimated time (not
what clock time) it will take to reach your destination. I have
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discussed some of this in my previous article: 'ARE WE THERE YET? How Long Will it Take Me to Get There? (Not What Time Will I
Arrive?)' on page 2 of this article/blog series.
Method 2 (Used less often)
The second technique, available on some Garmins, but probably not
used as much, involves tapping the 'Info Bar' on the Map Screen (at
the very top of the screen.)
This time you are presented with a list of three next turns with a
direction arrow (of the turn), how many miles/km to travel from one
turn to the next, and some text telling 'How To Turn.'

Again, you can scroll to the next three listings by tapping the 'down
arrow' (lower right.) The down arrow operation can continue until
you reach your destination -- if you desire. The pressing of the 'Back'
button, at any time, will take you back to your active Map Screen.
In my mind, the major value of this method for me is to show the
distances between each turn.
UNDOCUMENTED TECHNIQUE: You can,
however, tap any one of the listings and
the aforementioned Method 1 split screen
will appear presenting you with a full turn
graphic plus the distance traveled and the
estimated time to that point -- BUT NO
VOICE.
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TRICK: Tap the screen again and the voice will speak.
Tapping the Back button will take you back to the turn listing.
Tapping it twice will take you back to the Map Screen.

IMPORTING FAVORITES FROM
GOOGLE/MAPQUEST INTO YOUR NÜVI
- 'How To' Techniques For On-Line Imports
Your Garmin device lets you save 'Favorites'. These are locations that
you place in a special device data bank for easy retrieval. You place
them there through a variety of address, categories, intersection and
city searches and even by browse techniques performed on your
nüvi. When you find a particular location, by any of many ways, that
you want to send to your Favorites area you press the 'Save' button
and that place gets sent there. With my device, I can have 500
entries in my Favorites area.
The above is nothing new. It is something you are familiar with and
have been using since day one of your nüvi ownership.

BUT DID YOU KNOW...
There is a NEW, not very well promoted, technique that allows you
to establish Favorites on your device directly from two (for now)
Internet map services -- Google Maps and MapQuest.
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Both companies have created, with Garmin, a technique for selecting
locations via their free map service and transferring them to your
device's Favorites area.
The Garmin Communicator Plugin
Garmin is offering a free Browser plugin named the Garmin
Communicator Plugin, housed in an almost secret area of the Garmin
WEB site. It is in one of those 'you can't get there from here'
locations -- unless you know the URL.
Go here: http://www8.garmin.com/products/communicator/ to read
about it. First see if it is compatible with your computer, read the
FAQ's http://www8.garmin.com/products/communicator/faq.jsp If
determine that you have a 'green light' then download it to your
computer (does not go into the Garmin device) and run the Test
Page to see if everything is working.
NOW YOU ARE READY TO USE THE INTERNET SERVICES
Connect your nüvi to your computer via the Garmin USB cable
making it ready for data receipt.
Google Maps:
Lets go to Google Maps first to see how to use the technique.
With your Browser, go to http://maps.google.com/
Let's play with an example so you can get an idea of the technique.
Type in 'Epcot Center Parking' and press 'Search Maps.'

This is fairly close to the parking lot entrance.
[Before Google changed their system earlier this year ('08) one could type just
'Epcot Center' and then choose 'B' which was at the parking lot not in the center of
the park. Also, now you have to use results of Google searches for
this technique to work. See yellow box September 8, 2008 below for an
explanation.]
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You may find the word 'Send' a couple of times on the page. For
example in the 'balloon comment' and also on the 'Print/Send/Link'
line near the top of the page. Click the word 'Send'.

In the next window you will find, on the left side, 'GPS'. Click it. In
the pull-down window under 'Brand', select 'Garmin' (do not choose
Native American Drums.) Now press the 'Send' button.

You will be transported to the Garmin WEB site where you will see a
small map of your selection, a comment that your nüvi was found
(remember you plugged it in previously.) Click 'Send to GPS'. The
new Favorite will be saved to your device, a confirmation note will be
presented, and, via link, you can return to your Google Map to
continue selecting additional Favorites if you desire.
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The entire process is very speedy and you can search, find and add
to your 'Favorites' much faster than if you were to use your Garmin
device alone.
[Sepember, 08: Currently you must use the results of a standard
Google search. For example, Google can search for businesses,
addresses, locations and places of interest. Only when Google
does those types of searches will the Send to GPS choice be presented in
the 'Send' link. The above example does just that.
Although Google can also search for latitude and longitude
coordinates, it does not presently (it previously did) include a
way of sending those to your nüvi - you'll now have to do it by
hand. [See article 'ARE YOU COORDINATED? - Obtaining and Using

Coordinates in Your GPS']

Also not available in the Send to GPS, at the time of this writing,
are the results of the new very useful Developer's Tool - Position
Finder. With those results you will have to enter the coordinates
into your nüvi by hand and then save them as Favorites.]
October, 08 -- the above two statements, in green, are NO LONGER
TRUE if you utilize the Work Around Method suggested by Kevin White
in the article THE WHITE SOLUTION FOR THE GOOGLE per-PLEX - Another
Technique For Sending Google Locations To Your nüvi presented on page 5.
Please remember, you are working with Favorite, NOT Custom POIs
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(they are something different even though they can be the same
location.)
Also you can use some of the above technique to help you prepare
Custom POIs, but that is another article in the Custom POI section of
this WEB site.
MapQuest Maps:
Using MapQuest the procedure is slightly different.
First I am assuming that you have the Garmin Communicator Plugin
installed on your computer and that you have connected your nüvi to
your computer via the Garmin USB cable making it ready for data
receipt.
Go to http://www.mapquest.com/
Type in Mount Rushmore > Search
Oops, MapQuest places you on the mountain near the famous mountain heads.
Not where your car can go. You want to be in the parking lot (lower right) but
MapQuest does not provide any technique to identify that area as a
'Transferable to Favorite . So, lets say that unless you can identify a
location by name or address that is exactly on a road, MapQuest has
no way to adjust. So let's drop this and find something that works.
Go back to MapQuest's 'Map Page' and type in 'Empire State
Building' > Search. MapQuest will present you with a map. Since '2'
will be your choice, click the 'Map button' beside the entry; a map
will appear with the Empire State Building identified as 'A'.
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Now this part is even easier than the Google technique. Find the
small box 'Send' near the top of the page on the left. Click the down
arrow and select 'Send to GPS'. Check box ' nüvi with your unit ID', then
check 'Send'.

             

You didn't even have to go through the Garmin WEB site this time.
That was pretty fast. This location has been added to your
'Favorites'.
If you want to send more 'Favorites' then use your Back button and
enter addresses, business names, places, etc. in the appropriate
boxes, then when your map appears and you select the single place
to be added to your Favorites, follow the above directions.
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MOVING A GOOGLE MAP FIND TO A
BETTER PLACE
- Putting That Favorite On The Road For Your Garmin
October, 08
This article has been revised somewhat to make use of Kevin White's
suggested technique for sending Google coordinates for latitude/logitude
through the Garmin Communicator to the Favorites on your device.
Early in 2008 you could automatically do this but in the middle of the
year Google changed their program so that one must FIRST do a
Google search by business, address, or place of interest. If one
developed a different point from the search by moving a marker not on a
normal search Google search, the option to send the information to the
GPS device was withdrawn.
The Work Around Method suggested by Kevin White in the article THE
WHITE SOLUTION FOR THE GOOGLE per-PLEX - Another Technique
For Sending Google Locations To Your nüvi is presented on page 5. With
Kevin's interesting technique you can send latitude/longitude coordinates
from Google, through the Garmin Communicator, directly to the Favorites
area of your device. For greater details see the above article.

================
It is still highly valuable for you to adjust waypoints, as in this case. If Google
is pointing at the Mt. Rushmore mountain and you need your Favorite to be ON
THE ROAD at the entrance to the parking lot you will still need to use the
technique (or some similar techniques) to ascertain the longitude and latitude
coordinates so that you can hand-enter them into your Garmin (as I am sure your
vehicle won't drive up the side of the mountain to reach the original Google
location.)
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Probably the more common case is that sometimes Navteq maps, used by Garmin,
have house addresses at a distance, small and large, from where they are supposed
to be -- have you run into this?. In those cases it is highly necessary to find the
correct coordinates and adjust them if you plan to use them as a Favorite or a
Custom POI. Obtaining better coordinates from a combination of street and
satellite maps from Google, Google Earth and Mapquest, to name a few, is of
necessity.
A quick read of the following article will reveal the need for changing coordinate
location sometimes. The last two paragraphs will also be of high interest.
Google is also offereing another technique to find coordinates. See article
here:
NEW GOOGLE MAPS WAY OF GETTING LAT/LON COORDINATES
- Developer Tools or Mapplets of Great Aid

Did I leave you, in the last article, running
across the Presidents' faces on Mount
Rushmore á la Cary Grant in 'North by
Northwest' -- not placing your location at
the entrance to the parking lot -- where it
is more usable?
You are going to use a little TRICK to
move a 'location' to a more desired place.
OK, fire up Google Maps at
http://maps.google.com
Type in 'mount rushmore' in the box
and click 'Search Maps'. Oops, even
Google puts you on the mountain
carving
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Using the Satellite mode, zoom-in as appropriate and place the
hand cursor on route SD 244 (Peter Norbeck Scenic Byway) at
the entrance to the parking lots (see below photo)
Right click your mouse and select 'Directions From Here'

The latitude and longitude of that place will appear in a box. It
will be something close to 43.874610, -103.452458

Please note that the coordinates presented by Google are in the convention of latitude
first then longitude. This is OK for hand entering coordinates into your nuvi but
if later you plan to use Custom POIs you must use the convention longitude first
then latitude when preparing them. But, when you use the technique, having the
'Send' transfer the information to your nuvi's Favorites, they get automatically
reversed.
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Now for the TRICK
Highlight the latitude/longitude combinations of numbers and
copy to your clipboard [If there are additional characters there
still copy only the latitude/longitude numbers, excluding the
rest.]
Now paste those numbers in the Google Maps 'Search' box at the
top of the page. You may have to replace what may already be
there

Press 'Search Map'

[What you've done is to force the coordinates of the location where
you placed the hand cursor to appear in the 'seeking directions
page'. Then by copying those coordinates and pasting them back
into the Google Maps 'Search' box and clicking 'Search' you caused
the program to re-identify the focus point to the entrance of the
parking lot (rather than on the mountain top) causing your search
point to be WHERE YOU WANTED IT.]
Now you are ready to let this point become a 'Favorite'
Select 'Send' (it has a little envelope next to it)

Select 'GPS' (left side)
Change the Name to what you want. Ex. Mount Rushmore
Parking
Select 'Garmin' from the drop down 'Brand' menu
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Click the button 'Send'
When the Garmin WEB page opens, select 'Send to GPS'

You've done it !!! Congratulations.
HOW ARE YOU GOING TO USE THIS TRICK/TECHNIQUE?
Suppose you plan to visit a very large shopping center, stadium,
fairgrounds, monument, etc. where all the buildings are set back
from the roads and there are multiple entrances. Doing a normal
search either via your Garmin device or Google Maps will probably
bring up one location. But this is a big site with lots of
ingress/egress and you might want to choose a location that is a
mile or more away. Use the above technique to place your Google
Map marker WHERE YOU WANT and then have it sent to your
Garmin as a Favorite.
Some have reported that when they do a search on an address using
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a map program the result is a block away from where it is supposed
to be. No matter, with the above technique you can move the
result to where it should be by looking at the satellite photos and
making that location a Favorite.

NEW GOOGLE MAPS WAY OF GETTING
LAT/LON COORDINATES
- Developer Tools or Mapplets of Great Aid
In previous articles I wrote about obtaining longitude and latitude
coordinates from Google Maps. Well now there is another technique
for getting those exact coordinates from Google Maps that you might
want to consider.
The use of small on WEB developer tools, or mapplets, opens up
Google Maps to a multitude of features.
This one maybe highly valuable for you:

Position Finder
Shows latitude/longitude coordinates of position clicked on
map.
NOTE: Shows coordinates to 14 decimal places. You cannot
'move' coordinate but you can just simply replace it with
another by clicking in a different place.
WHY NECESSARY
Your Garmin nüvi unit, when in the car/motorcycle setting, is paying
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attention to roads. Many have found, when searching for addresses
or places, that the resulting coordinates may NOT be on a road.
Under normal circumstances your nüvi is preparing your route based
upon roads (not off roads.) For example, what is the correct
coordinates for a National Park? There could be a million+.
If you are using your nüvi as a driving tool, the coordinates selected
should mainly be on a Garmin recognized road, not in the woods
somewhere. In fact, you will find (or have found) that even being on
the correct side of a road or highway WILL make a difference in
the driving directions offered. So selecting your coordinates for your
Favorites or Custom POIs, precisely, will make a big difference. You
can use the satellite views to place your points very accurately.
HOW TO SET UP GOOGLE MAPS WITH THE MAPPLETS
This is quite easy.
Go to http://maps.google.com
Click on Tab 'My Maps' then 'Browse the directory'

Find 'Position Finder' (first page) and click on 'Add it to Maps'

Click on 'Back to Google Maps' (top left of page)
You will now find in your 'My Maps' area (on left) a category named
'Created by others' in which your mapplets will appear.
Box check it and then proceed normally with a search, zooming in on
your target in the satellite mode, then click your selected position.
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Your coordinates will appear.
Please note that the coordinates presented by Google are in the convention of latitude
first then longitude. This is OK for hand entering coordinates into your nuvi but
if later you plan to use Custom POIs you must use the convention longitude first
then latitude when preparing them. But, when you use the above technique, having
the 'Send' transfer the information to your nuvi's Favorites, they get automatically
reversed.

The coordinates of this particular point can be hand entered
to your nüvi and later made as a Favorite [See article ARE
YOU COORDINATED? - Obtaining and Using Coordinates in Your GPS ] or
copied for use in preparing a Custom POI using your .csv or
.gpx techniques [See Custom POI section (many articles) on
this WEB site starting HERE.]
NEW: One can also send these coordinates directly to your
nüvi device from Google by using the Kevin White Work
Around Method discussed in THE WHITE SOLUTION FOR THE
GOOGLE per-PLEX - Another Technique For Sending Google Locations To Your
nüvi presented later on page 5.

You will also find using this Position Finder technique highly useful
when verifying other people's Custom POI lists, making sure that the
coordinates are correctly entered for a road position (many aren't)
that your Garmin software can use correctly.
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CLICK FOR OTHER PAGES or use TOC/Menu
Page 1, Page 2, Page 3, Page 4, Page 5, Page 6, Page 7
Custom POI Page, POI Page 2, POI Page 3, POI Page 4, POI Page 5, POI Page 6
7/8X5 Page 1, 7/8X5 Page 2
Info Page, TOC/Menu, Recent Additions

All written material and organization of material is copyright © 2007-2009 by Gary Hayman, All rights reserved.
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This is Page 5

Garmin GPS
Tricks, Tips, Work Arounds, Hints, Secrets and Ideas
for the Garmin nüvi GPS (and others)
[many ideas may also apply to various nüvi 200, 300, 600, 700, 800, 2X5, 7X5 & 8X5 series units
and possibly other Garmin road GPSs.
A nüvi 650 was used for testing. As of 12/12/08 a nüvi 755T is also being used for testing.
A separate section for 7X5/8X5 devices has been established.
Other articles are being updated, where necessary, to include 7X5/8X5 instructions.]

-- a continuing instructional and comment Blog --

Presented by: Gary Hayman

-- This is the start of Page --5-CLICK FOR OTHER PAGES or use TOC/Menu
Page 1, Page 2, Page 3, Page 4, Page 5, Page 6, Page 7
Custom POI Page, POI Page 2, POI Page 3, POI Page 4, POI Page 5, POI Page 6
7/8X5 Page 1, 7/8X5 Page 2
Info Page, TOC/Menu, Recent Additions

USING THE NUVI TO DISPLAY INDEX CARDS
- Novel Trip Information Display Aid
by contributing writer Mike Epstein, California
My nüvi 750 accepts pictures as direct downloads
from my computer. Since pictures really mean
images, you can build and download any image(s) as
a picture and display it on your LCD.
Open a word processor – I use MS Word
Set the page size, font and font size – I use 14 point Antigua
bold, page size 6.0” wide, 3.4” high, no margins. This will allow
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14 lines per card.
Build the text to display
Copy the text file to an imagery editor – I use IRFanView which
can be downloaded for free.
Save the image as a jpeg file using a pixel size that is the same
as the nüvi device – for a nüvi 750 it’s 480 X 209 .
Load it into the Garmin device from your computer.
After viewing the image on the Garmin LCD, determine how to play
around with the font type and size to get a viewable image that
works for your eyes and application.
Editor's Notes: The Program IRFanView mentioned above can be obtained
from http://www.irfanview.com/.
Most normal Graphics programs WONT accept text files, so if you don't
have the suggested file you might do one of the following:
Prepare your text first (you can even use
NotePad), then use your built in Screen
Capture capability (your Prt Scrn key
{Print Screen}) to send the screen to the
clipboard then later paste the resultant
graphic into your Graphics program
and make the necessary adjustments
there before sending the cropped and
sized .jpg of the text (converted to
graphics) to your Garmin. Here is
additional information: For XP, For Vista, For Mac OS-X, Nice
Article.
Use a screen section snip program. I use the free Snippy (one of my
most used and favorite programs). Some might use the commercial
Snagit.
If you use Vista OS then there is a built in snipping tool. See Article
here.
Author Mike Epstein uses the pixel dimensions of 480 x 209 for these
JPGS. I use 480 x 212. I tested both and I can't see the difference. These
dimensions are for the wide screen nüvi units. For non-wide screen units,
I'm guessing (I can't test) that the dimensions would be around 320 x 180.
Please note that these dimensions are different
from the 'splash screen' size of your nüvi where the
wide screen units are 480 x 272 and the non-wide
screen units are 320 x 240 pixels. Reason: When
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displaying JPGS with Picture Viewer there is a 60
pixel area at the bottom of the screen that is
reserved for Garmin display information. Splash
screens don't have that information bar, so
therefore can be bigger.
Your JPGS can be loaded via your computer to two
places. To the device itself into the JPEG folder
OR directly to your removable SD/SDHC card at
root level; not into any folder.
Please don't be confused by the pixel dimension size that the author is
suggesting. JPEGs of almost any size can be stored in your nüvi. However
very large dimension sizes are wasteful and take up valuable storage. Your
Picture Viewer will automatically take your JPEG and re-size it KEEPING
THE SAME ASPECT RATIO and display it on a screen area (for wide
screen nüvis) of 480 x 212 pixels (less for non-wide screen.) If your original
JPEG isn't that size, a black border on the sides will appear causing your
resized photo to be thumbnailish (I made that word up.) What the author
has done here is to cleverly utilize all of the available portion of the
screen to display the graphic of the text, so it WONT be resized -smaller. This make it easier to read. Kudos.
Added: August 20, 2008
From: GadgetGuy(bgateson2)
I read your new article about creating notecards. I'd like to point
out that folks can also create .jpg notes using Paint. Paint is
included in XP and I believe Vista. Start/All
Programs/Accessories/Paint.
Open Paint, select Image, then Attributes and change it to 480 x
212. Then select the Text icon and create a text box over the
entire space and type your message in your font of choice. Save
the finished product as a .jpg to the JPEG folder of your device or
to your SD/SDHC card.
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OLYMPIC GOLD MAKES A BIG SPLASH ON
THE NÜVI
- A Simple Splash Screen For Lost/Stolen Nüvis
[Note: I am told that because of a the new design this technique doesn't work on the nüvi 880
model (no reports from other 8XX models) but that the technique DOES WORK VERY WELL on
models from the other nüvi series - 2XX, 3XX, 6XX, 7XX.]

ATTENTION 7x5T series owners.You will use a slightly different setting and
technique as far as image size. SEE:
7X5T SPLASH SCREEN SIZE - There Is A Difference in the 7X5 area. There I
furnish you with a splash screen that will match your units.
Your nüvi may be misplaced, lost or stolen -- bummer! Some say
that the chance of getting it back
might be slim. GPSrs are popular
target items for the snatch and grab
thefts of opportunity.
I am sure, by now, that you have
heard the warnings of not leaving
your unit in a parked vehicle; hiding
the device's support -- be it suction
cup, bean bag (which I use) or vent
hanger -- from obvious sight; and making sure your windscreen
doesn't have telltale marks from removed suction cups.
You are also probably aware that you should record the serial
number of your unit perhaps not only on a wallet information card
but maybe in a text file in your Garmin folder. The number will be
highly important for identification at a later time should your unit be
located on the street, at a pawn shop, in a bad guy's cache, in a
dumpster, or maybe on e-Bay or Craig's List.
Another line of defense is to use Garmin's LOCK setting. This will
generally prevent others from activating your device when it is out of
your hands. Please make sure that you
'set' your lock at a place other than at
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your home. It is too easy for shady
people who know about the lock to
determine your address from papers in
your car, including telephone numbers, and
drive to your abode in the dead of night
and unlock your unit. Make it tough on
them by choosing a locking place that is
not at your home, office, parking lot,
parking garage or any place where you
regularly park your vehicle. Make sure you chose a location that is
not likely to be visited by a thief -- perhaps the entrance of the local
police station, which they tend to avoid.
You may have important addresses stored in your GPS that you don't
want anyone to know about.
Quick, erase that Favorite or Custom POI of (lon) -119.67081, (lat) 39.21858.

Some people recommend the commercial StuffBak
http://www.stuffbak.com/ to help in returns by Good Samaritans.
ANYWAY
With your LOCK established it is a good
idea to have a Special Splash Screen
show when your unit is turned on. This
will alert the thief and potential buyer of
your purloined unit that there will be
difficulty with the unit. It may not help
you get it back but at least you can
"chortle in your joy" knowing that the
thief may not make any money out of a
potential sale -- 'cause the thing won't
work. However, if a Good Samaritan is in
possession of your unit it makes it easier
for you to be contacted. I don't
recommend using your name and phone number on the Splash
Screen.
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Let's make a simple Splash Screen using Microsoft Paint. (You can
use other graphic programs (they may even be easier if you are
accustomed to them) too to create the screen.
Part 1 (Composing and Saving Your Splash Screen)
Open Paint at Start > All Programs > Accessories > Paint
Select File > New then Attributes (from the Image tab) and
change the size to 480 x 272 for wide screen and 320 x 240
for non-wide screens (I'm guessing at the last number as I am
unable to test) [See graphic for other settings]

Choose your background color -- perhaps yellow, or if you like
Olympic Gold then try (253, 208, 23)/#FDD017 [use color tab]
and Fill the area with the color
Switch your color to what ever text color you want and Activate
Text mode, and choose your font,
Compose your Splash Screen message [See suggestion]
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Save as a .jpg to your Garmin JPEG folder while connected to
your computer via your USB cable. You can also save it to your
SD/SDHC card if your prefer.
[Quick Tip For Speed: Don't bother making your own Splash Screen from
scratch. Right click my image above and select 'Copy'. Then paste it into your
Graphics program. Erase the existing e-mail address with the gold color and
replace the 'owner' address with your own (in a contrasting color to the gold.)
Now save the .jpg as in the step above.]
[Idea for fake 'tracking' note submitted by Larry Chisum 8/23/08]

Part 2 (Installing Splash Screen)
[Also see 760 note below]

Wrench > Display > Splash Screen/Change > Select view Images
From Internal Storage (unless you stored your image on the
SD/SDHC card) > Scroll and Select proper image > answer Yes to
"Do you want to save this image as your splash
screen" > Back (2)
Congratulations! "O frabjous day! Callooh! Callay!"
You can now go stand at the top of the podium with
your Olympic Gold Medal Splash Screen.
If you want to test it out, go to a busy corner in
your town and place your unit on the sidewalk
and walk away. If someone picks it up and you
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eventually get an e-mail message stating that
they have it -- the process works.
[Some quotes from Lewis Carroll's famous poem "The Jabberwocky".]
[760 NOTE: Frank Tabor writes that the procedure for his 760 unit
is slightly different (perhaps for the entire 7XX series). Once his
prepared .jpg is loaded on his unit the steps for making it a splash
screen is as follows - From the Main Menu: Wrench > Picture Viewer
> Tap the picture; In the upper left corner is a check-box to Display
at Power on? Touch that box > Back out.]

HAS YOUR NUVI BEEN DISCONTINUED?
- Oh Where, Oh Where Did My nüvi Go?

You woke up this morning
And your nüvi was gone
You just bought your Garmin
Something must be wrong
(sung to the music of the Sopranos theme song)

Has this happened to you too? Your nüvi
GPS is now suddenly listed by Garmin as
being discontinued.
The growing list now includes the following nüvi models: 350, 360,
370, 600, 610, 650, 660, 670. Of course, that was 5 minutes ago
and things might have changed since then. If you want to check it
out yourself go to https://buy.garmin.com/shop/shop.do?cID=164 to see
the discontinued list. Be aware that some have found that there may
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be a lag from when a unit leaves the Current Model List
(https://buy.garmin.com/shop/shop.do?cID=134 ) till when it appears on the
Discontinued List.
Has the world come to an end for you? Not really.
Many of those discontinued models are still available from retailers,
and, if their specifications meet your needs and the reduced prices
are to your liking then, if you are a prospective buyer, they might be
a good purchase. If you are already an owner you can still receive
Garmin support and even firmware updates for some discontinued
models; the 600 series is an example. Your nüvi won't stop working
just because Garmin has discontinued it -- without telling you -even if you bought it last week.
To be fair, the company is developing new models in order to install
recent developments and keep competitive in the ever expanding
GPS market -- as well it should. [There are approximately 60
manufacturers of GPS units that are available in the US.] The
competition is pushing hard with its innovations and pricing. Actually,
the best GPS would probably be a combination of features from
many of the manufactures.
Garmin, itself, has recently released information about it's soon to be
available nüvi 2x5T and 7x5T series (265T, 265WT, 275T, 755T,
765T, 775T, 785T) which will have a variety of new features.
Many have criticized Garmin for having too many choices making it
confusing and difficult for new prospective
buyers to choose which model is 'right' for
them and have suggested that Garmin just
have 10 or so models making the choice easier
for the buyer and the retailer who most
probably can't stock all current models for their
customers. Presently there are 28 nüvi models
and that doesn't count the 8 discontinued
models that may still be available at the retail level -- many are.
I'm not sure that any model is 'right' for you. From
my personal experience and the reports from others,
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once you purchase your first GPS, and no matter
how good it is and how many bells and whistles it
has, within a short time you develop an insatiable
'GPS envy'. I'm on my 5th GPS unit with my
anticipating eyes on my next one.
FUTURE OF AUTOMOTIVE GPS

[Some items on listing already exist and some are down
the line]

GPS development will be exciting. New features
and new ideas are being developed daily.
--Avoid pending accidents by recognizing and
alerting for vehicle proximity
--Traffic light color recognition screen display and your unit can
even alert you to stop car if about to unlawfully violate or are
about to violate a red light
--Black Box type information technology for accident
documentation
--Advanced Lane Guidance guides you to the proper lane of
multi-lane roads or to proper turning lanes
--Real time map updates
--Driving habit learning modes
--Unit tracking technology for fleet use or stolen device location
--Heads up windshield display (HUD) -- just like the fighter pilots
--Posted road speed display and current traffic speed display of a
distant point
--Road sign detail displayed
--Historical road data input for better trip planning and current
guidance
--Suggested best route detours based upon current traffic speed
--Vehicle to vehicle speed information (unit to unit information
trade)
--Building outlines and 3D building views
-- Integrated camera that displays real time video with
navigation overlays
--Rolling Internet WiFi and cellular connection for 2-way
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information transfer
--Automatic pothole and obstacle instantaneous reporting (car to
car)
--Preventing 'run off the road' accidents
--Automatic car steering
--Essential part of the Auto Matrix - "...The Auto Matrix is Cars
talking to cars, talking to roads, talking to traffic control centers,
The World Wide Vehicle Web...." iautomatrix.com
--Many more ...
CONCLUSION
So if your unit has been discontinued -- Don't
Worry. Be Happy. Use it. It is still good and
will do what you purchased it for. Then, wait
(at least a week) until you are really ready to
replace it with another GPS that you 'must
have' and either give your old GPS away, trade
it, or sell it. Spread your old GPSs around, like I have had to.

I GAVE A NUVI AS A GIFT TO MY 16 YEAR
OLD. REALLY?
- A GPS Gift to a Young New Driver
Recently a father posted a message on a GPS forum of how he took
advantage of a special promotion being offered by a credit card
company of a FREE nüvi 200 with the opening of an account. He
signed up with the express idea of giving the device to his sixteen
year old daughter as a birthday present and as a celebration of her
obtaining her drivers licence.
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He was immediately pummeled with a plethora of critical postings
which advised, in essence, that it is a very BAD IDEA to give such
an item to a young new driver, stating that the extra distraction that
the unit might provide would be dangerous to that level of driving
maturity.
They cited that there are already too many distractions for the
driver, what with the driving itself; radio; CD or iPod music; cell
phone use; texting; eating and drinking; and conversations with
passengers.
One stated that "...if you love your daughter and want to keep her
alive, you would take back the GPS until she has proven she is a
responsible driver and understands how distractions can kill and is
ready to drive safely...."
Another echoed that another distraction is not needed and she
should be concentrating on learning to drive.
I am in agreement. Here are three quick finds on the Internet which
discuss teen accident rates. Sixteen year olds are at a very high risk
rate.

National Teen Driving Statistics

per http://www.rmiia.org/Auto/Teens/Teen_Driving_Statistics.htm

Motor vehicle crashes are the leading cause of death for teenagers.
16 year-olds have higher crash rates than drivers of any other age.
16-year-olds are three times more likely to die in a motor vehicle crash
than the average of all drivers.
3,490 drivers age 15-20 died in car crashes in 2006, up slightly from
2005.
Drivers age 15-20 accounted for 12.9 percent of all the drivers involved in
fatal crashes and 16 percent of all the drivers involved in police-reported
crashes in 2006.
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) estimates
the economic impact of auto accidents involving 15-20 year old drivers is
over $40 billion.
A recent report by AAA estimates the cost of crashes involving 15-17 year
olds to be $34 billion.
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Graduated drivers license programs appear to be making a difference.
Fatal crashes involving 15- to 20-year olds in 2005 were down 6.5 percent
from 7,979 in 1995, to the lowest level in ten years.
Fewer 16-year-olds are driving. In 2006 only 30 percent of 16-year-olds
had their driver's licenses compared to 40% in 1998 according to the
Federal Highway Administration.
According to a 2005 survey of 1,000 people ages 15 and 17, conducted by
the Allstate Foundation
More than half (56 percent) of young drivers use cell phones while driving,
69 percent said that they speed to keep up with traffic
64 percent said they speed to go through a yellow light.
47 percent said that passengers sometimes distract them.
Nearly half said they believed that most crashes involving teens result
from drunk driving.
31 percent of teen drivers killed in 2006 had been drinking, according to
NHTSA. 25 percent had a blood alcohol concentration of .08 or higher.
Statistics show that 16 and 17-year-old driver death rates increase with
each additional passenger (IIHS).

Teenage Driver Facts:

per http://www.car-accidents.com/teen-car-accidents.html

Deaths. Each Year over 5,000 teens ages 16 to 20 Die due to Fatal
injuries caused Car accidents. About 400,000 drivers age 16 to 20
will be seriously injured.
Risks. The risk of being involved in a car accident the highest for
drivers aged 16- to 19-year-olds than it is for any other age group. For
each mile driven, teen drivers ages 16 to 19 are about four times more
likely than other drivers to crash.
Stats. Teenagers are about 10 percent of the US Population but
account for 12 percent all Fatal Car Crashes.
Costs. Drivers (both male and female) under age 24 account for 30%
- $26 billion Dollars of the total costs of Car accidents in the US.

Sobering Stats

per http://editorial.autos.msn.com/article.aspx?cp-documentid=498409

According to an analysis conducted for AAA, in 2006 drivers ages 15 to 17
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were involved in approximately 974,000 crashes that injured 406,427
people and killed 2,541. Here are more sobering statistics:
According for The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),
motor vehicle crashes are the leading cause of death among U.S. teens,
accounting for 36 percent of all deaths in the age group.
The risk of motor vehicle crashes is higher among 16-to-19-year-olds than
among any other age group, and per-miles-driven teens ages 16 to 19 are
four times more likely than older drivers to crash, says the Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS).
Risk is highest at age 16, and the crash rate per miles driven is twice as
high for 16 year olds as it is for 18 and 19 year olds, according to the IIHS.
IIHS statistics show that 16- and 17-year-old driver death rates increase
with each additional passenger.
According to teensafety.com, 1 in 3 teenage drivers has an accident in the
first year of receiving a license, and a teenager is injured in a car crash
every 55 seconds and killed every 6.5 minutes.

THE WHITE SOLUTION FOR THE GOOGLE
per-PLEX
- Another Technique For Sending Google Locations To Your nüvi
When Google Maps changed their system earlier this year the
Garmin user, who could formerly send coordinates straight from the
Map to their Garmin device as a FAVORITE, using Google and the
Garmin Communicator Plug-in, became limited to only Google
searches for businesses, addresses, locations and places of
interest -- sending coordinates didn't [seem to] work anymore -leaving one perplexed.
The technique was covered in previous article:
IMPORTING FAVORITES FROM GOOGLE/MAPQUEST INTO YOUR NÜVI
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- 'How To' Techniques For On-Line Imports
Even when using the new developer tools or mapplets discussed in:
NEW GOOGLE MAPS WAY OF GETTING LAT/LON COORDINATES Developer Tools or Mapplets of Great Aid -- the coordinates
appeared that they couldn't be directly sent.
This, as mentioned above, meant that if one wanted to send a
Google Map location that Google didn't develop through the
normal search to your FAVORITES via Garmin Communicator -maybe you wanted to move the spot for some reason -- you
couldn't do that directly (or so it seemed.) This was because
Google would no longer present you with the necessary 'GPS' choice
on it's menu when you attempted to do a 'Send.'
The longer Work Around was to obtain the coordinates from the map
and enter them by hand into your nüvi and save the location as a
FAVORITE. Not too difficult but there was a little typing involved.
Latitude and Longitude coordinates are highly useful when a 'normal'
Google search identifies a point in 'the wrong place' or where one
has to place the point in a different position than what was
presented during a search. For example, instead of a building in a
shopping mall one might really need the point where the driveway
meets the road or perhaps a special entrance to a large park which
Google doesn't identify as the 'entrance of choice.' Or, maybe, as in
the below example, you wanted to identify a kayak launching
platform that someone told you about in distant Columbus, Ohio.
This point does not have an address nor is it located on a road.
There are many more reasons. All which would have to be done by
hand ...

The Kevin White Work Around Method
Reader Kevin White of Lexington, KY wrote me and revealed his
interesting and useful technique for sending Google Maps generated
coordinates directly through Garmin Communicator to his nüvi 200
device (it will work on other nüvis too.) His solution forces Google
to present the missing 'GPS' choice and from then on everything
works as normal.
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Many thanks to Kevin. I have taken his technique and worked it into
an example to give you an idea as how to accomplish it -- with
pictures. At the end, there is a briefer explanation as a summary.
First we will assume that your nüvi is connected to your computer
via the Garmin USB cable and that you are on-line with your
computer. Also that you have Garmin Communicator installed and
working. (See earlier article)
1) Go to http://maps.google.com
2) Go to the 'area' of your spot either by a normal search or moving
the map. [If the place is of a distance from where you are at you
could do a search on a city to arrive at the general area.]
Let's say we did a normal search on 'Columbus, OH'

This map would appear.

3) Using the zoom capability and street and/or satellite views find
the location that you want to identify. In most cases, it is best to
have the spot located on a road as your Garmin performs 'on-road'
guidance directions better -- but it doesn't have to be.
We are going to choose a point at a river launching site to
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the West of the A flag. It will not be on a road -- but
because it is not on the road, in this case (not all cases), it
will later cause a problem which we will solve with another
technique -- good training for today, October 12, 2008, the
real anniversary of Columbus Day (Juilian calendar)
4) Mark the location -- zoom in first for accuracy. An easy way of
marking is to right click the map at the location and select
'Directions From Here'. This will cause a new 'A' flag to appear.
Hopefully you were very accurate as to where you placed your cursor
before you 'right clicked.'

Zoomed in view

Notice, I'm right on the dock -- not on a road. That parking lot on
the left as well as most of the complex is also not on a Garmin
identified road -- keep that thought in mind; till the end.
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5) Now click the 'Send' link

6) Highlight the latitude/longitude coordinates that appear in the big
message box and copy to your clipboard. Now press the Cancel
button.

[NOTE: Although, in this case, the coordinates also
appeared at the left hand side of your screen before the
initial 'Send' was clicked, this will not always happen (a
street name or 'unnamed road' could appear), therefore I am
presenting a technique that will always work.]
Please note that the coordinates presented by Google are in the convention of latitude
first then longitude. This is OK for hand entering coordinates into your nuvi but
if later you plan to use Custom POIs you must use the convention longitude first
then latitude when preparing them. But, when you use the above technique, having
the 'Send' transfer the information to your nuvi's Favorites, they get automatically
reversed.

7) Paste the latitude/longitude coordinates in the Google Search box
and press 'Search Maps'.

8) When the map gets updated press 'Send'
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This time your needed 'GPS' choice will appear

9) Click 'GPS' for a new window

10) In this window, Change 'Name' if you desire, Choose Garmin
from the pull down menu if not already presented, add Notes and
Phone Number if you desire. Select 'Send' (from this new window)
[Please note that I am only making up this kayak launching
location. I have no direct knowledge if you can launch a
kayak from this point or not. I do not know if the Nina,
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Pinta, and Santa Maria ever docked here -- so don't ask.]
11) You will now be transported to the Garmin Communicator Page

12) Click 'Send to GPS' and the Columbus Kayak Launching will be
saved as a Favorite to your nüvi device.
THE TECHNIQUE IN BRIEF
Go to Google Maps
Locate your selected point and right click it
Select 'Send' then copy latitude and longitude coordinates
Paste them in the normal 'Search Maps' box and activate
Select 'Send' again and this time your 'Send to GPS' choice will
appear
Make necessary text changes and then 'Send' it, arrive at Garmin
Communicator, and 'Send to GPS' from there.
You will have placed the location among your Favorites on your
device.
BTW -- a Googolplex [note that the spelling is slightly different] is
a very, very, very, very ... large number -- 10^[(10)^100]
or 10 raised to the googol power; where a googol is the
number 1 with 100 zeros after it.
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Googleplex - the complex that houses Google's company
Headquarters.

THE OTHER PROBLEM
Remember, we chose a location that was not on a road. Well when
your Garmin later tries to navigate to that point it will take you to
the nearest road location that it knows and then draws a straight line
to that point. Often, this will generally work for you as in the case of
my fishing hole articles:
GONE FISHIN’ BY A SHADY WADY POOL - - Ye Ol’ Fishing Hole -- A Place You Know

GONE FISHIN' INSTEAD OF JUST A- WISHIN' - Ye New Fishin' Hole -- You've Never Been There

In this case, however, your Garmin will probably take you to a
point on Dublin Rd. (US 33) that is on a road and close to your
chosen point, and then draw a straight line to the launch site.
Unfortunately, the straight line crosses the open water of the
Scioto River -- across which, at that point, drive you cannot (I sound
like Yoda. My ears are smaller.)
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Perhaps it would be better to choose being on a road that leads to
the complex where the launching platform is. This would be at the
end of Rickenbacker Dr. (39.964802,-83.01839). So here, using a
combination of Google Satellite AND Map views pays dividends when
selecting your coordinates.
As we are now finished with this topic it is time to say "Goodbye,
Columbus."

GROOVY! WITH MY NÜVI ON A SEA CRUISEIE
-Taking Your nüvi On A Sea Cruise

I just returned from my 16th cruise. This time I was on the Carnival
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Conquest sailing out of
Galveston, Texas for the
destinations of Montego
Bay, Jamaica;
Georgetown, Cayman
Islands; and Cozumel,
Mexico. On this 7-day
trip I brought my Garmin nüvi along.
I thought I'de share some observations and comments in case you
are interested in taking your device on a future cruise.
BTW, it was on one of my earlier cruises that I first saw a GPS in
operation many years ago. A fellow passenger enthralled me with his
early personal GPS unit. I immediately purchased my first device, a
Garmin GPS III+, upon returning home. I am now on my 5th GPS
unit and looking at a 6th by the end of the year.
REMINDERS

While sailing, there are no roads for your
GPS to follow, so using the Tools settings
for your device, change it to the OffRoad function. There will be times when
you may want to also shift between the
'North Up' setting and the 'Track Up'
settings -- 3D viewing is not necessary. You may find it difficult
for your unit to access the satellites even though you are outside
on your balcony and apparently have a clear access to an unlimited
vista. You will find your unit can find the satellites much quicker
when you are outside on the Lido (or similar) deck with a view of
the entire sky.
Whatever you do, don't hang your GPS over
the balcony rail thinking that it will see more
of the sky and acquire the satellites better.
I'll bet you 2 to 1 you'll drop it into the sea
when the ship hits that rogue Poseidon wave
that is unseen by you as it approaches from
the other side of the ship. Just thinking about
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doing that will automatically produce the
perfect storm .
What's That Piece Of Land Out There? ----- Two
days out from Galveston you notice some land way
off in the distance on the port (left) side of the
ship. What is it?
Well this is pretty easy. Turn on your nüvi. When
the satellites are acquired just look at the map. You
are passing the Northwestern most point of Cuba. [See all the cigar
smoke rising?]
How Far Away Is It? ----- Just guessing I would say you are at
least 13+ mi (~12 nm) [you should be beyond territorial waters of
Cuba to avoid a Cuban gun boat incident] and nearer than ~19 mi
(~16.5 nm) (if you are standing on deck 200 feet above sea level)
which is the distance you can see to sea level items at the horizon
[curvature of the earth and refraction roughly considered*]
You can find out precisely using your GPS (for types compatible
with techniques used in the nüvi 600 series.)
Activate your nüvi and after the satellites zeros in on your
location...
Set your unit to 'Off Road' (no roads at sea)
Touch and drag the screen (you may have to adjust your zoom)
till the small white arrow is on the distance point that you see
from the ship. Press 'Go'.
Your mileage to that point will appear in the 'Turn in' mileage
area (lower right corner of my nüvi 650). That mileage will also
appear on the 'Trip Information Page' (touch 'Turn in' -- lower
left) and also on the 'Turn List Page' (touch 'Turn in' -- lower
right).
Reminder: your device should be set to Off Road.
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You can find out precisely using your GPS (for types compatible
with techniques used in the nüvi 7X5T series.)
Activate your nüvi and after the satellites zeros in on your
location...
Set your unit to 'Off Road' (no roads at sea)
Tools > Settings > Navigation > 'Off Road' > OK > Go back to the map view

Touch and drag the screen (you may have to adjust your zoom)
till you see the point that you view from the ship and tap the
screen at that point. A small white arrow will appear
Press 'Go!'
Two techniques to now see the distance
(A) If already set, your 'Arrive in' window (lower screen to
the right of Menu) will give you the mileage. If not set, then
tap it and set it to 'Distance to Destination and press 'OK'
(B) Press the green bar at top of screen. The mileage will be
included on the next screen
Reminder: your device should be set to Off Road.

How Far Is It Back To Your Embarkation Point? (Straight Line)
-- If you have established your Embarkation port as a Favorite then
just turn your unit on, let it acquire the
satellites and set your 'Where to?' to
your originating port. The distance will be
reflected in the lower right corner of your
nüvi Map screen plus the other places as
mentioned above.
The distance will first be reflected on a
slide-out window from under the 'Go!'
button and, when Go is pressed in the
'Arrival In' window (if set for distance) or,
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after taping the green bar at the top of the screen.
How Far Is It To The Next Destination? (Straight Line) -Establish your next destination port as a Favorite, let your unit
acquire the satellites and set your 'Where to?' to your destination
port. The distance will be reflected in the lower right corner of your
nüvi screen plus the other places as mentioned above.
The distance will first be reflected on a slide-out window from under
the 'Go!' button and, when Go is pressed in the 'Arrival In' window
(if set for distance) or, after taping the green bar at the top of the
screen.
On Shore; Finding The Ship -- Chances are, in most ports, you
won't have to worry about this. If shopping, most of the stores are
within eyesight of your ship. If you
are at a distance you will probably
return by tour bus/van or taxi
anyway. If you have rented a car,
motorcycle, scooter or moped you
should make sure that before you
leave home that you have the
necessary maps of the area loaded
in your GPS, (units vary) and that
you have paid up your driving life insurance. On some islands, and in
some ports, only major roads are indicated -- so be forewarned if
you take your GPS on an Easy Rider trip.
Also, if you are going to take your unit ashore remember to save the
access to the dock as a Favorite point so that you can easily find it
later. Seasoned cruise goers know that some ships are docked at sea
and the passengers are tendered onto shore. So the access to the
dock, not the ship, should be used as your Favorite point.
THINGS NOT TO DO
Don't look for the Captain to advise him of
the course he should be taking according
to YOUR GPS. He already has a GPS -and his is bigger than yours.
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Don't use your GPS to track your distance
while exercising with your power walk on
the outdoor exercise deck while the ship is
moving at sea. I can guarantee you that
the reflected distance will be WRONG -but it WILL make you feel that you are
getting great benefits from your walking
exercise -- especially when you suddenly discover that you are
walking at about 17-25 mph.
No matter what your GPS tells you, your real altitude will be
pretty close to sea level. It's a given.
Don't use your GPS to determine what time you will arrive at
your next port. It is much easier to look in the ship's daily
newsletter which is delivered to your cabin. I'll bet that the time
published there is pretty darn correct.
While you are on one of these giant cruise
ships of 3000+ passengers and 1100+ crew
-- you will get lost and you won't be able
to use your GPS to find the dining room,
the spa/gym, nor the infirmary.
Addendum:
(*)An easy 'general' formula for determining the visual distance to
the horizon (correcting for refraction) is:
distance to horizon (miles) = sqrt [ 7 × h (feet) / 4 ]
Those with GPS models that have tracking and route planning can
figure out their exact mileage by plotting multiple points and adding
up the 'leg' distances -- However, it is so much easier for everyone
to read the ship's daily newsletter delivered to your cabin where all
that information is conveniently given to you each day.
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Conversions
1 nautical mile = 1.15077 miles = 1.85200 kilometers
1 mile = 0.868976242 nautical miles = 1.609344 kilometers
1 kilometer = 0.539956803 nautical miles = 0.621371192 miles
(HEAR: 30 sec snippet "Sea Cruise")

NÜVI PROTECTIVE CASE IDEA
- Does The NFL Know?
Reader Kurt Wisner wrote,
I recently received a nuvi 205W, my first GPSr, and am exploring
everything I can find. I found your "Tips, Tricks . . ." website via the POI
Factory site.
THANK YOU for simply existing. I have learned so much in just a couple
of visits. What a welcome resource!
I can't pay back much right now since I don't know much yet, but found a
money-saver that you may wish to pass along regarding protection of your
GPSr - if it's roughly the size of the 205W.
While looking for a protective case at our local
Wal*Mart, we saw the normal cases made for GPSs
and looked at cases made for external hard drives of
similar size. There was roughly a $10 price
difference. While I was flipping a coin, my wife
strolled into the athletics section and found a set of
(2) Rawlings forearm pads like kids would use for
football, etc. They were on sale for $3. We bought a
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set, size Small, and my wife sewed the narrow
(wrist) end closed. My 205W slides in and out with
no problem, but the foam provides protection and a
degree of insulation. I keep one in each car and put
my GPSr into one when its not on the windshield.
Hope someone will find this helpful. Thanks again for your website.
Kurt

[Photo not furnished. I dug the above from the Internet -hoping it would be approximately correct.- gh]
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This is Page 6

Garmin GPS
Tricks, Tips, Work Arounds, Hints, Secrets and Ideas
for the Garmin nüvi GPS (and others)
[many ideas may also apply to various nüvi 200, 300, 600, 700, 800, 2X5, 7X5 & 8X5 series units
and possibly other Garmin road GPSs.
A nüvi 650 was used for testing. As of 12/12/08 a nüvi 755T is also being used for testing.
A separate section for 7X5/8X5 devices has been established.
Other articles are being updated, where necessary, to include 7X5/8X5 instructions.]

-- a continuing instructional and comment Blog --

Presented by: Gary Hayman
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FUN WITH NUVI TRACK LOGS
- Uses You May Not Have Thought Of
by Contributing Writer, EScout

[This article was revised on March 10, 2009]
Thank you 'EScout' for such an interesting an useful article. I am sure
that many of our readers will use it to expand their knowledge, use
and enjoyment of their GPS units.
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Some nüvi models keep a very nice track log. I am writing this based
on my experience with the 255W. The same generation series 2X5,
including the 205, 265, 275, 285 nüvi models have a similar feature.
This should work also with all the 500, 700, 800 series and the
5000. Garmin does not go into much detail about this feature. Go
into your Setup menu and see whether there is a reference to a Trip
Log.
Garmin calls the track log a Trip Log. You can see the track on your
nüvi map screen in blue. You can choose to have this track not
display on the map, but it still keeps a detailed track log of where
the nüvi GPS has been. You can delete it at any time and it starts a
new track. The track records location, time and elevation. You can
re-trace/re-drive streets like I am doing in the screen grab below.

These are some of the uses:
1. Keep a record of your driving and show the track on maps on your
computer, using various mapping programs. Some will total your
distance and give you other information.
2. Keep track of other drivers of your car (secretly). Turn off the
track display and they will not know it is being recorded. Remember,
though, someone can track you also, so delete your Trip Log when
returning from a confidential location.3. Keep a record of your
mileage for business or job. Each time you turn off the unit and
restart, a new segment is created. Connected to your car’s power,
this is done automatically each time you turn off the car and restart
it. These segments can be helpful to record mileage for your job
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when you drive between locations.
4. Geotag your photos. This means that you can insert the position
(latitude and longitude) into the data part of your digital photo. With
this, you will know where the photo was taken. You can then view
your photos placed on a map where they were taken. You can send
a file to friends that show your track and the embedded photos.
Processing your Track Log:
The first step for all of the above is to retrieve the track log file from
your nüvi, to use in your Windows PC. Here is an easy way to get
the track log out of the nüvi and process it. I did all of this with my
255W. With your nüvi attached to your computer, look in the GPX
folder using Windows Explorer (or your file/folder manager) for the
file: current.gpx. This file is usable as it, but can contain weeks of
track segments and your personal Favorite POIs. You may want to
reduce the trip log to the relevant trip, and strip out the favorites. To
do so, open your current.gpx file in the free program "G7toWin,"
http://www.gpsinformation.org/ronh/.
The current.gpx file contains your Trip Log (track) and saved
Favorites. When you open the file in G7ToWin, you will see a list of
the Favorites you created. You can strip them out by: File > Clear >
Waypoints. Then click Track > List and you will see a spreadsheet
with all the track points. You will see the segments which are occur
every time the unit goes on and off. You can delete and save certain
segments or the whole track. Remember that the track-point times
and dates are in Universal Time Coordinated (UTC), not your local
time. Name and save the track as a GPX file (such as tracklog.gpx),
and you now have a universal track file that can be used in many
programs.
Viewing your Track:
One very nice program is Google Earth. http://www.earth-newdownload.com/3/ This is a free program from Google. It will enable
you to see your tracks on aerial images. You do not have to buy the
premium version.
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To view your track in Google Earth, just drag and drop your
current.gpx file into the program. It will show your total track and
your favorites marked. If you have reduced or processed your track,
you can use your modified tracklog.gpx file the same way. With
Google Earth open and your track imported, look on the left, under
your places and expand the track folder. You will see each segment.
As you click on each, you can see it on the map, and the total
distance, start and stop times, etc.
It is also fun to see your track colorized by elevation/altitude, so run
your tracklog.gpx file through "GPSVisualizer" online and you can
create a KML file for Google Earth with the track colorized for
elevation. KML files are a type of Google Earth file with additional
embedded information. GPSVisualizer is a free and very handy online
tool for your track log files. Go here:
http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/map_input?form=googleearth , choose
"Colorize by: Altitude," upload your file and click Create: KML.
Here is a colorized track on a Southern California freeway as shown
in Google Earth. Red is under 20M, purple peak is 300M elevation.
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Segments:
At the end of a period of time such as a week, you can load the tract
to a program such as "SportTracks,"
http://www.zonefivesoftware.com/SportTracks/ , and look at your
segments. SportTracks is made for hikers, bikers, etc., but is handy
for keeping a record of multiple trips and segments. Each of your
segments are listed. They show start time, mileage and elevation of
each one. Click on a segment, and you will see the segment on a
map (street, topo, or aerial), and graphs such as elevation, pace and
speed. This program gives totals for days, weeks, months, and
years. Name a location the first time, and it will automatically name
a segment with that name in the future.
Here is a screen grab of SportTracks, showing a Wednesday one-day
road trip with two main segments, and several small segments. One
of the small mid-day segments is highlighted, showing its map,
graph and details:
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Geotagging photos:
If you took digital photos on your trip, combine them with your track
log file in a program such as "GPicSync," and you can geotag your
photos in bulk. To Geotag, or geocode means to add location
information to the data portion of your digital photo file. GPicSync is
a free program from Google: http://code.google.com/p/gpicsync/.
This is how: First Sync your camera’s clock to an accurate time
source, such as your PC or an "Atomic Clock." Or use your nüvi (as
its clock changes minute, set your camera’s time.) Your GPS records
time in UTC. You can use local time in your camera and enter the
difference in the program you use. (For example, West Coast USA is
standard time of 8 hours after UTC, so enter -8 in GPicSync. With
other programs you enter +8 or -8 depending if they ask for
difference to or from UTC.)
During a trip take digital photos while your nüvi is on. If you leave
the car and walk, change the nüvi Usage Mode to Pedestrian, slide
the on-button to Lock, and put it in your shirt pocket. When you get
back to a PC, use your current.gpx file, or your processed
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tracklog.gpx file, and combine it with your photos using GPicSync,
and you can create a Google Earth KML file (or the similar
compressed KMZ file). It will show your track and photo thumbnails
at the location each photo was taken. Click on the thumbnails for a
larger photo. Send your KMZ file to anyone to view on their own
computer.
Here is a hike along ocean cliffs in Southern California using
Pedestrian mode:

Here is the KMZ file of the same hike, with photos embedded with
GPicSync, as shown in Google Earth:
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Here is clicking on one of the photo icons:
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Notes: I am sure there are even more uses of your track log that
you may find for specific purposes. There are many other programs
that will use your track log file. The ones referenced above are
simple to use and good for a quick start. Another very useful
program that will convert your track to other formats is: GPSBabel
http://www.gpsbabel.org/. These programs are Freeware or
Donateware. You can get them running within a few minutes, with
no expiration. You may want to consider a donation to the authors.
There appears to be a limit to the number of track log points in the
current.gpx file. When it nears 10,000 points, it creates a new file in
the Archive subfolder named "1.gpx", with the points prior to the
ones in current.gpx. You can combine these files using the G7ToWin
program. Over time, you will see: "2.gpx" and so on. Saving to your
computer leaves your track log (current.gpx file) on the nüvi intact,
so you can decide to delete when you want, if ever. Long road trips
may be as few as 10 points per mile. Hikes along curving trails may
be as many as 100 points per mile. Out of your car, the fullycharged battery life is 4 hours or less.
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KEEP YOUR HANDS OFF THE WHEEL
- And Leave The Driving To Your nüvi
This is a not-quite-a-mirror version of an article appearing in the 7X5
series area. It has been modified to apply to the 200, 300, 600, 800 series
and may also be used by other nüvi models which do not have road speed
signs and speedometers appearing on the Map Page. To see the original
version GO HERE
First I have to be honest, your nüvi, at least at this moment, is not
going to be able to drive your car. You must play a primary role in
moving from point A to point B. Second, this is
a 'Flotsam & Jetsam' piece and will not provide
you with any information that you will be able
to put to GOOD USE. This may be just for
your information and entertainment.
ave you ever wondered how your nüvi
estimates the time it will take for your vehicle
to go from where it is to the destination you
have entered. Come on, I know you have. I
get at least 100 e-mails a day asking me that
very question. Well that may be a slight
exaggeration -- but I am permitted since I am writing this 'puffY
piece.'
One can assume that once your Garmin has mapped out your route
it applies some speed value to each road, or piece of road, over
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which you are traveling, adds them all up and applies some sort of
algorithm that includes assigned distances, assigned road speeds,
tire pressure, head winds, bathroom breaks, etc. to determine the
estimated time to reach your destination. It's all a mathematical
mystery to me, but as I said before (in another article) the estimated
arrival time, at the exact moment your arrive -- is ALWAYS correct.
Think about it. Kudos to your Garmin.
Want to have a little fun? Put your nüvi in simulation mode, set a
route to a distant point, and tell your device that you want to
simulate the route. [Wrench > System > Simulartor > On > OK > Back (2) ]
You could start your trip from where you last parked your vehicle
and removed your device, or, while in simulation mode, you could
move your vehicle with a 'Set Loc' and start your journey from there.
After you press the green 'Go' button, reply 'Yes' to the question 'Do
you want to simulate driving this route?'
Now your Map Screen will show your vehicle moving. Watch it for a
while and notice a couple of things:

To view the speed at which your Garmin is driving your car, tap the
'Arrival' area (lower left of screen) to switch to the 'Trip Computer
Page' and see the speedometeer (large circle)
Watch it change
Using the 'Back' button and the 'Arrival' button, keep on flipping
back and forth between the Map View and the speedometer
Notice that instead of instantly changing from one road speed to
another, as you make turns or travel on different types of roads,
that decelerations and accelerations are reflected
Marvel at the fact that you never encounter a red light or traffic jam
Notice the speed that your avatar vehicle is traveling -- very often is
faster than the real speed limit of the road -- yet there are no avatar
police cruisers to pull you over
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Notice that sometimes you slow down in places where, if you were
actually driving, there would be no need to slow down -- such as
when highway lanes split
Appreciate that when you take a clover leaf exit your vehicle does
slow down preventing centrifugal force from flinging your vehicle
off the map -- that would be messy
Is it this combination of increasing
speeds, continuing speeds and slowing
speeds that go into the mix of your unit
determining your final arrival time? I
don't know, but it sounds about right.
But I suppose YOUR inquiry is more
direct, such as, "Are we there yet?" and
if not, "How much longer?" and "How
much further?" is of more cogent
interest. It is a good thing that your nüvi
can supply you with that information.
As I am loosing your attention now I had
better end this article and wait till I have
something important to share.

May your avatar vehicle drive safely.
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YAKATY YAK -- TAKE OUT THE TRASH
- Notice for Mac Users

Jed Clear furnishes this TIP: If you delete
images from the nüvi with a Mac via the
USB cable, be sure to "empty the trash" on
the Mac before disconnecting the Garmin.
Otherwise the images still show up in the
Picture Viewer tool.
"Take out the papers and the trash
Or you don't get no spendin' cash
If you don't scrub that kitchen floor
You ain't gonna rock and roll no more
Yakety yak (don't talk back)"

(HEAR: 30 sec snippet "Yakaty Yak")

CUSTOM AND NON-CUSTOM ROUTES
- For Nuvis With Route Capability

The second part of an article that I posted in the 7/8X5 area: UNLV USING NÜVIS IN LAS VEGAS - The Bare Facts of the Strip has some
interesting Custom Route information for nüvis with the capability.
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You might want to take a peek by clicking on the above link.

SENDING A CHARGE TO YOUR NÜVI
- Using the AC Charger To Add Juice

As I was going on several trips and I knew the battery life in my nüvi
755T was short, I didn't have a computer USB plug to use to help
charge my unit, and I would be using my unit for lots of walking
(pedestrian) hand held operation -- I purchased a AC Charger and
International Adapter Set -- and I AM
GLAD I DID.
Not only does the AC Charger charge
my unit from nearest AC plug, but
while charging my 755T, it is
completely operational in the GPS
mode. [This is also true when I charge
my nüvi 650 with the AC Charger.]
You will have to check your particular
nüvi model for the combined charging plus use modes.
Anyway, since I was making lots of short drives and lots of walking
with my unit operational, the in-vehicle charging was not enough, so
the AC charger, while in my room kept my unit fully charged.
Later, next month, when I go on a cruise to the Caribbean, I won't
have to worry about the limited life of my battery as I can charge it
in my room and thus be able to know distances and points of
interests by via my nüvi. See my article GROOVY! WITH MY NÜVI ON
A SEA CRUISE-IE - Taking Your nüvi On A Sea Cruise about my last
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experience with a nüvi on a cruise ship. You will want to bring yours
along too.
HINTS
If your nüvi allows charging and use at the same time, like mine,
there is something you will want to do. Your nüvi will be searching
for satellites and, depending upon where your hotel room is located,
might be tracking and loosing track of them all through the night -making announcements to you. If you don't want to be bothered
by the operational announcements in the middle of the night you
have two options.
1) [EASIEST] Mute your unit. With
both the 755T and the 650 touch the
speaker button on the main screen
and then touch the mute box to
apply a 'check'. Other nüvi units
should be similar. The 650 also
offers the option of quickly pressing
and releasing the power button
(from any screen) and touching the mute box when it appears.
2) [A LITTLE MORE COMPLICATED] You could also place your unit
in Simulator mode. With the 755T touch Tools > Settings > System
> GPS Simulator > On > OK. With the 650 touch Wrench > System
> Simulator > On -- or just swing your antenna down (the easiest of
all.)
Don't forget, when you are finished charging,
to un-check the mute box.
If you travel, or use your nüvi often in the
hand held mode, you might consider the AC
Charger/Adaptor. You can purchase these
chargers many places, including at Garmin.
So now you know how to juice it up.
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HOW TO EXTEND THE LIFE OF YOUR NÜVI
BATTERY
- I'm Ever Ready With Hints To Conserve Your Energy

Nüvis are made for driving not for pedestrian use. Garmin has other
units for that. However, within reason, you CAN use your nüvi away
from the car. In fact, as you know, you should never leave your unit
in the car otherwise, bye bye unit.
The 'on' battery life of the units is short.
Garmin claims that my 755T should last up to 3
hours. Notice the 'up to'. In reality, maybe 1.5
hours or less. It takes only a couple of minutes
for the first green charge bar to disappear. My
650 unit receives better specs at up to 7 hours.
No way José, get someone else to light your
fire. My battery flames out much, much sooner.
Here are a couple of hints to make your unit's
battery life a little longer.
1) [MOST INCONVENIENT way when you are using your unit as a
pedestrian BUT BEST WAY if you are using your unit at a place
where you are away from your vehicle for a while and are going to
use your unit to find your vehicle (last location).] - Just turn your
unit off. When you turn it on again it will take time to initialize, load
maps and find satellites to determine your position -- not so good for
geocaching or for use on city streets (you could always twiddle your
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thumbs while waiting.)
If you are leaving a stadium, just turn your unit on before you leave
and by the time you exit it will be ready to find the satellites and you
can locate your car in the vast parking lot or field -- or at least you
hope you can. SEE CAR 54, WHERE ARE YOU? - Finding my Car at
the Shopping Mall/Stadium/Disneyland/Airports/Mustang Ranch.
Remember, it doesn't make any difference where you park. You
vehicle will always be located between two large SUVs that are
blocking your view from every angle.
2) [BETTER WAY] Dim your display. It takes a considerable
amount of power to backlight your display screen. By dimming the
screen when not really looking at it you can prolong the life of the
battery.
On the nuvi 755T screen dimming can be accomplished by
Tools > Settings > Display > Brightness > touch the '-' light
bulb and take the screen down to 0% (even at 0% you will
be able to see the dim screen (yes, I know that that doesn't
make sense, but it is so.)
When you are ready to use the unit again just touch the '+'
light bulb and increase the brightness to what you want and
then touch OK > Back > View Map
On the nuvi 650 there are several ways to dim the screen.
a) [FAIR] Go to the Main Screen and touch the Speaker
icon > Press the '-' button at the Set Brightness area till the
screen reads 0%.
When you are ready to use the unit again just Press the '+'
button and increase the brightness to what you want and
then touch Back > View Map.
b) [BETTER] From the Map Screen: Quickly Press and
Release the power switch. This has the same effect as
touching the Speaker icon in a) above. Press the '-' button
at the Set Brightness area till the screen reads 0%.
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When you are ready to use the unit again just Press the '+'
button and increase the brightness to what you want and
then touch Back. As this is started from the Map Screen,
when you touch Back you are automatically returned to the
Map Screen -- it saves you a bunch of steps.
3) [STILL BETTER WAY BUT ONLY WORKS WITH UNITS WITH A
SLIDE AND LOCK POWER SWITCH LIKE THE 755T; NOT THE
650] Automatic dim of display. If after using your unit you slide
the power key (switch) to the right to the 'lock' position, after 20 to
30 seconds the screen will automatically dim, conserving power.
When ready to view the screen at full power, just tap the screen
once. The screen will brighten for another 20 to 30 seconds. If you
want the screen to stay on longer just slide the power key a notch to
the left to unlock.

[THE BEST WAY]

4)
Toggle back and forth between
Simulator On and Simulator Off and at the Same Time Dim
Your Screen. Your nüvi uses lots of power to find and track the
satellites. If you place your GPS in Simulator OFF mode you can
conserve this important draining of your battery. At the same time
we will be dimming the screen for maximum battery preservation
while the unit still remains on.
a) 755T and similar units: Menu > Tools > Settings > GPS
Simulator > On > OK. Now slide the power key to the locked
position. The satellite tracking will be off, the screen will dim
after 20 to 30 seconds and the use of the battery will be at
a very minimum.
To reactivate, slide power key a notch to the left > touch
'GPS Simulator > Off > OK > Back (2) > View Map
b) 650 and similar units: Swing your antenna down (this
turns off GPS {satellite tracking}) > quickly depress and
release the power switch > press the '-' button at the Set
Brightness area till the screen reads 0%.
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When you are ready to use the unit again just Press the '+'
button and increase the brightness to what you want and
then touch Back > and swing the antenna up to reactivate
satellite tracking.
If you have other nüvi units that work slightly
differently, your objective is to turn off satellite
tracking and at the same time dim your screen
for the maximum power save. You can develop
similar procedures to what I have presented
above to meet your needs.
So now you know how to save energy.

IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR ALL NÜVI
OWNERS
- Use All Three Information Areas
This Web site was originally conceived to supply helpful operating
tricks and tips to the 650 and other 600
series owners -- but it quickly developed
way beyond that as most of the 'tricks'
and 'hints' applied to many of the 200,
300, 500, 600, 700 nüvi series users.
Currently there are some 25 active
and 22 discontinued nüvi instruments
ranging from the 200 series through
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the 1400 series.
With the advent of the 7X5 series and my purchase of a 755T unit, I
opened a new section beyond the 'Original' and the 'Custom POI'
sections which was to apply to the new "_X5" units but I soon found
that some of the hints had not only backward unit but forward unit
application as later models were released.
Currently this site has three Major Information Sections:

The Initial (Original) 'Tricks, Tips, ...etc.' area
The 7/8X5 'Tricks, Tips, ...etc.' area
The Custom POI area (which has application for all nüvis)
All three of these sections currently receive new articles and
updates.
In addition, a Menu, covering all areas, is contained on Page 1 of
the Initial area so it can be easily located when you enter the site, a
separate area listing 'Recent Additions' (very useful for finding
recent additions and updates), and a separate
Information/Administration area are part of this GPS project.
As there is so much broad scope information that may apply to a
variety of nüvi models, ...

...you are
encouraged to view
both the Initial area
AND the 7/8X5
areas for material
that may apply to any nüvi from the
200 through the current 1400
series.
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Using either the Main Menu or the Recently Added Menu may provide
you with help to identify those articles which may be of value to you.
Don't miss out on a trick or technique that will make your GPS more
useful to you.

WHAT JUST ONE NÜVI USER CAN
ACCOMPLISH
- Correcting a Where Am I?

Here is an example of what one person can accomplish
to correct a map error. I'll present the resultant e-mail
first, followed by the initial two e-mails. Let's thank
reader Geoff Southern, of Canada, for showing us that
it can be done.
Dear Gary,
In January I wrote to you concerning a misleading entry on the
"Where Am I" screen of my nüvi 5000, and requested your advice. I
am pleased to tell you that I have just received a notice from Navteq
advising me that the correction has been made in their map
database.
Thank you.
Geoff
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(The Initial E-mail)
Dear Gary,
I would appreciate your advice on correcting a listing
on my Nuvi 5000 under the title "Where Am I"
Under the heading POLICE there is only one listing
for the local police service and it is not even the
appropriate one. We have a large police headquarters
about a 1/4 mile from my home which is not listed,
and a small satellite police station about 10 miles
away which is listed.
I would very much like to add the nearby police
headquarters but I simply do not know how to do it,
or if it can be done. I would appreciate your advice on this question.
Thank you so much.
Geoff Southern, Canada

-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=(My Follow-up)
Geoff,
I've been reading about a lot of problems with the 'Where am I' area. Most are
complaining that the 'nearest intersection' is way way off and not really the closest
intersection. Some have opined that the Garmin is giving only the nearest
intersection of major roads -- some say that that is incorrect. In my case, from my
home, my Garmin presents an intersection that is 4 blocks away -- but there are
many more intersections between.
You are the first, to my reading, that has said something about the police station.
For me, from my home, all is A-OK. Even the fuel stations are correct.
NavTeq is the organization that provides the maps and information to Garmin.
All I can suggest is that you notify them.
http://www.navteq.com/
There is a reporting system at
http://bit.ly/report_navteq
You should also tell Garmin.
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You might want to back-door it and go to your local
Police station and make them aware of the problem
as well as providing them with address of where to
write showing their concern for the misinformation.
You might want to go with a sample draft letter in
hand to make things easier for them.
As an aside, since you already know where your local
police station is, it is a moot point for you. What you
and I should be worrying about are all the other
thousands of police stations that may show up
incorrectly when we are away from home and need to
use the 'Where am I' feature. I hate to think of it.
Gary

GETTING FED ON THE ZYDECO ROAD
- Setting Your Via Point While 'En Route.'
You are on a trip driving from Houston, Texas to New Orleans,
Louisiana along the I-10 -- known in some circles as the "Zydeco
Road." It earned it's reputation from the fact that the majority of the
'authentic' Zydeco bands live within a stones throw of this highway.
Also, this is where most of the famous Zydeco clubs are located -including the ones that have closed. You will be driving through
Cajun Country -- but that's another story.
You have programmed your Garmin nüvi to guide you although
traveling I-10 all the way is pretty easy -- and the signage is good.
Your nüvi will be useful in guiding you out of Houston and then later
to your destination in New Orleans. You will be traveling about 350
miles.
Somewhere about 30 miles West of
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Lafayette, LA you figure that in
about 30 minutes you would like to
eat. You heard about a famous place
just on the other side of Lafayette in
the small Cajun community of
Breaux Bridge -- the Cafe des Amis
and you would like to try it out.
What you are going to do is to set a
Via Point on your existing route to take you to the Cafe des Amis
and then back to I-10. The route back to I-10 might not be the
route that you took from I-10 to the cafe (it isn't).
Now, for safety's sake you are either going to pull off the road into
the swamp with all the alligators, crawfish and nutria* to adjust your
nüvi (you don't want to do it while driving), or have your passenger
do it for you.
*(a super large 20 lb. 2 foot long, semiaquatic rodent that looks like a large beaver
and is prevalent in this area. While the Cafe
des Amis is certain to have crawfish on the
menu, may offer alligator from time to
time, it will never be serving nutria.)
As you are too far away from Breaux Bridge and the restaurant, so
that you cannot just search under Point of Interest > Food > All Food
and expect to find Cafe Des Amis in the list of 52 which is presented
to you, you will have to tell your unit to start searching from Breaux
Bridge -- which is still a half-hour ahead of you.
Here's how to do it. Remember your Houston/New Orleans route is
already programmed in -- you are just going to add a 'via point'
while on the run:
From the Map View: Go to Main Menu (via pressing 'Menu') > Touch
'Where To?' > 'Near' (at bottom of screen) > A Different City > OK
> Enter 'Breau' > you will be offered 'Breaux Bridge, LA', Select it >
then, Point of Interest > Food > All Food > Select 'Cafe Des Amis' >
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Go > Select Add As a Via Point
Your traveling route will be adjusted so that when you near Breaux
Bridge, while traveling I-10, you will be taken to this great cafe
where, on the weekends, they have a Zydeco band playing during
morning brunch and people dancing
right beside their tables.
Perhaps you will have some eggs
Begnaud which includes crawfish
ettoufée. Or maybe some crawfish
pie. If you were there at the time of
their Zydeco Breakfast you probably would do some dancing in the
aisles.
When you leave the cafe, your nüvi will take you back to I-10 via
some different roads and eventually to your destination in New
Orleans**.

BUT I WANT CREOLE FOOD/TO SEE
VERMILIONVILLE
- An Extension Of The Previous Article
But maybe you didn't know about the Cafe des Amis.
You
You
You
You

are still on the same initial route (Houston/New Orleans)
start to get hungry at the same time
are willing to wait until you get to Lafayette to eat
decide you want Creole food
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The procedure is similar although you don't have a name of a
restaurant. This time you key in a Where To? on Lafayette.
From the Map View: Go to Main Menu (via pressing 'Menu') > Touch
'Where To? > 'Near' (at bottom of screen) > A Different City > OK >
Enter 'Lafayette' > Done > Scroll and choose Lafayette, LA > Points
of Interest > Food > ...
Unfortunately the categories presented don't include 'Creole Food' as
a choice so you are going to have to wing it a bit by trying All Food
and then scrolling down the list of 52 hoping you will find a
restaurant with Creole in its name. You will be in luck.
... All Food > scroll to Creole Lunch House (12th St.) and select >
Go > Select Add as a Via Point
Stuffed bread, fried catfish, chicken
fricassee, smothered pork chops, etc. are
on the menu of the Creole Lunch House.
You will actually be eating in someone's
house. It's Creole cooking like your
'gramma' used to make -- if your
'gramma' was Creole. Let the good times
roll.
When you have finished lunch, your
Garmin will take you on to your New
Orleans destination**.

By now you should know that your are not just limited to finding
eating places like we did above.
Instead of eating, you wanted to visit
'Vermilionville' a well known Lafayette
museum park that contains a small
Folklife Village of Acadiana culture in the
era of 1765-1890. You can even eat
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there, but this time enjoying Cajun food
at the La Cuisine De Maman (Mama's
Kitchen).
In this case you would key in:
From the Map View: Go to Main Menu (via pressing 'Menu') > Touch
'Where To? > 'Near' (at bottom of screen) > A Different City > OK >
Enter 'Lafayette' > Done > Scroll and choose Lafayette, LA > Points
of Interest > Attractions > Scroll and choose Landmarks > Scroll and
choose Vermilionville > Go > Select Add as a Via Point
After visiting Vermilionville your nüvi should guide you on your trip
to New Orleans**.
Your nüvi will identify other categories such as Fuel, Transit,
Lodging, Shopping, Bank or ATM, Parking, Entertainment, Recreation,
Attractions, Hospitals, Community and Auto Services. And, under
each of those categories there are many sub-categories which are
available for you to select. Any choice could be made as a via point
along your route. If you own a unit that allows multiple via points
you could program in a string of them along your route.
I have written the above article with the objective in mind of
INSERTING A VIA POINT in an existing route (I am not talking
about Custom Routes which are another subject.)
[**] You might not have noticed that I placed these asterisks in the
above two articles right at the point where you have finished with
your via point and are expecting to have your nüvi guide you to your
final destination -- YOU HOPE!
YOU HAD BETTER LOOK AT THE NEXT ARTICLE.
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OHH NOOO!!!, MR. BILL
- Why I Don't Do It That Way
In the above two articles (you should look at them first) I discuss
using a new found 'Via Point' to alter your
route to allow you an off-route stop. This
is probably the way that users should
make their 'dog-leg' stop overs.
But there is a problem -- and that is
why I very rarely use the 'Via Point'
technique except when I need to FORCE
a route. I just make the new found point
a final destination. Then, when I am ready
to resume my trip I easily find my final
destination in my 'Recently Found' area
and set it as my final destination and
continue on my way -- properly guided by
my nüvi.
Why -- think about this scenario. Referring to the previous article, I
set my via point to Vermilionville. My GPS guides me to the area
through the entrance to the park to a very large parking lot at a
distance from the main building. Let's say it is the main building that
Garmin has identified as the POI. I am forced to park in a lot at a
distance from the POI. As far as my nüvi is concerned, I HAVEN'T,
AS YET, ARRIVED AT MY DESTINATION.
I finish myvisit to the park and since I am
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close to the entrance/exit, I leave through it.
But my nüvi isn't happy. It tells me, NO! and
constantly nags me -- that I need to turn
around and go to the via point it programmed
before it will direct me to New Orleans. The
device wants me to go where it has established
the orange flag (via point.) Its constant
reminders to 'U-turn' or to take spurious
pathways from my intended route, become annoying till I am forced
to stop my route and re-set my destination to my original in New
Orleans.
Well, since I am going to have to do that anyway, I just set
Vermilionville as a destination, go there, park my car, when I return
just set a new route to my New Orleans destination, retrieving the
destination from my 'Recently Found' folder (takes only a few
seconds.) I don't have to worry about nagging via points not quite
reached.
I also do this for all interim stop-offs. But that's me. You do what is
comfortable and quick for yourself.
In a 090504 e-mail, John Boyes writes,"Thanks for your recent articles on
the via point. I have used this many times. I am starting a new trip on Wednesday
and had considered doing it this way because for several of the stops on a 700 mile
trip, the time of arrival is important and this will give arrival times at the
intermediate points rather than the final destination. For one of the stops I need to
know when I am about 2 hours away so I can tell my brother to leave to meet me
somewhere...."
That's an excellent comment. As John sez, if you are using a route with
via points the reflected Distance to Destination or the Estimated Time to
Destination will read for the final destination and NOT for the nearing
via point. Another good reason for not using the via point in a similar
situation where that type of information is valuable.
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CLICK FOR OTHER PAGES or use TOC/Menu
Page 1, Page 2, Page 3, Page 4, Page 5, Page 6, Page 7
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7/8X5 Page 1, 7/8X5 Page 2
Info Page, TOC/Menu, Recent Additions
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This is Page 7

Garmin GPS
Tricks, Tips, Work Arounds, Hints, Secrets and Ideas
for the Garmin nüvi GPS (and others)
[many ideas may also apply to various nüvi 200, 300, 600, 700, 800, 2X5, 7X5 & 8X5 series units
and possibly other Garmin road GPSs.
A nüvi 650 was used for testing. As of 12/12/08 a nüvi 755T is also being used for testing.
A separate section for 7X5/8X5 devices has been established.
Other articles are being updated, where necessary, to include 7X5/8X5 instructions.]

-- a continuing instructional and comment Blog --

Presented by: Gary Hayman

-- This is the start of Page --7-CLICK FOR OTHER PAGES or use TOC/Menu
Page 1, Page 2, Page 3, Page 4, Page 5, Page 6, Page 7
Custom POI Page, POI Page 2, POI Page 3, POI Page 4, POI Page 5, POI Page 6
7/8X5 Page 1, 7/8X5 Page 2
Info Page, TOC/Menu, Recent Additions

HOW FAR IS IT OVER THAT LAKE ANYWAY?
- Using Your nüvi On The Golf Course
by Contributing Writer, Michael Dorsey

If you are like me, you spend more
time off the fairway than on while
playing golf at your favorite course.
And maybe, like my course, your’s
doesn't have golf carts with GPS,
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only those colored markers in the
middle of the fairways @200, @150,
@100 yards out from the middle of
each green. So what can you do?
Well, after receiving a nüvi 260W
for Xmas I was hopeful that this unit was the answer. And so after
reading Don Barger’s excellent tutorial about making and using golf
course maps on his nüvi, I decided to try
to use mine WITH JUST WAYPOINTS.
Not as elegant as actual maps but it has
proved to be nearly as good as those GPS
equipped golf carts. And as I already had
the nüvi I didn't have to spend several
hundred dollars on a dedicated hand held
golf GPS unit either. [*6]
So I began by playing my home course and recording the locations
as "Favorites", like the middle of each green, or the edges of lakes or
sand traps. You could really go wild with more locations, butfor me
the middle of the green is “close enough for
highway work”.
Then I got the idea to try a course I rarely play. I
fired up Google Earth [http://earth.google.com/] on
my PC and "flew" right to the course. Then using
"stick pins" and sending each
location to my nüvi direct from
Google Maps [http://maps.google.com/] I
proceeded to map this next course without
leaving my house. To make a long story shorter, using my
Favorites on my nüvi allowed me to know distances to greens, etc.
nearly as well as any golf cart GPS.
GOOGLE EARTH PROCEDURE [*1]
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In Google Earth find your golf
course and zoom in to about 1000'.
At this level the placemark (stick
pin) should be easy to put where
you need it like the middle of a
green or edge of a lake. Click "add
placemark" and move the stick pin
to the desired location. Now copy
and paste the Lat/Long from the
placemark window to Google Maps
search box (Ed: you'll do this in two
steps, Lat first {remove 'degree sign' and add a comma} then Long
{remove the degree sign} so that the resultant will look similar to
'36.561405, -121.931079'), then click 'Search Maps'. Now, in Google
Maps, click "Send" to
"GPS" . Add an
appropriate name like
Hole #1 and pick your
brand of GPS from the
list (select Garmin.)
At this point you need your GPS connected to your computer via the
USB cable. Then click "Send". You will be taken to the Garmin
Communicator page. Garmin Communicator (Ed: currently v 2.7.1 -you need to have this installed on your hard drive [*2] ) will now
open. You check the nüvi box and put your cursor over the 'Send to
GPS', and click. This golf green Favorite will now be sent to your
device. You do this for each green.
On each hole I choose the name for my Favorites list. Names like
"Hole #2 middle of green" or "Hole #2 short of water".
The locations can be as few as 18 or many more. When I speak of
the green location it is not the hole. The hole changes too often. So
it is simplest to use the middle only or maybe the front, back and
middle on a large green. I chose not to clutter things up with sand
traps etc and use only an occasional extra marker for water hazards.
Within the accuracy limitations of the nüvi one mark per green
seems OK.
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So here is the setup I use:
NÜVI SETTINGS
[Ed: Depending upon your nüvi model procedures may be
slightly different. Some examples are also included.]
Display Direction: Tools > Settings > Map > Map View > select
"North Up"
650: Wrench > Map > Map View > "North Up"
755T: Same as 260W
[Ed: With some of the higher series models that will also
show distance on the Map Page (not really used by the
author; see later in article), I believe that you find that the
setting of "Track Up" would be preferred so as to give you a
better view as you approach the pin. Try both and see which
one you like.]
Map Detail: While there set Map Detail to "Most"
650: Same as 260W
755T: While there set Map Detail to "High"
[Ed: The "Most" or "High" setting would be valuable if you
had imported a golf map to your nüvi. As we are not going
to do that here, your current setting would be fine. As I
normally keep my nüvi set at "High" anyway, it is a moot
point for me -- I am ready either way.]
System Units: Tools > Settings > System Units > "Kilometers"
650: Wrench > Locale > Speedometer Icon > "km"
755T: Tools > Settings > System > Units > "Kilometers"
[Ed: Why Kilometers? You are going to use that setting for a
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Dorsey technique in determining "yards", discussed below.]
Route Preference: Tools > Settings > Navigation > Route
Preference > "Off Road"
650: Wrench > Navigation > Route Preference > "Off Road"
755T: Tools > Navigation > Route Preference > "Off Road"
It might also be wise to mute the speech volume.
MY PROCEDURE
For extending the nüvi battery life I chose to carry on my golf cart a
portable 12V car jumper with a built in socket for the nüvi cable. I
used the stick-on disc that came with my nüvi to mount the suction
cup holder to a hard shell briefcase that sits on the seat next me in
the golf cart. [*3]
USING THE NÜVI 260W
I am now on the links with my favorites for the particular golf course
already loaded, I 'Where To?' > Favorites (with some models -- All
Favorites) > "Hole #1 (or whatever I named it) should be at the top
or pretty close to the top of the presented list. I select it, or if I have
been progressing through the links, whatever hole is appropriate.
Then I hit the “Go” button and press the “Speed” icon on the Map
Screen (with some models it might be the "Arrival" button.)
I am now taken to the Trip
Information Screen and in the
upper right hand corner is the
distance to my target (Favorite) in
“meters”. This is the screen that I
use -- not the Map Screen, as it
continuously reflects the distance to
the green, in meters, for which I am
looking.[*4 concerning some higher
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series models]

[Here's The Trick] A quick conversion to yards (meters * 1.1 ~=
yards) or say, as in this case, 221 meters = 221 + (10% of 221 or
22) = ( 221 + 22 =) ~243 yards. [*5]
Nothing like a little math in your head to improve your golf swing.
Now I know which club to choose to have
a better opportunity of placing the ball
where I want on the fairway or green.
As I said it’s not elegant, but it is
functional. So be the envy of all you golf
buddies give it try. My guess is your
buddies will soon be asking you, "How far
is it over that lake anyway?"
Editor's Notes:
Michael's writing is directed towards his nüvi 260W. If you have a similar
model then be sure to follow his directions. With some more advanced
models you can take a similar, but slightly different approach.
I have included some additional comments for your consideration.
[*1] Also Using Google Maps without Google Earth: Michael prefers
to use Google Earth for marking the various greens on his chosen golf
courses for reasons he lists above. He then uses the found coordinates
(lat/long) to plug into Google Maps. This is an excellent technique and once
you learn it, it is surprisingly quick.
If you are unable to use Google Earth due to not having in on your
computer for one reason or another, then you can go
directly to Google Maps (using the satellite view),
determine the coordinates, plug them into the search
box and then send them, as Favorites, to your nüvi via
Garmin Communicator.
The technique has a few extra steps in one area and less steps in some other
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areas. As with Google Earth, one can quickly search for a golf course, by
city, state and name of course and Google Maps will take you right to the
course where you can begin making your Favorites for each hole and
sending them to your nüvi -- one at a time.
For example, let's say I wanted to visit the Laytonsville, MD Public Golf
Course and I have never been there before. I would first find a golf course
map that indicates the greens by number. I could find this at:
http://www.montgomerycountygolf.com/LV_home.html

and click on Interactive course map (I will keep this tab with the map
open.) Now I know what to look for in Google Maps.

Now using Google Maps (in a fresh browser tab) I plug in "Laytonsville,
MD" and press 'Search Maps'. When the map appears I change the
search to "golf" and again press 'Search Maps';
I click on "Laytonsville Golf Course (B) (left side);
center map at the "B" flag (use your right click menu);
make sure I am in satellite view and remove the balloon and zoom in;
-- Marker "A" -I locate the green on Fairway #1 (or wherever) by comparing the two
maps, zoom in to the center of the green and re-center that spot by
using the right click menu;
At this point I utilize the 'GPS Location' technique, a Google Maps
application, previously set up. This will allow me to accurately pin point
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any spot and provide accurate coordinates. GPS Location is a handy
app that you may want to employ.
To quickly add 'GPS Location' at Google Maps, click on 'My Maps',
'Browse the Directory', find 'GPS Location' (currently 2nd row
down on right side), click 'Add to Maps', Back Button out;
To activate 'GPS Location' I click on My Maps (left side of page under
Google icon) and check 'GPS Location' box. A flag will immediately
appear on the green at the spot which I previously centered;

I now highlight and copy the lat/long coordinates that appears in the
balloon, in this case it is 39.193218, -77.144494 (or close to that when
you try it). What I am doing is capturing the coordinates for the
particular green rather than the coordinates of the point of entry for
the entire golf course that Google Maps previously gave me
(39.230392,-77.142563)

-- Marker "B" -I then paste these coordinates into the Google Maps search box and
press 'Search Maps.' This is an important step that must be done
before you press the 'Send' button.
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I NOW press 'Send' (either in the appearing balloon or at the top of
the map)
I make sure my nüvi is connected to my computer through the USB
port.
In the new window I click 'GPS' then make sure the 'Name' is correct
(Hole #1), Garmin is selected, write any notes I want such as hazards
or hints, and then click 'Send';

Garmin Communicator (currently v 2.7.1 -- you need to have this
installed on your hard drive) will now open. I check the nüvi box, put
my cursor over the 'Send to GPS', and click;

The first Favorite will be sent to my nüvi;
I click my 'Back Arrow' a couple of times to get back to the Google Map
of the course, and move to my second green (hole) continuing at
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'Marker "A"' above and repeat the procedure for all the links.
While this seems a little lengthy it is only because I have included an
abundance of details for you to follow. Once you do this once or twice, the
procedure for each hole only takes seconds. Your biggest problem, for a
course you haven't been on, is identifying each green with a number. Using
the two maps for comparison will be of great aid.
You will notice that on the Laytonsville map link, by moving your cursor
over the yellow dot on the each fairway -- yardage, club selection and hints
appear. This may not be true for all course maps that you find on the
Internet.
If you are using Google Earth to acquire your green coordinates then you
would skip to 'Marker "B"' above and continue from there, returning to
Google Earth to find your next set of coordinates. You wouldn't need the
'GPS Location' app for Google Maps, but I bet you will need it for another
map project down the road such as adjusting a waypoint that you feel is
incorrectly placed and making a Favorite out of it.
[*2] Garmin Communicator Plugin: The current version (as of this
writing May 12th, 2009) is v 2.7.1 (replacing v 2.6.4) which should be
installed on your computer. The download set-up program plus instructions
and FAQs can be found at:
http://www8.garmin.com/products/communicator/
Note: I also tested with v 2.6.4 (before I installed v 2.7.1.)
[*3] Extending Battery Life: You may also want to try some other
techniques for extending the battery life of your nüvi. Depending upon the
model, some battery life is quite short while some have a more extended
life. For some suggestions see previous article: HOW TO EXTEND THE LIFE OF
YOUR NÜVI BATTERY - I'm Ever Ready With Hints To Conserve Your Energy on page
6.
[*4] Distance Might Be On Your Map Page: With some higher series
units, such as my 755T, you may find that the distance can be also reflected
on the Map Page. If this be true in your case, then there might not be a
need to visit the Trip Information Screen for you will have both the map
and the distance reflected right on the Map Screen. Be sure that you have
selected 'Distance to Destination' from the menu screen that appears when
you touch the 'Arrive in' window at the lower right of the Map Screen. If you
don't have this feature then please follow the authors original suggestion to
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determine the 'meters' distance by using the 'Trip Information Page'. Also, I
have found that the distance reading on the Trip Information Page appears
to be slightly more accurate than what appears on the Map Screen (see
comparison below.)

[*5] Another Method Of Determining Your Yardage: Some nüvis,
like my 755T, come with a built in calculator that you can access from Tools
on the Main menu. As the author's technique of estimating yardage is
probably close enough, and this technique takes a couple of extra steps, and
your name isn't Tiger Woods anyway, then you should probably skip this. If
you want to use it then, read your distance in meters from the Map Screen
or Trip Information Screen, go to the Calculator and enter the 'meters'
reading and multiply by: 1.094. Hey, that's almost 1.1 anyway -- so why
bother. Use the author's method.
[*6] Garmin has a hand held GPS golf units named the Approach 5 with an
MSRP of ~ $500. You can read about it here:

https://buy.garmin.com/shop/shop.do?cID=261

If you already own a nüvi it doesn't hurt to experiment with Michael
Dorsey's technique on your next visit to the golf course.

Don't Forget!
When you leave the Club House for your
return trip home to reset the preferences
that you changed -- particularly changing
your Route Preference from the temporary
'Off Road' setting and your Units back to
what you normally use - if necessary.
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--ADDED-Reader GadgetGuy2008, in a comment on the POI Factory Garmin Forum,
suggests the use of a Custom POI file in .gpx format to record the individual
holes of a golf course. This action would free up the use of one's limited
Favorites for the almost unlimited Custom POIs that the Garmin can handle.

He mentions that the .gpx file format would also allow .jpg attachments
such as photos of course or individual holes and course maps as well as
extended note information about each hole.
He would use the program GeePeeEx Editor but sez the free program,
Extra_POI_Editor would also work. (There are also others.)
Ed: If you don't need the special additions that a .gpx file can
offer, then a simple .csv format Custom POI file will suit you just
fine. See article discussing this and showing you how to
accomplish this, housed in the Custom POI section of this WEB
site: YOUR NÜVI AND CUSTOM POI .CSV FILE ON THE GOLF COURSE - A Follow-on

Article For Using Your nüvi On The Fairway
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This is the Custom POI Page 1

Garmin GPS
Tricks, Tips, Work Arounds, Hints, Secrets and Ideas
for the Garmin nüvi GPS (and others)
[many ideas may also apply to various nüvi 200, 300, 600, 700, 800, 2X5, 7X5 & 8X5 series units
and possibly other Garmin road GPSs.
A nüvi 650 was used for testing. As of 12/12/08 a nüvi 755T is also being used for testing.
A separate section for 7X5/8X5 devices has been established.
Other articles are being updated, where necessary, to include 7X5/8X5 instructions.]

-- a continuing instructional and comment Blog --

Presented by: Gary Hayman

-- This is the start of the Custom POI Page --1-CLICK FOR OTHER PAGES or use TOC/Menu
Page 1, Page 2, Page 3, Page 4, Page 5, Page 6, Page 7
Custom POI Page, POI Page 2, POI Page 3, POI Page 4, POI Page 5, POI Page 6
7/8X5 Page 1, 7/8X5 Page 2
Info Page, TOC/Menu, Recent Additions

CUSTOM POINTS OF INTEREST (POI)
This area is presented separated from the other Tricks, Tips,
etc... as many nüvi users don't import outside Custom POIs or
prepare their own. Custom POIs are different from the ~6
million that may come with your nüvi and are already
installed. They are in addition to and are highly useful in
making your GPS a more capable and interesting tool.
If you have experience with Custom POIs already, this area
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may not be for you as I suspect you most probably are a
more advanced user than is expected here. However, you
may, as the articles begin to
appear, pick up a couple of
hints or discover alternate
techniques which may be
useful. Also, you might want
to contribute an article or two
in order to help the 'new'
people.
I will not, at least for a while,
be discussing Garmin
MapSource, as many new nüvi
owners do not receive it with
their units nor do they order the program. I will be discussing,
and providing the links to other Freeware or Shareware
programs that may be useful.
Also, this area is not designed as an 'end all' information
source. There are already some very excellent sources that I
will refer you to, in a later article, if you desire to seek
detailed information. What I am doing here, hopefully, is
helping to create interest in Custom POIs for your Garmin
nüvis , presenting some basics uses in an easy to understand
and maybe fun technique, guiding you through some simple
workshops at home so that you can 'kick your GPS up a
notch.'
Some of the nüvi owners (EX: 200 series) will be able to use
Custom POIs but will not be able* (SEE INSERT) to have
special sound files associated with their Custom POIs but they
will have already built in tones for alerts.

*ATTENTION NUVI 200 SERIES OWNERS
NOTE (July 08) 200 series owners can now use .wav files
instead of .mp3 files (which their units can't play). See my
'DON'T MAKE A .WAV
- Now nüvi Series 200 Can Have Music, Sound & Voice Alerts'
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I will be starting off rather easy, making
it useful and fun along the way. There
will be some steps that you have already
done. If so, good. You are already ahead
of the game. In the first article, I will
invite you to do some 'set-up' activities
which will carry you through all other
Custom POI incorporation.
For many of the actions that I am
suggesting, there are other ways of doing
them. I am suggesting these easy
techniques at first -- "...so easy, even a
Caveman can do it." Later, I can
introduce you to more involved or even
Ready Made programs that will do them
for you.

GETTING READY FOR CUSTOM POIs
- Initial steps
This first part is done with your computer. Your nüvi GPS is not
involved. In the beginning, I will provide
you with the necessary artwork and
sounds, however, you can easily change
this later to other artwork and sounds to
express your individual personality and
likes. I will show you how in future
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articles and even provide you, at that
time, with links to freeware, shareware
and even on-line applications that will
help you.
What you are going to do now is set up a unique folder on your
computer where Custom POIs ( type - .csv and .gpx) will be housed
and where sounds (type - .mp3 {.wav} ) and POI icons (.bmp files) --will reside. Then you will place a free Garmin program - POI Loader
on your hard drive.
ESTABLISH A SPECIAL FOLDER ON YOUR HARD DRIVE
On my computer I have established:
C:\Garmin Nuvi 650\POIcollection
as the special folder. You may name it anything you
want just so you can easily recognize it and get to
it. I place it in my Garmin Nuvi 650 folder as I have
other Garmin folders for other instruments and I
don't want to mix things up.
WARNING: For NOW, the only files allowed in that folder will be of
the type:
.csv
.gpx
.mp3
.bmp
...NO OTHERS...*

*ATTENTION NUVI 200 SERIES OWNERS
NOTE (July 08) 200 series owners can now use .wav files
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instead of .mp3 files (which their units can't play). See my
'DON'T MAKE A .WAV
- Now nüvi Series 200 Can Have Music, Sound & Voice Alerts'
It is in this folder that you will be placing all the POIs and associated
icons and sounds you make or collect before uploading them to your
GPS.
You can use Windows Explorer to establish your folder if you use a
PC. Mac people, I can't help you as I went
from Apple to PC way back in the late
20th century but most probably the
procedures are the same or similar. If you
use a Apple or an Apple Lisa, I can't help
you at all.
PUT POI LOADER ON YOUR HARD
DRIVE
You can obtain the program, POI Loader directly from Garmin by
going here:
http://www8.garmin.com/products/poiloader/
POI Loader allows you to move the necessary files
from your computer's Hard Drive to your compatible
nüvi GPS.
Read about it at the above URL. You will find the
download link in the second paragraph. There will be
an option for a Windows or Mac version in a later
screen. You will also be able to read download
instructions and system requirements before the actual
download.
Once downloaded and installed (where on your
computer -- is your choice), I would put a 'shortcut link
to the program' on the desktop AND also in the folder
that 'sort of' matches my:
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C:\Garmin 650
DO NOT put the program or a shortcut to it in your similar folder to
my:
C:\Garmin Nuvi 650\POIcollection
that's where only those SPECIAL files reside ...
...but you knew that already.
OK -- you are now set up, ready to progress.
Now that was easy,wasn't it?

OH, GIVE ME A HOME
- Fun Use of a Proximity Alert
Here is your initial project. It is easy to do and will also provide
you with some entertainment each time you approach your home
with your GPS activated (if you have mp3 capability.)
You will be establishing a Proximity Alert
at your home. When
you get ~1319 ft. (402 meters) from your home, parts of your
screen will turn red, a special 'home' icon will appear on screen, an
alert announcement will also appear and you will be serenaded with
a 20 second tune that will bring a smile to your face.
[NOTE: Depending upon your model, your nuvi may have a different color alert screen. nüvi
750 owners have reported that their alert for proximity is a grey drop down notice and their
alert for speed is a red drop down notice, rather than the red border that my 650 shows.]
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You are going to:
Write your own .csv file (don't worry, it's a short one-liner)
Obtain an image .bmp from me
Obtain a short .mp3 file from me
Place the above in that 'special folder' I mentioned in the
previous article
Use POI Loader and your Garmin USB cable to transfer the files
to your GPS
Place your GPS in Custom POI ready mode
Enjoy
Note: what follows may seem long to you as I am
including some detail. However, by the time you
repeat it two or three times it will only take about
one minute to do.
- WRITE A .CSV FILE
Open your text editor (Notepad, NoteTab, BBBEdit, etc.) and write a
one line entry that looks something like this:
-77.03656, 38.89788, My Home
[Please notice that I am using only 5 digits after the decimal points.
I am omitting an optional 4th element (field) -- a Comment area -- for the
purpose of these early experiments. For now, let's just use 3 elements:
longitude, latitude, name]

Bella.

You will change the longitude and latitude
coordinates above to reflect those of your
house [actually, the parking spot in front of
your house on the street would be better.] (If
you don't know what they are I will show you
how to obtain them at the bottom of this
article.) The My Home is the on screen
proximity alert notice that will appear as you
near your house. You can change it to anything
you want (keep it short) such as Mia Casa
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Now save this file to that 'special folder' (remember mine was named
'POIcollection') using THIS FILE NAME:
My_Home_Redlight.csv
(In this case), the word 'Redlight' MUST appear,
there can be no spaces (but you can use the
underlined space (as I did above), and the file type
has to be '.csv'. The word Redlight is recognized by
the POI Loader program as a code word which will
set the proximity alert. There are other code words
(keywords) that I will discuss in a later article (or
you can find out about them through your own
research via the links I provide.)
WARNING: Your text editor will probably want to save the file as a
'.txt' file -- DON'T LET IT. Your text editor will most probably have
an option of 'Save as Type' -- 'All Files' which will allow your editor
program to save the file with the '.csv' suffix that you want. If your
text editor won't let you do this -- use another text editor that will.
Remember to save your file in that 'special folder' that you will be
using.

- YOUR MP3 FILE
Although you can use any .mp3 sound file of tones, music, voice,
ring tones, etc., I am providing you with the one you will use for this
exercise. You can change it later. In another article*, I will even
show you how to record and use your own voice for your alerts.
[*See: DON'T MAKE A .WAV - Now nüvi Series 200 Can Have Music, Sound & Voice Alerts ]
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[You can even omit this file. If you do, instead of the music and special tones,
your Garmin will 'Bong Bong' as you approach your alert target. But for this
exercise, go ahead and use the .mp3 file.]
To get it: Right click this link
My_Home_Redlight.mp3
Select (in Windows) 'Save Target as' and save the file in folder
'POIcollection' (or what you have chosen). AGAIN BE SURE that the
file is saved with the proper file type '.mp3'. You may have to adjust
your 'Save as Type' to 'All Files' to do this.
Notes: Sorry Mac owners, I don't know what your protocol is for
saving files, but you 15% have probably run into this before and have
figured it out à la savvy Justin Long from the Mac/PC commercials.
Notice that the prefix of the file name EXACTLY matches the prefix
of the .csv file. This is necessary for all unique groupings such as this
one.
- YOUR POI ICON
Although this step of adding an icon is not necessary, I
want to give you the experience as you will use it later
on. Also, in the future, you can design your own icons or
use many that have already been written and are available for
download. If you don't use an icon, your GPS will insert a small
(VERY SMALL) 'generic' icon for your custom POI. I think that you
will have more appreciation in having your own chosen icons -- so
give it a try.
Here I am making it easy for all you have to do is download the icon
I have prepared for you and plop it into your POIcollection folder.
The rule for this action will be that the icon must be of .bmp file type
and the prefix of the file name must be the same as the prefix of
your .csv file that you have prepared.
To get it: Right click this link
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My_Home_Redlight.bmp
Select (in Windows) 'Save Target as' and save the file in folder
'POIcollection' (or what you have chosen). AGAIN BE SURE that the
file is saved with the proper file type '.bmp'. You may have to adjust
your 'Save as Type' to 'All Files' to do this.
You now have three files in your POIcollection folder
My_Home_Redlight.csv
My_Home_Redlight.mp3
My_Home_Redlight.bmp
Again notice that the prefixes are EXACTLY THE SAME -- including
the upper case characters.
It is now time to send those files to your Garmin nüvi.
USING YOUR POI LOADER
Using your Garmin provided USB cable, plug one end into your
computer and the other into your Garmin. Wait until your nüvi
becomes activated in receipt mode -- you will probably see, as I can
with mine, a graphic of a GPS connected by cable to a PC.
Now activate your POI Loader program which you have
previously installed on your computer -- perhaps by
using a shortcut that you have wisely planted in a
convenient (folder, desktop, start menu, quick launch
toolbar) place.
Follow the on screen directions:
Next
Select 'Garmin Device' > Next
Wait until program finds the device. If it isn't selecting
the SD card you have installed in your Garmin use the
pull down menu to select it. Mine reads 'Removable
Disk (K:\)'.
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[For now we will be loading the information on to your SD card,
which is IN your Garmin, rather than directly into the Garmin (which
is also possible)] > Next Select 'Install new custom POI's into your
device' > Next [We do not have to erase previously installed POI's as
this new installation will over-write the old.]
1) Check to see if the path is set to where your POI collection is. If
not 'Browse' until you can select the proper folder. 2) Select proper
units for distance and speed. I'm using 'Feet and MPH'. 3) [This
time] Select Express > Next [I will discuss Manual in a later* article]
You will receive a 'Congratulations' message > Finish
[* See: POI LOADER IN MANUAL MODE - Setting Speed or Distance]

POI Loader now disappears and there is something written on your
SD card.
Now unplug the USB cable from both your computer and your GPS
device and wait until it activates -- there will be a slight delay.
A screen telling you that it found new data appears. Select OK
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A new screen asking if you want to copy the data to your nüvi
appears. [For now] select Yes.

A new screen showing the rapid installation appears (it is fast so look
quick if you want to see it); then your GPS starts in normal mode.
Also do this one time -- Make sure that your Proximity
Points Alert is turned on. On my nüvi 650, from the main
menu I select 'Wrench' > Proximity Points > Alerts (select
Change) and make sure that 'Custom POIs' is checked. I
also, at the bottom of the same screen, select 'Audio' >
choose 'Continuous - All Alerts' > OK (2) > Back (2).
Also, make sure that your Attention Tone is turned on:
'Wrench' > 'Navigation' > if Attention Tone reads 'Off' then
change it by touching 'Off' and selecting 'On' in the next
screen. Then OK > Back (2). If you have been using your
device it will probably be set to 'On' already.
Depending upon your model, your nüvi may not be exactly
like this but what you are doing is allowing Custom POIs to
work and allowing Alerts to work.
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You are done.
Now, as I promised, when your GPS is on (even though you haven't
programmed in a destination) and you get near your home, a
proximity alert will happen, part of the screen will turn red with the
message 'Alert: My Home' will appear and you will hear a brief
serenade as you arrive at your place.
[NOTE: Depending upon your model, your nuvi may have a different color alert screen. nüvi
750 owners have reported that their alert for proximity is a grey drop down notice and their
alert for speed is a red drop down notice, rather than the red border that my 650 shows.]

BTW, your nüvi will briefly interrupt your alerts if it has some
important driving information to present; after which your alert
continues.
Additional Note: If you just are using the .csv file and not the associated .bmp and
.mp3 files, your nüvi will still give you the red screen alert and use generic 'bongs' and
not present you with the special icon display or the special sounds. The latter two are
just a little window dressing that is permitted that I wanted you to see in case you
decide to use those choices in the future.
This particular type of alert is widely used, as you probablyhave
correctly assumed from the file name, for
identifying where Red Light Cameras have been
installed to alert you as you approach. Now both
you and I know that you are not planning to
violate the traffic laws by going through a Red
Light when you are not supposed to -- so I
guess it is to warn you of the area just in case
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YOU will be alerted.

someone in front of you sees the cameras at the
last second and slams on their breaks. At least

There are collections of Red Light Cameras .csv and .gpx files (I
haven't discussed the .gpx files as yet, but I will in a later article)
that you can download and load to your Garmin nüvi. Some require a
subscription or at least a fee for the download -- many are FREE.
Proximity alerts, such as we have just done, are also useful for
letting you know when you get near a location, perhaps a park,
monument, truck stop, airport, attractions, golf course, nightclubs,
lodgings, etc. Available grouped lists, ready to download are
available for such as: Starbucks, National Parks, Microbreweries,
Popeyes, Dominos, Staples, etc.; you get the idea. You can make
your own groups but I find it is quite easy to download what is
available and then use POI Loader to transfer them to your device.
However, when something you want is not available, you can easly
make your own alerts.

How To Find The Longitude and Latitude
of Your Home.
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There are many ways of doing this.
1) Your nüvi GPS may have it already. If you are at home and
have used your nüvi GPS then turned it off before you entered
your house, the longitude and latitude at the point you turned
it off, is in your GPS right now. See my article:
'WHERE AM I? BY THE NUMBERS - Coordinates of Your
PRESENT Position'. [It does not work the same for all series and I
don't know the techniques for the 700 and 800 series -- but they may
be the same or similar.]
Turn your GPS ON [with antenna down (series 300 and 600) - meaning satellite acquisition is off], touch the upper left
corner of your screen (it may be bare or with some models
have the satellite bars). If another screen pops up it will
reflect your current latitude and longitude. Please notice that
the order presented is the reverse of what you will enter in
the .csv file you are writing. For the nüvi 200 series, taping
the on screen vehicle will bring up your current coordinates.
See suggested article.

2) If you have Google Earth on your computer then use it
and just go to your house or even enter your address. When
the map shows your home then move the cursor to your front
door (parking spot is better) and read the necessary
coordinates from the bottom left of the map screen. [See my
article 'ARE YOU COORDINATED? - Obtaining and Using
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Coordinates in Your GPS'.]
Please note that the order of the coordinates, in each
case, are reversed from how you will be using them. You
have collected latitude/longitude but you will reverse them
to be longitude/latitude in the '.cvs' files you will be
writing.

3) You can use Google Maps at http://maps.google.com or
Yahoo maps at http://maps.yahoo.com/ to find the necessary
coordinates. For directions see my article 'ARE YOU
COORDINATED? - Obtaining and Using Coordinates in Your
GPS'. Notice again that the coordinates are in reverse order of
what you want for your .csv file.
(July 08) Google is now offereing a better technique to find coordinates.
See article here:
NEW GOOGLE MAPS WAY OF GETTING LAT/LON COORDINATES
- Developer Tools or Mapplets of Great Aid

CUSTOM POIs - TO SD CARD OR GARMIN'S
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MEMORY
- You Have a Choice
In the above article I had you use POI Loader to send the necessary
information from your POIcollection folder to your nüvi's SD card. I
did mention that there was another way of doing this -- sending the
information directly to your Garmin device. In fact, you probably
noticed that fact yourself when you were going through the POI
Loader screens.
On the device setting screen you have a menu box where, instead of
selecting the Removable Disk (that's your SD card), you could have
directly chosen your nüvi (similar to the following.)

This action would send your Custom POIs directly to your unit,
bypassing the SD card, and overwriting any Custom POIs that
were on board before.
Confession: That is the way I do it.
So, why use the SD card in the first place? Your Garmin can read the
POIs off the SD card without loading them into the unit itself. In
the above exercise I had you load the POIs (actually a newly formed
file created by POI Loader, named 'poi.gpi') which contains all your
Custom POIs, to the SD card -- as practice. Then when you
unplugged your USB cable and your Garmin activated, your Garmin
asked you if you wanted to load the file to your unit. I had you
select, Yes, but you didn't have to. You could have left them right on
the SD card and they would still have worked from there --Provided your Garmin poi.gpi file was empty (Size 0KB). [In a later*
article I will tell you about having one poi.gpi file in your device and having a different poi.gpi
file on your SD/SDHC card -- and using them both.]
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[*See: LOADING YOUR CUSTOM POIs - Facts You Know, Probably Know & Might Know ]
For information: How do you make your Garmin poi.gpi file empty?
You use your POI Loader and select the option that does just that.

[Please don't go just deleting a file with your computer's file management
system from your Garmin device. Let the POI Loader do it for you.]
Why keep your POIs on your SD card and not in your Garmin?
As your unit fills up with other things -- maps,
jpgs, voices, vehicles, mp3s, audibles, screen
shots, etc., having POI Loader send the file to
your SD card might be a necessity. Perhaps
this need might be more necessary for lower
series nüvis which may have less on-board
memory. But I would venture to say, that for
most people, sending your Custom POIs to
your Garmin directly via your POI Loader
program which creates the poi.gpi file will be the quickest way to go.
But, you can rest assured that if you need to, at a later time, your
custom POIs can rest on your SD card without going to your
Garmin's insides, and you will know how to get them there.
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FAST CARS AT RIDGEMONT HIGH
- Souped-up Speed Alerts
The second major category for Custom POIs is the Speed Alert. A
Speed alert can be set so that your nüvi device willwarn you when
you near an area that is speed
controlled. Of course it can't quite do
this by itself, although in the future it
probably will be able to, so you have
to establish a where and how fast alert
(a Speed Alert) -- which is done by a
special Custom POI.
The simplest Speed Alert will announce
a warning via a 'ping ping' sound, a
portion of the your display screen
turning red and providing you with a
text alert as you approach an area that you have established that
you want to be warned about possible excessive speed such as a
school zone, construction zone, or a known radar or speed camera
site.
The Custom POI process allows you to get a little fancy giving you
the ability to place special icons at the 'speed' area, such as an
indication of the speed allowed or another type of signage, and
special tones, music or voices which might add depth to the alert.
In general, there are collections of Speed POIs that exist on the
Internet which you may download. Some are free and some are by
subscription. I will discuss them in more detail in a later article.
These will probably be what you will be using on your Garmin.
But here we are going to practice and have a little fun. You are going
to write your own Speed Alerts for some school areas near your
home. Actual speed signs telling you the restricted speed will appear
on your Garmin as you approach the area and a special .mp3 song
will start playing if you exceed the speed limit.
Are You Ready?
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First you need to find the coordinates of a couple of schools in your
area that you would normally pass. Actually, the coordinates should
not be of the school building itself (which is often set back in the
property) but on the road that you are traveling (where the traffic
signs announce the speed zone.)
I find that the best way of doing this is to use:
Google Earth (a free downloadable program.) See:
http://earth.google.com/ This is the easiest to work with.
Google Maps. See: http://maps.google.com/
You need to have a program that furnishes longitude and latitude of
a particular point. I use the above two, but if you know of others
(other than MapSource) that provide map and satellite views, can be
searched, and will indicated coordinates feel free to use them -- you
might even send me their links so that I can include them in this
article.
Google Earth
This is pretty straight forward. locate an address and where ever you
move your cursor your latitude and longitude are indicated at the
bottom left of the map screen.

Google Maps
is a little more involved but is still easy. It involves:
Searching for your home address
Change the search term to 'school' and search maps-- schools
near your home will be indicated.
Select a school that you will pass (left side of screen)
Place the open hand cursor (not the finger pointing cursor) on
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the traveled road

near the marker and right click and
select 'Directions from Here'.
Highlight the coordinates that appear (only the coordinates)
and paste them into a text file for temporary storage.
Do this at least two more times so that you collect the
coordinates of three different nearby schools.
Please note that with Google Maps, the order of the coordinates, in each
case, are reversed from how you will be using them in your .csv file. You
have collected latitude/longitude but you will reverse them to be
longitude/latitude in the '.csv' files you will be writing.

Preparing The .CSV Files
We are going to pretend that the speed zone for two of the schools,
the first two, is 35mph (or 55kph for metric users) and that the last
school's speed limit is 25mph (40kph) [This is just to learn the
technique and use the provided icons. You can make proper
adjustments later.]
You will prepare two .csv files by writing them with a text editor
such as Notepad.
The first, which will contain two lines of information similar to what I
have presented below, will be saved to your POIcollection folder
(discussed in previous article) as:
Schools_Speed_35.csv (if mph) or
Schools_Speed_55.csv (if you are working in metric)
[BTW, the files have the word 'Speed' in their names for a reason,
just like in the previous article there was a reason for the word
'Redlight'. Also, the number is there to set the alert speed. [Even
though you will discover that the word 'speed' is not required in
the file name; the number alone will suffice (provided it is less
than 125 mph or 200 kph) I am using it, in this training, for
identification.]
I will cover all the different words (code words or kewords) and
different ways to use the numbers in a future article -- or you can
search them out in the interim -- but at this point in our projects I
am working without most of the other 'special' words.]
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The body of the file will look something like this. You, of course will
use your pertinent coordinates. Remember the order, longitude
then latitude.
[Please also notice that I am using only 5 digits after the decimal points.]

-112.22877, 33.61746, School A
-112.22868, 33.62462, School B
You can name each school (differently) if you want, but for now,
don't use any numbers in the name, and keep the name relatively
short.
Confusion Point: 'name' here is not to be confused with 'file name' which
would be your .csv file. The name, in the example above and below, is the text
after the longitudes and latitudes. Example: School A
You second .csv file will be named
Schools_Speed_25.csv (if mph) or
Schools_Speed_40.csv (if you are working in metric)
and will contain information similar to this:
-112.21150, 33.60323, School C
As you can see, the numbers in the .csv file name relate to the
allowed speed in the particular speed zone.
[NOTE: Don't use the longitude and latitude numbers that I have written above,
but substitute them with the longitude and latitude numbers of actual schools
near your home. Reason: You will want to check out the speed alerts and having
them near your home would be much easier than for you driving to Phoenix,
Arizona to test out the ones I have provided. Let's all help the environment by
saving some gas.]

This file will also be saved to your POIcollection folder.
You could actually stop here and use your POI Loader program and
you will have your speed alerts with a generic sound and a generic
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dot (icon) but I want to help you add a musical alert and some
speed signs that will show up on your Garmin screen just so you
know that you can do it and have some fun with it at the same time.
MUSIC ALERT
I have prepared a short music alert for use
with this experiment. You are to download the
appropriate two. Remember the these names
have to exactly match the beginning part of
your .csv file names but with the .mp3 suffix.
Right click on two of these links in the following table to match your
.csv files. Select (in Windows) 'Save Target as' and save the two
correct files in folder 'POIcollection' (or what you have chosen).
AGAIN BE SURE that the file is saved with the proper file type
'.mp3'. You may have to adjust your 'Save as Type' to 'All Files' to
do this.

MPH
Schools_Speed_25.mp3
Schools_Speed_35.mp3

KPH
Schools_Speed_40.mp3
Schools_Speed_55.mp3

NOW FOR THE LARGER SPEED ICONS
Some quick icon rules (if you make your own -- but I've
made some for you so you don't have to bother for now.)
Must be of the Windows .bmp file type
Prefix of file name MUST match the .csv or .gpx file
name
Size should be no bigger than 24 x 24 pixels
Best to use 256 color palette with standard web safe colors
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The color 'magenta' (RGB R:255, G:0, B:255 [#ff00ff ] is treated
as a transparent color)
Many times, when you download available POI files there may be
.bmp icons for those file available (like here). It there are, I would
suggest you obtain and use them.
So you won't have to spend time graphing your own, I'm going to
give you two to use with the two practice files you are writing. Use
either those from the mph group or the kph group, as appropriate.
Right click on two of these links in the following table to match your
.csv and .mp3 files. Select (in Windows) 'Save Target as' and save
the two correct files in folder 'POIcollection' (or what you have
chosen). AGAIN BE SURE that the file is saved with the proper file
type '.bmp'. You may have to adjust your 'Save as Type' to 'All Files'
to do this.

MPH
Schools_Speed_25.bmp
Schools_Speed_35.bmp

KPH
Schools_Speed_40.bmp
Schools_Speed_55.bmp
CONCLUSION
So, all together, you have placed 6 files in your POIcollection folder.
2 type .csv, 2 type .mp3, and 2 type .bmp.
Now all you have to do, as you did in the previous article, is to:
Connect your nüvi to your computer with the USB cable
Start your POI Loader and follow the screen directions and load it
on to your SD card (yes, I know you can go directly to your Garmin but
there is a reason I am doing it this way for the moment.)

Make sure, when your nüvi starts that the information gets
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stored in your device
When you test this out, please do it at a time when school is not in
session and you are legally allowed to travel at a speed higher than
the restricted 'when school is in session' slower rate. This will give
you the opportunity to see how your Garmin responds. When school
is in session, you will be following the restricted speed limits and, of
course, the alarm will NOT go off -- correct?
Please note that there are other techniques for doing this. I have
proposed this one to give you experience with the word 'speed' in
the file name, numbers in file name, associated musical mp3 alert,
an appearing larger icon on your nüvi's screen,
changing icons depending upon which alert
area you are approaching, finding coordinates
via an on-line program (or Google Earth which
I highly recommend), using your SD card, etc.
If you did this a second time, knowing your
coordinates, writing your two .csv files, down
loading the .mp3 s and .bmp s , using your POI
Loader program, the process would only take you a couple of
minutes.

MY POIs
- Custom POI Favorites
Let's turn our attention now to another type of Custom POI. At first
without the bells and whistles of Alerts -- but you know that later I
am going to add some enhancements.
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The general purpose of this 'plain' POI is to add a Favorite, not to
your normal nüvi Favorite area but to you Custom POI area. There
is a great advantage of doing this for it gives you the opportunity to
group POIs in a fashion that your Garmin doesn't ordinarily allow.
For example you could group all Beauty Salons, Home Depots,
swimming pools, El Pollo Loco shops, BaskinRobbins, libraries, etc. not only for your
neighborhood, but also city, state and country -- if
you want. There are some ready made downloads
that do just that and in the future that is where you
are going to get your lists.
But, for this experiment, you are going to tackle just a few to see
how they work.
Again you are going to write a short '.csv' file and save it as
'MyPOIs.csv' in your POIcollection folder.
There will be three elements (fields) to each line entry and they, as
before, are separated by commas (delimiters).
[I am omitting an optional 4th element (field) -- a Comment area -- for the
purpose of these early experiments. For now, let's just use 3 elements:
longitude, latitude, name]
Since we are only going to do a couple we won't have need to group
them so one file will be enough.
Using Google maps, Google Earth, Mapquest your Garmin or
whatever you choose, find the longitude and latitude of 4 points near
your home -- store, park, intersection, bridge, railroad crossing etc.
Then open you text editor and write 4 lines similar to what is below
(don't copy this as it is not near your house and you will have no way to test it) :
-93.59749,
-93.59954,
-93.60577,
-93.61641,

41.59464,
41.57765,
41.57881,
41.58964,

Beauty Salon
Hawthorne Park
6th Street Bridge
WalMart

[Please notice that I am using only 5 digits after the decimal points.]
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The only caveats I'm going to impose are:
Each location must be on an actual road -- not a parking lot or
in a field
For testing purposes, select locations that are at least 1/2 mile
apart or if not, then on different roads
Save the file as 'MyPOIs.csv' in your POIcollection folder. (You are
going to change the name slightly a little later)
Now using your POI Loader and the techniques in the above article,
load your collection, including this file, into your Garmin (directly or
via SD card.)
You have just made these POIs Favorites but in your Custom POI
folder on your Garmin. You can locate these points faster than using
your normal Favorites.
From Main Menu > tap Where to? > Extras (or My Locations) >
Custom POIs > select 'MyPOIs' from the list > select POI you want >
Go! and your map is being drawn.
You could have a similar .csv file named Starbucks_My_State.csv
which could contain the locations of all the Starbucks in your state.
You wouldn't have to even search and then write it out yourself -for people have already done that for
you. I'll show you where to get these
files later.
BUT WAIT, THERE'S MORE
Putting an Icon to Use
OK -- we need to tweak some things
now. Let's put a generic (large) icon to
work for us. I'll give you the icon, but you can always change it with
another or design your own. Remember for your own icons:
Must be of the Windows .bmp file type
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Prefix of file name MUST match the .csv or .gpx file name
Size should be no bigger than 24 x 24 pixels
Best to use 256 color palette with standard web safe colors
The color 'magenta' (RGB R:255, G:0, B:255 [#ff00ff ] is treated
as a transparent color)
Here's the icon
To get it: Right click this link
MYPOIs.bmp
Select (in Windows) 'Save Target as' and save the file in folder
'POIcollection' (or what you have chosen). AGAIN BE SURE that the
file is saved with the proper file type '.bmp'. You may have to adjust
your 'Save as Type' to 'All Files' to do this.
Now, if your Garmin creates a route to
one of the above destinations by using
using a Custom POI selection, the large
(generic) icon will appear at your
destination. No big deal. You already have
a checkered flag there. So that is not
really how we are going to be using it.
However, keep that .bmp file in your
POIcollection folder. And have patience, grasshopper.
Adding a Sound File
I don't want to let the cat out of the bag just yet but let's just say
that we are going to also be using a sound file. I'll give you this one
too.
To get it: Right click this link
MYPOIs.mp3
Select (in Windows) 'Save Target as' and save the file in folder
'POIcollection' (or what you have chosen). AGAIN BE SURE that the
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file is saved with the proper file type '.mp3'. You may have to adjust
your 'Save as Type' to 'All Files' to do this.
PUT IT ALL TOGETHER
You are almost ready. What we are going
to do is not worry about using these four
locations as destinations but we are going
to create this occurrence.
Each time you start to approach one of these points this is what will
happen.
As you approach the location the large icon will appear on the
road. You don't have to be zoomed in to see the icon (like
you do with the small normal Garmin icons)
A red alert with the name of the location will appear on your
Garmin screen
A distinctive sound will play. This will be my special low
volume sound and is purposely made softer than the normal and
louder Alert sound your Garmin would make if you didn't have
this mp3 file loaded and keyed to the POI file name
When you pass the location, everything goes back to normal
What do we need to do to make all this happen?
Easy, just change each file name by adding the word 'specs' to the
prefixes of the file names. So your files will now look like:
MYPOIs_specs.csv
MYPOIs_specs.bmp
MYPOIs_specs.mp3
[Note: we could have used the word 'redlight' like we did before, or even

certain others which are codes (keywords) for types of alerts such as -- "GATSO,"
"mobile", "SPECS", "safety", "redlight", "speed", or "camera" . I will discuss this
more in a later article. We are using 'specs' here just for a variety.]

You have your three new files in your POIcollection folder. Now, just
as you did in the previous articles, use your POI Loader to send
them, and the rest of your collection, to your nüvi.
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Now take a drive down the streets where
these Custom POIs are located and see
the special icon appear, the red alert
appear, and hear the soft reminder sound
play.

CLICK FOR OTHER PAGES or use TOC/Menu
Page 1, Page 2, Page 3, Page 4, Page 5, Page 6, Page 7
Custom POI Page, POI Page 2, POI Page 3, POI Page 4, POI Page 5, POI Page 6
7/8X5 Page 1, 7/8X5 Page 2
Info Page, TOC/Menu, Recent Additions

All written material and organization of material is copyright © 2007-2009 by Gary Hayman, All rights reserved.
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This is the Custom POI Page-2

Garmin GPS
Tricks, Tips, Work Arounds, Hints, Secrets and Ideas
for the Garmin nüvi GPS (and others)
[many ideas may also apply to various nüvi 200, 300, 600, 700, 800, 2X5, 7X5 & 8X5 series units
and possibly other Garmin road GPSs.
A nüvi 650 was used for testing. As of 12/12/08 a nüvi 755T is also being used for testing.
A separate section for 7X5/8X5 devices has been established.
Other articles are being updated, where necessary, to include 7X5/8X5 instructions.]

-- a continuing instructional and comment Blog --

Presented by: Gary Hayman

-- This is the start of the Custom POI Page --2 -CLICK FOR OTHER PAGES or use TOC/Menu
Page 1, Page 2, Page 3, Page 4, Page 5, Page 6, Page 7
Custom POI Page, POI Page 2, POI Page 3, POI Page 4, POI Page 5, POI Page 6
7/8X5 Page 1, 7/8X5 Page 2
Info Page, TOC/Menu, Recent Additions

CUSTOM POI RESOURCES
- Where To Go To Get Information
WEB SITES - ARTICLES - DOWNLOADABLE PROGRAMS
WEB PROGRAMS - FORUMS
Before I go any further in this Custom POI series, I must direct you to
other sources of information that will aid you. Unless you are just
starting out with your nüvi unit, you may have, on your own, found
some or all of these important wealth of knowledge pages. I do invite
you to check them out and see if there is something there that will aid
you. Some are basic, some are more technical and scientific than what
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I present here, but each is worth visiting for you to make an informed
judgment.

WEB SITES
Garmin
Of course, visiting the Garmin WEB site is a must for Custom
POI information. You have already (I hope) obtained your
necessary 'POILoader' from:
http://www8.garmin.com/products/poiloader/
You should visit this page from time to time to
check to see if a new version of POILoader is
available. Windows v2.5.3; Mac v2.0.1. [Some

have reported problems with v2.5.3. If you find that you
are having trouble with v2.5.3 (for Windows) then you
can get the older v2.5.2 at
http://gpsinformation.org/perry/POILoaderforWindows_252.exe]

Also, there are many links on the page that are
worthwhile investigating, giving you a variety of
useful information.
Examples: What is POI Loader, POI Sources, Help Files such
as: Creating Custom POI Files; Understanding Speed and
Proximity Alert Information; Creating Custom POIs in Map
Source; Creating CSV Files; Creating Tour Guide Files.
Don't forget the link to Custom POI Sources Page, found
buried in the text, which has a bunch of interesting links -- it's
easy to miss.
POI Factory
One of the most interesting and well
run sites is the POI Factory. Not
only can you download (mostly for free) over a million Custom
POI but POI icons (POI Icon Library) and alert sounds (Alert
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Sound Library) as well. It has a superb arrangement and is
easy to navigate. You can join for free. They also maintain an
excellent Forum (discussion) area where you can seek help. I
feel that the level of information presented here is more
accurate and useful that some that appears on other Forums
(but more about Forums later.) Of great use are their 'nodes'
(pages of information) sometimes you find the links in the
forums; other times through the use of the excellent included
Search Engine.
http://www.poi-factory.com/

POI Friends
Big collection of downloadable Custom POIs
http://www.poifriend.com/

ARTICLES
Phil Hornby Writings
Phil (located in Stockport, UK) runs the
GeePeeEX.com WEB site:

http://geepeeex.googlepages.com/ (more
about this later) but often writes highly interesting and useful
information available in the POI Factory Forums.
A must read would be Hornsby’s guide to setting alerts with
POI Loader
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http://www.poi-factory.com/node/6764
Garmin's POI Loader
Previously mentioned important article
http://www8.garmin.com/products/poiloader/
Currently v2.5.3
[Some have reported problems with v2.5.3. If you find that you are
having trouble with v2.5.3 (for Windows) then you can get the older
v2.5.2 at http://gpsinformation.org/perry/POILoaderforWindows_252.exe]

Garmin's Creating Custom POIs
An important page for early review for better understanding
as to how POI Loader works, Speed and Proxmity information,
creating .csv, .gpx, and Tour Guide files .
http://www8.garmin.com/products/poiloader/creating_custom_poi_files.jsp

Sam Penrod
Sam presents some excellent reading about loading and
maintaining Custom POI files, POI icons, Tour Guides,
preparing POI files, etc.
http://www.gpsinformation.org/penrod/poiloader/poiloader.html

FAQ: Garmin POI Loader - from POI Factory
http://www.poi-factory.com/faq/garmin-poi-loader
How do I set alerts with POI Loader? - from POI Factory
http://www.poi-factory.com/node/1278
Dave Brillhart's Custom POI Alerts & Tour Guides
Great detailed article that is an excellent learning tool.
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http://brillharts.com/GarminAlerts/
Dale DePriest’s "A GPS User Manual: Working with Garmin
Receivers"
"This is the table of contents and links for an operation
manual for Garmin handheld receivers. This online version
(1999-2002) is an unpolished version of my book."
While not specifically written for the nüvi series there is much
information in this very extensive writing which is an early
WEB version of his commercial publication. You might want to
investigate this to broaden your understanding of the
handheld GPS instrument.
http://www.gpsinformation.org/dale/wgarmin.htm
NOTE: Now that the book is out this page may dissappear.

CharlieG's guide to Custom POI’s with MapSource and POI
Loader - from the POI Factory
Another discussion of .gpx files, POI Loader, .bpm icons, and
alerts. I personally find that an examination of most available
writings, even though some of the topics are familiar, always
reveal a ‘different take’ or a new approach in some areas that
make their reading valuable to me.
http://www.poi-factory.com/node/8536
GPX- The GPX Exchange Format
Very extensive WEB pages discussing GPX and providing more
resources than here, WEB site links to information. Also, for
techies, the Schema of GPX (highly complicated for most.)
Reminder: not all subjects and links are pertinent to your nüvi
device. Most are for hand-held, PDAs and phones. You will
have to pick and choose. Higher series nüvis with tracking can
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profit more here.
GPX Explained
http://www.topografix.com/gpx.asp
GPX For Users
http://www.topografix.com/gpx_for_users.asp

DOWNLOADABLE PROGRAMS
Garmin POI Loader (free)
Previously discussed above.
http://www8.garmin.com/support/collection.jsp?product=999-99999-12

Garmin POI Loader HELP FILE (free)
If you already have Garmin POI Loader, you already have its
valuable HELP FILE (but might not know it). You will find it in
the same directory where POI Loader rests. On my computer
the file is at: C:\Program Files\Garmin\POILoader.chm.
Chances are that yours is in the same place. Just double click
on it when you find it using Windows Explorer or whatever
directory tool you use. It is a valuable resource and will help
you better understand Custom POIs.
POIEdit (shareware)
"PoiEdit is a shareware program that manages all of your POI
(places of interest) files from your desktop PC and saves/loads
them to/from your mobile device. PoiEdit also enables you to
download a vast range of Poi files from the most used POI
sites..."
http://www.poiedit.com/
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GPXtoPOI (free)
"This program converts from GPX format to CSV format or
vice versa. You can create waypoints in MapSource and then
convert them to POI (CSV) files for download or sharing with
others.
You can also convert POI (CSV) files that others have created,
and then edit them in MapSource. Now that the Garmin POI
loader supports GPX files, GPXtoPOI's most important role is
CSV to GPX conversion."
http://www.masterclass.com/gpxtopoi/gpxtopoidownload.html

CBROM's Garmin GPX Converter (free)
"This application loads in .csv files and converts them to .gpx
files adding alert distances to each POI. "
http://www.cbrom.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk/3.html?submenu=2
GeePeeEx Editor (trial free)
"GeePeeEx Editor is specifically designed to produce and edit
GPX files destined for Garmin's® Automotive Satnav (GPSr)
systems. It is envisaged that such files will be used as input
to Garmin's® POI Loader and then turned into Custom POI's
(Points of Interest)."
http://phil.hornby.me.uk/GeePeeEx/
EasyGPS (free)
"EasyGPS is the fast and easy way to transfer waypoints,
routes, and tracks between your computer and your Garmin,
Magellan, or Lowrance GPS.
EasyGPS lists all of your waypoints on the left side of the
screen, and shows a plot of your GPS data on the right. Use
EasyGPS to back up and organize your GPS data, print maps,
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or load new waypoints onto your GPS for your next hike or
geocaching adventure."
http://www.easygps.com/
GPSBabel (free)
"GPSBabel converts waypoints, tracks, and routes between
popular GPS receivers and mapping programs. It also has
powerful manipulation tools for such data."
http://www.gpsbabel.org/index.html
Google Earth (free)
An excellent program which you can use to instantly obtain
latitude and longitude of any global point. By zooming in you
can easily identify a house, road, intersection, etc. Highly
useful in creating your own Custom POIs.
http://earth.google.com/
Sound Recording Programs
Recording your own voice for Custom POI alerts. Your
Windows or Mac computer is already equipped with a
program that will allow you to record your voice and
save it as an audio file that could be used directly, or
perhaps after processing with a sound editor to an
.mp3 file. Windows gives us ‘Sound Recorder’ as it’s
basic program. Mac gives users ‘Simple Sound
Recorder.’
There are a multitude of pay, free, shareware other sound
recording software available for download or store purchase.
Just google ‘sound recorder windows’ or ‘sound recorder mac’
for your research start.

WEB PROGRAMS
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ITouchMap
Excellent program for using map or address to find latitude
and longitude of a place in decimal and degrees. Has a built in
converter. You can also find a map point by entering known
latitude and longitude numbers -- very handy for seeing where
Custom POIs of others are on a map or satellite photo.
http://itouchmap.com/latlong.html

Google Maps
One can use road maps and satellite maps to identify a point.
You can use address, search for business or
well known point, and even obtain latitude
and longitude numbers for your use.
[See my article which includes a detailed discussion of
obtaining coordinates from Google Maps - ARE YOU

COORDINATED? - Obtaining and Using Coordinates in Your GPS on page

2.]

http://maps.google.com/
(July 08) Google is now offereing a better technique to find coordinates.
See article here:
NEW GOOGLE MAPS WAY OF GETTING LAT/LON COORDINATES
- Developer Tools or Mapplets of Great Aid

Yahoo Maps
One can use road maps and satellite maps to identify a point.
You can use address, search
for business or well known
point, and even obtain
latitude and longitude numbers for your use.
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[See my article which includes a detailed discussion of
obtaining coordinates from Yahoo Maps - ARE YOU

COORDINATED? - Obtaining and Using Coordinates in Your GPS on page

2.]

http://maps.yahoo.com/
AT&T Labs’ Text To Speech
"This program allows you create audible speech from computer
readable text using various voices of choice. It produces a
usable .wav file."
http://www.research.att.com/~ttsweb/tts/demo.php
For directions for modifying the voice see:
http://www.research.att.com/~ttsweb/tts/faq.php#WebMarkup

If desired, the .wav file can be converted to a .mp3 file using
a variety of free programs. I use Audacity
(Windows/Mac/Linux)(Free) which can be obtained at:
http://audacity.sourceforge.net/
Audacity is full of special sound editing features that I use for
tweaking sounds for my Custom POIs; such as precise clipping
of the sound wave; volume, speed, pitch, temp adjustments,
fade in/out, attaching silence before and after the wave.

FORUMS
Forums (Newsgroups, Bulletin Boards) can be an excellent
way for seeking information and help as
well as helping others. They are
normally readily available and free. They
may be monitored or un-monitored. On
some, especially the long running
USENET (but also others) you might find
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objectionable spam, flame wars, trolling,
pie fights, heated discussions, insults,
miss-information, etc. You may find
people who 'seem to live on a particular
board' answering questions too quickly, without thinking their
answers through, and dispensing incorrect information
(hopefully not on purpose.) Some use forums as their 'social
networks.' So the general warning is -- you must be on-guard.
HOWEVER - I have found that on the various GPS Forums
there is little of the negatives I mentioned above and that
most are very very helpful. If an incorrect response is offered,
someone will make a correction or may present an alternate
technique. Although none of the following are 'monitored
before posting' boards, most have an excellent history of
making corrections and not permitting inappropriate postings.
I have learned much from these Forums and I highly
recommend you use them, and others you may find, to your
benefit. [Your suggestions for additions to my listing are encouraged.]
POI Factory
One of the better Forum
(discussion) groups. Intelligent
information, monitored, vast, void of negative forum aspects.
http://www.poi-factory.com/ (discussion tab)
suggest areas:
Garmin Talk
Creating POI Files
POI Projects
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GpsPasSion WEB site
Custom POI Collections (Forum)

http://www.gpspassion.com/forumsen/forum.asp?FORUM_ID=170

Questions and Answers (Forum)

http://www.gpspassion.com/forumsen/forum.asp?FORUM_ID=169

Yahoo.com
Groups (Forums) suggest:
Garmin_Nuvi_750_760_780_GPS
nuvi250
Garmin_nuvi_Exchange
garminnuvi660
(membership (free) and you may be required to 'Join' certain
groups)
http://groups.yahoo.com/

USENET
Access obtained from your ISP
Can also be obtained from http://www.google.com/
(select More > Groups)
Suggest:
alt.satellite.gps.garmin
alt.satellite.gps
Any contributions to this listing are welcomed. Just send your inputs to
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Gary Hayman. I am mostly interested in nüvi related items.

DON'T MAKE A .WAV
- Now nüvi Series 200 Can Have Music, Sound & Voice Alerts
ALERT: REVISION DECEMBER 2008
When this article was originally written the 'sox.exe' file discussed below was
version 14.0.1 which you could obtain from sourceforge.net. With version 14.0.1
the technique would work with both POI Loader v 2.5.2 and later with v 2.5.3.
Recently, SourceForge has updated 'sox.exe' to version 14.2.0 WHICH DOES
NOT WORK WITH THE TWO VERSIONS OF POI LOADER TO PERMIT
THE .WAV SOUNDS FOR THE NUVI SERIES.
SourceForge does not easily offer a front door link to obtain 'sox.exe' version 14.0.1
HOWEVER you can currently obtain a FREE copy of the proper 'sox.exe' at:
http://rs56.rapidshare.com/files/139638423/sox.zip

[Thanks to Gary A. of Tampa,

FL]

Just download the zip file and un-zip placing the 'sox.exe' file in the SAME folder
where your 'poiloder.exe' is located. [Probably C:\Garmin or C:\Program Files\Garmin]
If you have already put the 'non-working' new version in that folder, let the older
version replace it and you can have voice or sound alerts instead of bongs or pings.
Later: Malcolm FNU advised me of a back-door URL at SourceForge where you
can pick up the older 14.0.1 version. If you want, try:
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http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=10706&package_id=10619

ATTENTION MAC OWNERS: Don Allen writes, "For what it's worth, I'm
successfully loading WAV files onto my Nuvi 200 using POI loader version 2.0.2.1
Beta WITHOUT having SOX.EXE present at all. This on a Mac running OSX
10.5.5. Sweet. I'm creating my .WAV files at that AT&T Labs website that creates
voices. Maybe they're already in the proper format and need nothing done to them
to work on the nüvi?"
(January 2009) Jed Clear writes, "...Seems like the officially released POILoader
for Mac (ver. 2.0.1) doesn't support WAV files. You need to use the 2.0.2.1 Beta
version. I don't think soc.exe is needed (or would work anyhow) on the Mac, but I
only tested with a WAV file in the correct mono encoding. You do have a note
about using 2.0.2.1, but no link to it. [A link to v2.0.2.0 Beta version can] be found
here http://www.versiontracker.com/dyn/moreinfo/macosx/32218&vid=458890 .
Tested [by Jed Clear] with MacOSX 10.5.6 Intel and a nuvi 265WT.
In the above articles I wrote about how all the nüvi series -- except
the 200 series -- could take advantage of their .mp3 capability to
permit special sounds of voice, sound effects, or even music to alert
them in place of the generic audio alerts of 'BONG BONG' (Proximity) or
'PING PING' (Speed) sounds that their devices offer.
While the nuvi series doesn't have .mp3
capability it does have .wav capability -and 200 series users -- you can take
advantage of that.
What I am about to tell you is what I've
gleaned from writings on various Forums;
primarily the POI Factory in their Garmin Talk, topic 'Nuvi 200 and
mp3'.
[You can read them yourself at:
http://www.poi-factory.com/node/13429?page=1
and
http://www.poi-factory.com/node/13041]
There are many writers and entries, and sometimes I was confused,
but when I sorted it all out and tried some experimenting, I finally got
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it to work. I want to thank contributors for their writings and
particularly: Phil Hornsby, bandaid, and ttran-austin (who gave me the
necessary key that solved my stumbling block.)
For series 200 users, instead of using an .mp3 file, you can use a
.wav file provided certain conditions are met.
NOTE: other series users with .mp3 capability most probably
would want to still use .mp3 files as .mp3 files are much
smaller than .wav files.
ACTION 1: -- Use the Correct Version of POI Loader
Windows users must make sure that they are using POI Loader v.
2.5.3* (the latest) to send Custom POIs to their nüvis.
Some earlier versions of POI Loader may not permit this
technique to work.
POI Loader v.2.5.3* is obtained as a download from
Garmin at:
http://www8.garmin.com/products/poiloader/
[*Some have reported problems with v2.5.3. If you find that
you are having trouble with v2.5.3 (for Windows) then you
can get the older v2.5.2 at
http://gpsinformation.org/perry/POILoaderforWindows_252.exe] Both
work for me.
[a Mac user reported "I'm using POI Loader Version 2.0.2.1 Beta on a Mac
running 10.4.11." -- and that it worked. I don't have any reports on
version 2.0.1. Let me know if you find out that it too works.]

ACTION 2: -- Getting 'sox.exe'

SEE REVISION INFORMATION AT TOP OF ARTICLE
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If you attempt to send a .wav file via POI Loader, it will look for a file
named 'sox.exe' IN THE SAME FOLDER AS YOUR CURRENT
'POILoader.exe'. You most likely don't have 'sox.exe' installed on
your computer, currently.
HOW TO GET 'SOX.EXE'

The current version of 'sox.exe' (v.
14.2.0) does NOT work for our
purposes. See note at the beginning of
this article on using v. 14.0.1 and where
to get it.
You can download a compressed file from
http://SourceForge.net. There, it is referred to
as 'SoX - Sound eXchange'. You can use their
search box for 'sox' or go directly to
http://sourceforge.net/projects/sox/
and then hit the green download button
You will now be at
http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=10706
You could have gone there directly, but through the front door gives
you some descriptions and reading that might be of value.
You will have two choices on this page (see red arrow which will lead
to a second page). For proper end results with my Windows computer
and my nüvi 650 I chose -- 'sox-14.1.0.zip'
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(Page 1)

(Page 2)

I'm a Windows user. You may need a different file for a Mac.
Save the file to your computer -- It will create a file: 'sox-14.1.0.zip'.
Double click and extract the file to the same folder where it will create
a new folder named, 'sox-14.1,0'.
Inside that new folder is a file 'sox.exe'. Copy it and paste it into

the SAME FOLDER as where your 'POILoader.exe' is
located.
[There are alternative ways of storing and extracting from the zip file
-- but your main goal is to place the 'sox.exe' file in the same folder
where your 'POILoader.exe' is located.]
ACTION 3: -- Getting or Making Your .wav File
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A .wav (sound) file will substitute for the .mp3 file that I was talking
about in previous articles.
You can make one with your own voice using Sound Recorder
[Windows] which is on your machine.
Start > Programs > Accessories > Entertainment > Sound Recorder
IMPORTANT NOTE: After recording, I am told that you need to save
the .wav file in a certain format: PCM 44.100kHz 16 Bit, Mono. Easy
to do with Sound Recorder -- you adjust the format as you are saving
the file.

If you have a ready made .wav that you have collected you can use
Sound Recorder to change the format to the proper PCM 44.100kHz 16
Bit, Mono. Just open it with 'Sound Recorder' and re-save with the
proper format. There are probably other programs that can do the
same thing.
You can obtain 'sound effects' .wav files on the Internet. Try Goggling
'sound effects', 'sound clips', etc., as a start.
You can easily convert .mp3 files to .wav files. I like to use my sound
editor of choice which is Audacity, available free from
http://audacity.sourceforge.net/.
Just make sure that after editing the sound, which may be in stereo,
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you export it as a .wav file [set your Preference first to: 'WAV
(Microsoft) 16 bit PCM.] Now import it into 'Sound Recorder' and resave as a PCM 44.100kHz 16 Bit, Mono into your 'POICollection'
folder for later transfer to your nüvi.
TIP: When preparing your .mp3 (or .wav file) place a one to
two seconds of silence before the sound starts. Since the nüvi
may take a moment to load the sound when needed, there is
a tendency to sometimes clip the early part of the alert sound
before it starts playing. A brief silence inserted at the
beginning of the sound will counter that. You can use the
previously mentioned free sound editor program Audacity to
help you.
CONCLUSION
For you nüvi 200 series owners, in the future,
when you read about .mp3 files used as alerts in
Custom POIs, you will be able to substitute
.wav files for .mp3 files, PROVIDED you
followed the above presented actions.
As an example (nüvi 200 series owners), if you
were saving a .csv file to your POIcollection folder and you also
wanted an icon AND a special alert sound you would save three files
who's file names might look like this:
MYPOIs_specs.csv
MYPOIs_specs.bmp
MYPOIs_specs.wav
WARNING: you can't just take an .mp3 file and change the suffix to
.wav. You must convert the .mp3 file to a .wav file first as discussed
in the above article.
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LOADING YOUR CUSTOM POIs
- Facts You Know, Probably Know & Might Know
People who read these Custom POI pages have usually had experience
with sending Custom POIs to their nüvis. They
are familiar with using POI Loader to send
constructed or gathered POIs to their devices.
Here are a couple of interesting facts -Facts You Know
(1) Custom POI files of .csv and .gpx type can be sent to your
nüvi's memory using POI Loader. A file named poi.gpi is placed
in the Garmin nuvi/Garmin/Poi folder on your nüvi.
(2) Custom POI files of .csv and .gpx type can be sent to your
installed SD or SDHC card (Removable Disk) using POI Loader.
A file named poi.gpi is placed on the card at Removable
Disk/Garmin/Poi.

If this is done, when you disconnect your USB connection a
screen announcing that 'New Data' is found, will appear, and,
if you don't press 'Cancel', will ask you if you want to send the
information to the nüvi. You don't have to, but, if you do,
the information will be sent to the nüvi's internal memory,
OVERWRITING the poi.gpi file that was there. If you don't,
NO BIG DEAL, your nüvi device will just read your Custom
POIs from the removable card. [more on this below]
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Fact You Probably Know
(3) If the poi.gpi file on the nüvi AND the SD/SDHC card match
exactly, the screen telling you that it found new data on the SD
card DOES NOT APPEAR. It ONLY appears if there is
DIFFERENT poi.gpi data in your nüvi and on your SD card.
Facts You Might Know
(4) So what happens if you have a DIFFERENT poi.gpi file in your
nüvi, that contains information, than is on your SD/SDHC card?
First, the screen will appear alerting you that there is different
information on the card than is already in the unit, asking you if
you want to send this new information to the unit. LET'S SAY
YOU SAY 'NO.'

Well now, your nüvi device is kind enough to

JOIN the two

files, reading from both the internal memory and the card.
It doesn't alter the poi.gpi file that is in the internal memory at
all. One benefit is that your nüvi can only hold only so many
Custom POIs but it can respond to an almost unlimited number of
files on the SD/SDHC card.
NOTE (réaffirmer): Whenever there is a poi.gpi file on your
SD card containing information that is DIFFERENT from the
poi.gpi file in your nüvi; when you boot your nüvi the Garmin
'New Data' screen will appear. If you press 'OK' (not Cancel)
you will be given the option to copy the data to your nüvi.

If you don't want to replace the file that is currently in the
memory of your nüvi (you want two different poi.gpi files --
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one on your card and one in the nüvi) simply press 'Cancel';
or if you accidentally pressed 'OK' and were taking to the next
screen -- just press 'No' there.
How You Might Use This Information
For me, I always send my Custom POIs to my nüvi's internal memory.
In the beginning of my Custom POI series, I had you first send it to
the SD card, then to the nüvi -- but only for practice and learning
about the workings of the device. I later said that I send my Custom
POIs to the nüvi's internal memory, as a mater of normal operation.
But let's say that you are driving across country and
will be passing through Kansas.
Kansas is quite flat with lots of
straight roads and may create a
situation where your right foot
may become leaden. Not wanting
to gather speeding tickets, you
discover, on the Internet, a nice .csv or .gpx file
that includes all the Kansas 'speed trap' locations
with alert settings. You are only going to be traveling through Kansas
one time wearing your nifty ruby red shoes so you really don't need
the Kansas alerts in your regular Custom POI list.
Solution: just put the Kansas Custom POIs on your SD/SDHC card via
POI Loader and, when asked, don't load them into the nüvi. Your
nüvi will still show them in your 'Extras (or My Locations) - Custom
POI' area.
Later, when your trip is over, you can delete the Kansas file from your
SD/SDHC card through simple computer 'file management' and not
have disturbed your normal Custom POIs at all.
[If you want to eliminate the poi.gpi that is in your Garmin's memory,
please use POI Loader to either erase it or replace it. I do not
recommend using computer file management for this, although
advanced users may know how to do it safely.]
In a later article I will discuss another use for using two files -- one in
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your device and a different one on your card. Hint: it has to do with
saving steps in manual POI loading.
(HEAR: 30 sec snippet "Dragnet Theme")

THE .CSV FOURTH ELEMENT
- Expanding The Information In The .CSV File
In earlier articles I had you work with 3 element areas when
constructing a .csv file for your Custom POIs. I mentioned that there
was a 4th element.
" [I am omitting an optional 4th element -- a Comment area -- for the purpose of
these early experiments. For now, let's just use 3: longitude, latitude, name] "
Now it's time to look at the 4th element (field) -- The Comment
Element.
Although the Comment Element is not a requirement, some like to
include additional information about the Custom POI such as:
Address
City, State
Phone Number
and Further Comments (such as: This restaurant
serves great Osso Buco or green painted building
or must remove shoes when entering so check
your socks for holes.)
The information you establish will be included on the 'Go' screen which
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appears after you have selected your POI by going to:
'Where to?' > Extras (or My Locations) > Custom POI > and selecting
your POI.
If you just start typing the information into the 4th element (after
putting the comma at the ending of the 3rd element) the information
will just word-wrap on the screen in the space of the allotted area.
(Remember, in the Garmin, each element is 'comma delimited' meaning you use the
comma as an indicator that the next element immediately follows.)

Let's look at an example of a candidate POI
We are attempting to make a POI for a
little known small establishment named
Wall Drug Store in Wall, South Dakota. I
speculate that it is off the beaten path and
there are probably no signs posted
anywhere directing you to this place of
business, so getting there, by using your
GPS, is almost mandatory so you won't have to exclaim "Where the
heck is Wall Drugs?"
[Official Wall Drug Store WEB site: http://www.walldrug.com/]

For this experiment we will say that the file name of the .csv file is:
Wall Drug.csv and is made up of a one line entry. Type the
information as it appears below (remember commas only allowed as
delimiters between elements. If you add a 4th comma, POI Loader will
immediately truncate any text that follows):
-102.24177, 43.00343, Wall Drug Store, 510 Main Street Wall SD
(605) 279-2175 FREE ice water 5 cent coffee buffalo burgers 6:30am10pm North of Badlands National Park on I 90 and if I would like to
keep on adding information I could continue to do so just as long as I
don't use a comma.
[There are no line-feeds or returns in the above -- just continuous typing. Your
software program makes the word-wrap -- not you.]
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Your resultant 'Go Screen' would look like this:

You will notice that the screen (on my nüvi 650) tries to word wrap at
approximately 26+ or - characters (depending upon the width of the
individual characters on each line) showing the remaining text till it
runs out of space.
You will also notice that at the bottom of the screen is a 'More'
button. Pressing it will give you the ENTIRE text as seen below.

That's all there is to it. When you make your .csv file like the ones in
the other articles, and you want to add additional information that
may be of use to you in a display, then simply use the 4th element
and type away.

[Revised October 17, 2008]
Now there is another technique, almost the same as the above, but it allows you
to have a LITTLE better looking display on your nüvi. It involves
surrounding the 4th element with quotes, using line feeds (line breaks
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[per Garmin] ) which will allow you to put items on succeeding lines, and,

of course, saving the file as a .csv file.

One way you could do this is to use a Word Processing Program that:
Can save a file as a .csv file
Can enter and show line feeds (line breaks) characters
(I can use Microsoft Works 8.5 or Open Office 2.4 but there are others, however, not all can do
the above.)

For example, with my Works I construct the text to read:

I have turned on my 'Show non-printing characters' (so that I can see the
line feeds) and I use a 'Shift+Enter' to create the line feeds. Also notice the
quotes around the 4th element -- it is a requirement. The dots between words is
my WP program's way of showing spaces when you have 'show non-printing
characters' turned on. You can see the separation of the lines and the run-on
final line in the demo text ending with a quote and an Enter.
After I finish preparing the text I save the file as a .csv file (an option with my
Word Processing Program.)
A key point to remember is that you CAN'T use normal Returns to separate
lines; you must use Line Feeds.
Reader Cecil Brower of California writes that he uses Microsoft
Excel to create the text and saves it as a .csv file. He
mentions that he has to use Alt+Enter to create the line
feeds when typing in the 4th Field. When using Excel and
saving the file as an .csv file one DOESN'T USE QUOTES IN
THE 4TH FIELD as Excel will take care of that automatically
during the file save.
Perhaps, if you are using a different SpreadSheet program to
create your text, this, or something similar, may apply to you.
Excel allows Cecil to save the file as a .csv file.
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If you would like to try, you can read Garmin's directions in your POI Loader's
'Help File' which is probably already on your computer. You will usually find it in
the same directory where POI Loader rests. On my computer the file is at:
C:\Garmin\POILoader.chm but your's may be in a different location. Take a look
at 'Creating .CSV Files' in the help file.

RUN SILENT -- RUN NO-PEEP
- Silent and Semi-Silent Alerts

Reader DM wrote me recently about his desire to have his nüvi loaded
with some Custom POI alerts that would just flash the 'red' screen
andnot make an annoying default repetitive
'Bong' or 'Peep.' His idea was to include a silent
.wav file ( he has a 200 series - if you have an .mp3
capable unit you would probably opt for an .mp3 file; nüvi
series 200 and 300 can use the .wav format) along with

his .csv file; but he was having trouble; for no
matter what he did the default alert sound
played.

[NOTE: Depending upon your model, your nuvi may have a
different color alert screen. nüvi 750 owners have reported that
their alert for proximity is a grey drop down notice and their alert for speed is a red drop down
notice, rather than the red border that my 650 shows.]

First let's tackle his sound playing -- even though it was unwanted. It
sounded (pun) to me that there was a high probability that both his
device AND his SD card had DIFFERENT 'poi.gpi' files loaded. When
that is the case, and you don't send the poi.gpi file to the nüvi (when
asked by the unit -- totally replacing what was there before) the nüvi
uses information from BOTH of the poi.gpi files and joins them. See my
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article: 'LOADING YOUR CUSTOM POIs - Facts You Know, Probably Know & Might
Know' .

NOTE: sometimes you want this and sometimes you don't. I'll
present a later article showing some tricks for when you don't
want the two files to be the same.
In this case, he was really getting two alerts, one the new silent one -from the SD card and a former default alert for the same spot that
was already in the nüvi.
When he removed the sounding one he had what he thought he
wanted.
A lesson here is that when you are using two different poi.gpi files,
one on your SD card and one in your nüvi, make sure that there are
no pointers, that might have different sounds, which interfere with
each other.
Let's Move On ................
Although possible, having a silent alert, may not be the way to go.
DM later, after testing, agreed.
A better technique might be either of my:
(1) 'soft.sound.mp3'/'soft.sound.wav' -- will present a low volume
sound as you approach your alert spot letting you know that the
screen has turned red. It is not annoying as are the default bongs and
pings of the nüvi. You can even adjust the sound to an even lower
volume using 'Sound Recorder' or a similar program. The sound WILL
probably repeat (depending upon your speed) once or twice before you
reach your destination -- but it is very soft. When alerted, you can
look at the 'red' screen to see what you are approaching.
(2) 'soft.sound.w.silence.mp3'/'soft.sound.w.silence.wav' -- has
a thirty second tail of silence. It will sound once, softly, and probably
not sound again. So, when your nüvi screen turns red you will have a
short soft sound, alerting you, and not hear the sound again (for that
alert -- unless you are driving very slowly.) When alerted, you can
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look at the 'red' screen to see what you are approaching.
The sound I am using here is the same soft sound that I used in my
article: ' MY POIs - Custom POI Favorites '
If you would like to download the sound and silent files mentioned in
this article choose either one of the .mp3 or .wav versions below.
Remember a .wav file, of the same contents, is much, much larger in
size than a .mp3 file.
You will need to change the prefix file names to match your .csv or
.gpx file with which you are working. Also you might have to use your
POI Loader in manual mode to create a distance alert or speed alert
setting if using a .csv file or use other options such as including the
word 'Redlight' or 'specs' as part of .csv file name (for a ~1319 ft.
proximity {on-road} alert warning.)
HOW TO DOWNLOAD THE SOUNDS
Right click on a link in the following table.
Select (in Windows) 'Save Target as' and save the file in the folder
where you keep your .csv and .gpx files.
BE SURE that the file is saved with the proper file type '.mp3' or
'.wav'. You may have to adjust your 'Save as Type' to 'All Files' to do
this. Re-check to see that you don't have any double suffixes to your
saved files. Change the prefix to match the .csv or .gpx file that you
are associating it with.
Now, the next time you use POI Loader and include the group you will
have softened the alert with your new 'manipulated' sound.
[If you intend to use .wav files in your nüvi you should first read 'DON'T MAKE A
.WAV - Now nüvi Series 200 Can Have Music, Sound & Voice Alerts' to learn the
techniques and about a necessary supporting program named 'sox.exe'.]

.wav files

.mp3 files
soft.sound.mp3

adjusted to PCM 44.100kHz 16 Bit, Mono

for nüvis that don't have
.mp3 capability

soft.sound.wav
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soft.sound.w.silence.mp3 soft.sound.w.silence.wav
silence.mp3

silence.wav

TO LISTEN: Left click a link
TO SAVE: Right click a link and then select 'Save Target As'
and direct it to your Custom POI Folder
I personally prefer the 'soft.sound.w.silence' approach.
You can easily create your own sounds and play around with the silent
'tails' using Sound Recorder or other programs.
Remember, people using .wav files, they need to be: PCM 44.100kHz
16 Bit, Mono.
Thank you DM for giving me the idea for this article.
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This is the Custom POI Page-3

Garmin GPS
Tricks, Tips, Work Arounds, Hints, Secrets and Ideas
for the Garmin nüvi GPS (and others)
[many ideas may also apply to various nüvi 200, 300, 600, 700, 800, 2X5, 7X5 & 8X5 series units
and possibly other Garmin road GPSs.
A nüvi 650 was used for testing. As of 12/12/08 a nüvi 755T is also being used for testing.
A separate section for 7X5/8X5 devices has been established.
Other articles are being updated, where necessary, to include 7X5/8X5 instructions.]

-- a continuing instructional and comment Blog --

Presented by: Gary Hayman

-- This is the start of the Custom POI Page --3 -CLICK FOR OTHER PAGES or use TOC/Menu
Page 1, Page 2, Page 3, Page 4, Page 5, Page 6, Page 7
Custom POI Page, POI Page 2, POI Page 3, POI Page 4, POI Page 5, POI Page 6
7/8X5 Page 1, 7/8X5 Page 2
Info Page, TOC/Menu, Recent Additions

POI LOADER IN MANUAL MODE
- Setting Speed or Distance
By the time you have reached this article you have already been
using POI Loader to send .csv and (maybe) .gpx Custom POI files to
your nüvi or your nüvi's SD card. I have only talked about using the
'Express' (Recommend by Garmin) technique. The other selectable
technique is the Manual method.
[To readers who have been using the Manual method already and are familiar
with it, you may just want to just skim this article for anything you might find
useful. Following this box I will be discussing (1) Distance Alerts and (2) Speed
Alert, -- using the Manual method of POI Loader. You might be interested in the
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yellow box at the end of this article.]

What I am going to present here is basic material which may be of
interest to newcomers who aren't quite as familiar with Custom POIs
as are the people who have been around awhile.
In several of the preceding articles in the Custom POI section I have
discussed using the POI Loader program but have only mentioned
the Express method. The alternate Manual method allows the user
to create '.gpx style' information which can include either or both
speed and distance information for Custom POI alerts.
DISTANCE ALERT EXAMPLE
Suppose you had a .csv file contained in
your Custom POI folder (what I've called my
POI Collection folder in previous articles) and
you wanted your unit to alert you 2000
feet in advance as you were approaching
the hotels (on the road upon which you
are traveling)
file: Aspen Hotels.csv
that containes the information;
-106.82007, 39.19081, Hotel Jerome
-106.85902, 39.20621, Inn At Aspen
Start POI Loader and advance to screen 5
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Select 'Manual' in pull down box
Select 'Next'
You are now on Screen 6 (below). If you have a number of .csv
files in your Custom POI folder you would process each one. We
will say that your are doing just that and eventually the file
'Aspen Hotels.csv' appears -- see it indicated at the top in the
below graphic.

Check box for proximity alerts
Choose radio button for 'close to point'
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Enter distance -- 2000
Select 'Next'
If you have more than one .csv or .gpx file the screen will keep reappearing for you to make appropriate selections for those files. You
can select distance or speed or ignore the file. If you have many
files you will see this screen many times.
NOTE: If you choose to ignore any file it WILL NOT BE SENT to your
nüvi or SD card. If you don't want to set any proximity alerts for a
particular file then just keep both check boxes blank and select 'Next'.

When you have gone through all the files, the screen will change and
announce how many points of interest it has installed on your device
or SD card. (Example:)

In this simple case, for the ONE .csv file with which we are
experimenting, an alert would sound at 2000 feet before you reach
either of the hotels and your nüvi will show it's visual red alert
border. This will happen if you are approaching 'on the road' where
you placed your Custom POIs.
[NOTE: Depending upon your model, your nuvi may have a different color alert screen. nüvi
750 owners have reported that their alert for proximity is a grey drop down notice and their
alert for speed is a red drop down notice, rather than the red border that my 650 shows.]

SPEED ALERT EXAMPLE
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Instead of specifying distance, the Manual method in POI Loader
allows you to specify a speed choice for a Custom POI
which you might want to use to alert you for School
Zones or known traffic control points.
If you establish a 'speed' setting, your nüvi will alert you
if your vehicle speed is over the speed you set. There is
an internal algorithm that begins its alert monitoring
when you are 36 seconds from the speed POI (no
matter what speed you are currently traveling -- the
faster you are going, the earlier the alert.) That means the distance
alert will vary depending upon what speed you are traveling. As
examples:
If you are traveling at # mph. The speed alert will begin at # distance
25

1318 ft.

35

1848 ft.

45

2377 ft.

55

2904 ft.

65

3432 ft.

So let's say there are a group of schools in your area. I'm going to
just choose two. Each school has a required 25 mph speed limit. You
establish a .csv file for the two schools and use the Manual mode of
POI Loader to set the speed limits.
file: My Schools.csv
that contained the information;
-90.37893, 38.79409, Hazelwood HS
-90.67120, 38.82121, North HS
This file is put into your Custom POI folder
When you use POI Loader, in Manual mode, and get to screen 6 and
are going through your choices for the various files that appear, the
file My Schools.csv will eventually appear as below and you will
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make the choices and the speed entry (25) as indicated in the
graphic.

As with the previous example, if you have more than one .csv or
.gpx file, screen 6 will keep re-appearing for you to make
appropriate selections for those files. You can select distance or
speed or ignore the file or just go to the next file by leaving the
two check boxes blank. If you have many files you will see this
screen many times.
When you have gone through all the files, the screen will change and
announce how many points of interest it has installed on your device
or SD card.
The result of all this will be that if you are approaching either of the
two High Schools on the road where the Custom POI is located and
are traveling OVER 25 mph, you nüvi will sound an alert 36 seconds
[see table above for approximate speed/footage numbers] at your current
speed before you reach the Custom POI. If you slow down to under
25 mph the audio alert will cease but the visual red alert border will
persist until you pass the Custom POI spot.
OTHER WAYS -- NON MANUAL
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NOTE: there are other ways of creating speed alerts without using the Manual
settings in POI Loader. I have previously discussed a few -(1) Using the NAME@25 [or whatever number you want] as part of the
information in your .csv file
Example:
My Schools.csv
-90.37893, 38.79409, Hazelwood HS@25
-90.67120, 38.82121, North HS@25
(2) inserting a code word (keyword) - such as 'speed' and a number in the
.csv file name
Example: [the word speed AND any number in the file name is interpreted as a
speed alert number]
My Schools Speed_25.csv
-90.37893, 38.79409, Hazelwood HS
-90.67120, 38.82121, North HS
(3) inserting just a number in the .csv file name (without the code word
(keyword))
Example: [any number (provided it is less than 125 mph or 200 kph) in the file
name is interpreted as a speed alert number]
My Schools 25.csv
-90.37893, 38.79409, Hazelwood HS
-90.67120, 38.82121, North HS
[I tend to use the technique that also uses the keword plus the number or, if I'm doing a mixed
speed grouping, the technique with the @## as part of the information on the line item in the
.csv file.]
(4) Preparing your files in .gpx format using a .gpx program

Now all that seems easy enough -- except if you have a multitude of
Custom POI files (maybe a hundred or more) that you have to
process individually, spelling out speed or distance or don't bother
choices for each one -- EVERY TIME YOU USE POI LOADER.
In the beginning, you will do this often as you make changes and
add new .csv and .gpx files.
There must be more convenient ways of doing this. Yes there are!
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Some I have previously mentioned.
-- For speed, instead of using the Manual mode you set the
speed either in the .cvs file name (using the keyword 'speed'
and a number or add '@##' (## represents a number) to
the individuals POI name or just adding a number in the file
name (without the keyword 'speed'). See my examples and
explanations a few paragraphs above. You could then employ
the Express mode when using POI Loader (provided you
don't want to make any distance alert adjustments.)
-- You could place both your speed and distance
requirements in a .gpx file and let that load using the
Express mode. [I haven't discussed .gpx files in depth as yet, but I
will in a future article. If you are interested now, then take a look at
some of the references at the bottom of this article.]

There is another technique of sending your .csv files
to your device so you won't have to constantly apply
Manual settings to these files when you re-use POI
Loader. This technique is discussed HERE

[I'M TIRED

OF USING MANUAL, "TIME AFTER TIME", WRITES CYNDI - Cut
Down On POI Loader's Manual Processing.]

It is highly

interesting and useful, and currently, is not known by
the majority of owners. Even, Garmin, doesn't mention
it.

Here are some previously suggested excellent resources that discuss
POI Loader and, in part, the Manual mode:
Garmin Custom POI Files
POI Factory (Phil Hornby)
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Custom POI Alerts... (Dave Brillhart)

BUT I WANT BOTH SPEED AND DISTANCE
IN AN ALERT
- Can This Be Accomplished Using .CSV Files? Yes! As If By Magic!
The above article addresses using the Manual mode in POI Loader to
set Speed or Distance alert for a .csv file. But, because of the radio
button you are forced to choose one or the other -- not both.
An owner writes that he would like to be alerted of a speed zone
much more in advance than the POI Loader programs provides.
Remember that the Garmin will sound a speed alert 36 seconds in
advance of reaching the Custom POI speed point and that that
distance will depend upon the current speed of the vehicle.
But this owner wants to be alerted FAR in advance of the 36 second
rule -- and by using .csv files.
How is he to do this?
Congratulations! You are going to Vegas!!! Cause that's where the
Magic happens.
Magic Act 1:
is like the Lance Burton Magic Show on the
Strip. It is well known, dependable and is the
prime showcase for Magic.
Well, using the .gpx file format, one is able to
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set both speed AND distance. He/she can
choose, for example, a distance of 4300 feet
(about .8 miles) and also set a speed alert at,
let's say 35 mph. (We will use these numbers in this experiment.)
There are several .gpx editor programs that you might investigate if you already
aren't using a favorite.
Phil Hornby's GeePeeEx Editor which is very extensive and is popular among
forum writers.
http://phil.hornby.me.uk/GeePeeEx/

Adam Mealings' Garmin GPX Converter which easly handles speed and distance
but not other additives.
http://www.cbrom.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk/3.html?submenu=2

[Both of the above are UK products]

Magic Act 2:
is like the Penn & Teller Magic Show. It is off the Strip and off the
wall, novel, contrary to popular belief and plays
well.
We are going to take the Penn & Teller
approach -- actually the Tricks, Tips Work
Around, etc. approach. That's what this WEB
site does. Even though some have said that it
couldn't be done, having both speed and
distance alerts for Custom POI point using POI
Loader with .csv files... well you be the
judge.
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First, as with many magic tricks -- there has to be a build-up (read:
foundation.)
Previously we discovered that when using the POI loader for .csv
(and .gpx) files in the Manual mode to send its resultant 'poi.gpi' file
to your nüvi you are given a choice of specifying speed or distance,
but not both (for the .csv file). Perhaps someday Garmin will revise
the loader program to allow both -- but not now with the current
version. [Unless we do some creative Magic.]
The Failed Presto-Chango Magic Method
You will note that if you place the 'speed' keyword in the file name
accompanied by a number (I use this method rather than leaving the
keyword 'speed' out -- which is also possible):
Example:
File: School Speed_35.csv
Contents: -115.17296, 36.10393, School Zone
and then use POI Loader in the Manual mode and set a distance, say
for example, 4300 ft., the speed setting of 35, obtained from the
filename, is ignored and you will only have a distance proximity
alert of 4300 ft.
At 4300 ft. your unit will start sounding the default sound (you can
direct it to use an .mp3 or .wav sound file {see several previous articles}) which
will be repeated every ~10 seconds until you pass the Point -regardless of the speed you are traveling. In short, the result will
only be a Proximity alert but no Speed alert. Not exactly what you
were looking for.
The Failed Allakhazam Magic Method
Similar to the above but this time instead of placing the speed
number in the file name you place the speed number as part of the
Custom POI 'name'.
Example:
File: School.csv
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Contents: -115.17296, 36.10393, School Zone@35
Everything else discussed above is the same. You use POI Loader in
the Manual mode and attempt to set a distance for this .csv file of
4300 ft.
You will end up, in this case with a Speed alert (not a Proximity
alert) set at 35 mph (due to the priority of the '@35' tag to the
data's Name element) and with a 'built in sliding distance' (calculated
by the Garmin when it applies it's '36 seconds in advance' rule)
which depends upon the speed with which you are approaching the
point -- the faster you are traveling the alert will trigger at a greater
distance from the point (see last article). In effect, at least for me,
this is pretty good as I find the Garmin equation satisfactory -- but it
is not what the original writer was looking for -- an even greater
alert distance coupled with the Speed alert.
So, it's back to the magical workshop to put on my top hat and
contemplate the problem.

Eureka

-- this may be an answer, or at least
an acceptable Work Around.

Make two .csv files for the same spot. Load
both with POI Loader in the Manual mode
selecting 'Speed' for one and 'Distance' for
the other.
Actually, it would be better to embed the speed
with a 'keyword' in one of the files and apply
the distance option of POI Loader (Manual) to
the other.
Also, for the sake of a little Pizzazz (after all, we are in Vegas) we
will add two .mp3 (or .wav) files -- one to announce when we are
approaching the speed zone and one to tell us when we are in the
zone, as defined by the Garmin 36 second rule.
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All this is easy to do.
Make one .csv file similar to what follows. It will be your Speed Alert
file.
File: School Speed_35.csv
Contents: -115.17296, 36.10393, School Zone
and save it in your POI Folder
[Even though you will discover that the word 'speed' is not required in the file
name; the number alone will suffice (provided it is less than 125 mph or 200
kph) I am using it, in this training, for identification.]

Using the file management of your computer, now copy the file and
save it in the same folder -- CHANGING THE FILE NAME to:
School Alert Zone.D4300.csv. This will be your Distance Alert file.
[Please note that the word 'speed' DOES NOT AND SHOULD NOT appear in
the file name for this second Distance Alert file.]

Add to the same folder two .mp3 files (.wav files if your nüvi doesn't
handle .mp3) that will sound the alerts for those files. You can use
the two that I furnish here.
[If you intend to use .wav files in your nüvi you should first read 'DON'T MAKE A
.WAV - Now nüvi Series 200 Can Have Music, Sound & Voice Alerts' to learn the
techniques and about a necessary supporting program named 'sox.exe'.]

.wav files

.mp3 files

adjusted to PCM 44.100kHz 16 Bit, Mono

School Speed_35.mp3

School Speed_35.wav

School Alert Zone.D4300.mp3

School Alert Zone.D4300.wav

for nüvis that don't have
.mp3 capability

TO LISTEN: Left click a link
TO SAVE: Right click a link and then select 'Save Target As'
and direct it to your Custom POI Folder
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Now when you run POI Loader in Manual mode and the 'School
Speed_35.csv' file appears the Speed Alert choice will already
marked and you just click 'Next'.
When the 'School Alert Zone.D4300.csv' appears you will be
immediately alerted, from the file name, that you should set an alert
of 'Distance' (indicated by the D) and establish it at 4300 ft. (given
to you in the file name).
You won't have to wonder what file takes what choices and what
settings you should make.

What will happen, as you are driving toward the point, at 4300 ft.
away, the red alert border will appear indicating 'Alert: School Zone'
and a voice will say, "School Alert Ahead"
As you travel to a location 36 seconds from the Custom POI, at your
current speed, a new voice will announce "Slow Down! School Zone"
if you are traveling in excess of the set speed. If you are not, it won't
announce the alert. You probably won't hear this announcement too
often as I know you don't exceed the speed limits in school zones.
Now you have both Distance and Speed alerts for a Custom POI -- all
done with .csv files.
Announce "Sim Sala Bim", and take your bow.

Epilog: Remember, the best way to accomplish having both speed
and distance alerts for one Custom POI point is by the use of a
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program that will produce a .gpx file. What I done above is just an
exercise to show how something similar could be accomplished
within the framework of our current POI Loader constraints using .csv
files -- by using a little Magic.

SUB-FOLDERS THAT JARED DIDN'T KNOW
ABOUT
- Organization Technique That Many Like
When you first started using Custom POIs you probably put all your
files in one folder. I named mine
'POIcollection', but you could have named it
anything, such as 'MY POIs', 'Custom POIs',
'Ready for Loader', etc.
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Housed in that folder was a collection of .csv
files that you might have obtained from the
Internet or even written yourself, and
maybe even a couple of .gpx files that you
downloaded (you probably weren't
constructing .gpx files at that point.) Also,
for those who were a little fancier, there were associated .bmp icons
and .mp3 (sounds, music, and voices) [later you may have discovered how
to use .wav files if you owned a 200 series or if you had a special need.]

All was in one folder on your hard drive which you pointed to when
using POI Loader to send everything to your nüvi's internal memory
as a 'poi.gpi' file.
You may have later discovered the POI Loader option of sending the
poi.gpi file that it created, to your SD/SDHC card (if you have one)
instead of sending it to your nüvi's internal memory. You also found,
that if you did this your device gave you the option of copying the
file from your SD/SDHC card into your nüvi. You didn't have to, but
you could.
Anytime, you place a file named 'poi.gpi' into your nüvi,
either from your computer or from your SD/SDHC card
the existing poi.gpi file is overwritten with the new file.
This is good, for as you keep on editing the files in your
'POIcollection' (whatever it is named on your computer)
and applying POI Loader to send the collection as a poi.gpi file to
your nüvi, all updates will take effect with the overwriting of the
previous file, keeping you up to date.
Now what if you sent, via POI Loader, a poi.gpi file to your nüvi and
the very same file to your SD/SDHC card keeping them both in
place. Answer: Nothing! Your device will reflect all the Custom POIs
in your Extras (or My Locations) menu choice.
BUT WHAT IF ...
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...you sent one group of Custom POIs to your nüvi and a
DIFFERENT GROUP to your SD/SCHC card. If you leave the
information on the card and don't then send it to the internal
memory of your device, all the Custom POIs (from both places)
would JOIN UP. I discussed all this in my previous article: LOADING
YOUR CUSTOM POIs - Facts You Know, Probably Know & Might Know if you
need to refresh your memory.
I bring this up again because we are really going to use this feature
later in this article.

[Sorry this material is so dry, unlike some of my other
topics. I haven't figured out a way to make it more
interesting. I'll try and pack a whole days worth of
information into this article. Humorous no. Valuable, yes]
If you didn't get the above references perhaps this link would refresh your
memory: CLICK

UNDOCUMENTED SUB-FOLDERS
Let's digress a bit and talk about file folders.
As we are told, from the Garmin POI Loader information we should
put all the necessary .csv, .gpx, .mp3 and .bmp
files into a folder. But what we are not told is
that the Garmin software team programmed the
POI Loader so that we can also use ONE LEVEL
OF SUB-FOLDERS in that folder for
management purposes and when the POI Loader
is activated ALL the information from both the
main folder and the sub-folder will be sent to the nüvi or the
SD/SDHC card.

HUZZAH!

this means that we can set up a file
structure that could look like this (as a brief example).
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POI COLLECTION (Main File Folder)
   National_Parks_redlight.csv
   National_Parks_redlight.bmp
   National_Parks_redlight.mp3
   National_Hamburger_joints_specs.csv
   National_Hamburger_joints_specs.bmp
   National_Hamburger_joints_specs.mp3
   National_Monuments.csv
   --SCHOOLS (Sub-Folder)
       Local_Schools_speed_25.csv
       Local_Schools_speed_25.bmp
       Local_Schools_speed_25.mp3
       Local_Schools_speed_35.csv
       Local_Schools_speed_35.bmp
       Local_Schools_speed_35.mp3
   --CINEMA (Sub-Folder)
       Local_Movies.csv
   --RELIEF (Sub-Folder)
       Local_Pissoirs_specs.csv
       Local_Pissoirs_specs.bmp
       National_Pissoirs_specs.csv
       National_Pissoirs_specs.bmp

[in this example the first three .csv files are at the main folder level while the
other .csv files are at the sub-folder level.]

NOTE: This is an excellent way to organize various categories of
collections so that they are easier to find when you go to Where to?
> Extras (or My Locations > Custom POIs. [Some models: Where to?
> My Locations > Custom POIs.]
Here is how the Custom POIs screens look with the above
experimental files being loaded by POI Loader into my nüvi.

[--SCHOOLS on the second screen is
a carry-over from the first screen]
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EASY TRICK
Notice that I put a double dash before the three
folder names. As the device alphabetizes the Custom
POIs this technique places all sub-folders together
and at the top of the listing.
I have read that:
you are only allowed ONE LEVEL of sub-folders
that there is a max of 32 sub-folders
there can only be 32 files (I'm guessing excluding the supporting
.mp3, .wav, .bmp for these files) in each sub-folder
I have not tested the limits as I have never had a need to go that
high. I did not discover this myself. I read about it in a group of
forum messages on the highly recommended POI Factory
[http://www.poi-factory.com]. Special thanks for highly informative
comments by Motorcycle Mama , ACougar and others which
prompted my further investigation and testing.
TO EACH HIS OWN
Now some say that they don't need SUB-FOLDERS, they just place
all their generated and collected .csv and .gpx (etc.) files in one level
-- and that's enough for them.
Others love the file organization and management aspect of using
SUB-FOLDERS and feel that it offers them an easy system to track
down files for changes and additions -- especially if they have tons of
files and Custom POIs.
You be the judge of what you want to do.
LOADING BOTH NUVI & SD/SDHC CARD
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Now suppose I have some other Custom POI files, but
this time I don't load them to the nüvi, I load them
to the SD/SDHC card using POI Loader. Remember,
I've already loaded the above group to my nüvi.
Here are the files and sub-folders:
POI COLLECTION NUMBER 2 (Main File Folder)
   National_KMarts_redlight.csv
   National_KMarts_redlight.bmp
   National_KMarts_redlight.mp3
   National_Toco_Bells_specs.csv
   National_Toco_Bells_specs.bmp
   National_Toco_Bells_specs.mp3
   National_Sports_Authority.csv
   --Grocery (Sub-Folder)
       Safeway.csv
       Safeway.bmp
       Safeway.mp3
       Whole_Foods.csv
       Whole_Foods.bmp
       Whole_Foods.mp3
   --BARBER SHOP (Sub-Folder)
       Clip_Joints.csv
   --MALLS (Sub-Folder)
       Close_In_Malls_specs.csv
       Close_In_Malls_specs.bmp
       Tri_State_Malls_specs.csv
       Tri-State_Malls_specs.bmp

After you send them to your SD/SDHC card and you disconnect your
USB cable, when your device tells you that it has found 'new data
on card' you tell it 'Cancel' so you DON'T send the data to the
internal memory of the unit, which would replace what's already
there. You want to keep this different information on the card.
Now, when you go to your Custom POIs area you will find the two
poi.gpi files joined and your screen will reflect --
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[--MALLS and the two following on the fourth screen are
a carry-over from the third screen]

The Custom POI information that was found from the internal device
memory -- sorted alphabetically, FOLLOWED, by the Custom POI
information that was found on the SD/SDHC card - sorted
alphabetically.
WHAT HAVE WE DISCOVERED
You are allowed to have one level of sub-folders when organizing
your Custom POIs before sending them to your device
You could also send your resultant poi.gpi file to your SD/SDHC
card
The two poi.gpi files (one in the device and one on the card) can
contain different contents
Your device will first look into it's internal memory and list its
Custom POIs in alphabetical order
If there is a different poi.gpi file on the SD/SDHC
card it will follow the first listing with additional
Custom POIs sorted alphabetically
That all this is rather dry but will start becoming
more eye-opening and even more useful in the
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following article and even lead you to say "Ah Ha!
I will certainly use that", in a second following
article.

ABBA SINGS "WHAT'S THE NAME OF THAT
FILE"
- A File Rename That Does Wonders
Are you ready for another 'almost undocumented' trick for your
nüvi?
As you are aware, when POI Loader sends it's poi.gpi file to the
internal memory of your nüvi or to your SD/SDHC card it will replace
the poi.gpi file that is already there.
But, if you have renamed the poi.gpi file to 'somethingelse.gpi' then
when you use POI Loader to send a new poi.gpi file to your device
you will have two usable Custom POI .gpi files in place.
For example, let's say I have prepared one (very heavy) .csv file:
'Swedish_Girl_Friends.csv' and sent it via POI Loader to the internal
memory of my nüvi. It arrives there as poi.gpi replacing the poi.gpi
file that was previously there.
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With my device still connected to my computer via the USB cable,
and using the file directory system of my coumputer, I find my nüvi,
navigate to the poi folder (see graphics) and CHANGE the name of
the existing poi.gpi file to something like: 'swedish_girl_friends.gpi'.

Incidentally this is one of my largest Custom POI collections and no
matter how many times you say
"Gimme!, Gimme!, Gimme!" -- I
won't be a "Super Trouper" and send
it to you -- unless, of course, you
have a lot of "Money, Money,
Money."
Now, the next time I use POI Loader
in the normal manner for loading
other files, it will send a new poi.gpi
file and the 'swedish_girl_friends.gpi'
will not be disturbed or overwritten and will be available for use
by my device in the Custom POI area.
This technique is know by people who have been using geocaching
GPS units. It is they who have suggested the transfer of the
technique for nüvi use.
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WHY DO THIS AT ALL?

If you have a pretty static group of files that aren't going to
change often, you could load them this way, changing the beginning
part of of the resultant poi.gpi file name (leaving the .gpi intact) and
in the future not bother POI Loader with processing the files again
and again each time you use the Loader.
Some have said that it only takes a couple of extra seconds to
reprocess the same information every time they use POI Loader in
the Express mode so they would not be interested in this file name
changing technique.

However

-- what about in the Manual mode. See next article.

(HEAR: 30 sec snippet "The Name Of The Game")
(HEAR: 30 sec snippet "Gimme!, Gimme!, Gimme!")
(HEAR: 30 sec snippet "Super Trouper")
(HEAR: 30 sec snippet "Money, Money, Money")
[Music added November 17, 2008]

I'M TIRED OF USING MANUAL, "TIME AFTER
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TIME", WRITES CYNDI
- Cut Down On POI Loader's Manual Processing
A fastidious fictitious reader writes that she is
just getting into adding Custom POIs by use of
the POI Loader but that each time she does
she is forced to go through the Manual mode
for many files because she has several for
which she want to establish distance
(proximity) alerts of other than .25 miles
(1320 ft.). She asks, "...are there any other
ways that will eliminate this drudgery where it
is so easy to make a mistake when entering
data by hand?"
Well it's the "Same Ol' Story" that I hear from
many people. Funny you should ask.
Without a doubt, using the .gpx format which
allows you to set both speed and distance,
plus a wrath of other things, is the best way to go. You need a .gpx
program such as the aforementioned GeePeeEx Editor by Phil
Hornby.

But wait a second.

For this experiment let us use the ideas

from the previous article.

What we will do, in essence is simple:
Put all .csv files that will require Manual processing in a common
folder on our hard drive
Use POI Loader for the contents of that folder in the Manual
mode entering the necessary distance data to load them to our
Garmin's SD/SDHC card as the poi.gpi file
Use the computer's file management system to re-name the
poi.gpi file to something like 'manual_distance_settings.gpi'
(See last article for an explanation of the technique)
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Now unless you have the need to change something in that file,
whenever you need to use POI Loader you can use the recommend
and quicker Express mode to load your poi.gpi file. The
'manual_distance_settings.gpi' file will remain undisturbed and will
be working for you in your Custom POIs area.
That's right, you just do it ONCE and
then, as they say in New Jersey,
"Forgedaboutit."
You have eliminated the need to keep on
entering the same information "Time After
Time."
Please note that I believe that since you can
set speed proximity information either in the .csv file name [Ex.
Schools_Speed_35.csv] or as part of the individual information for a
point using, for example, @35 as part of the 'name' of the point,
using Manual mode to set the speed is unnecessary, in my mind.
[Even though you will discover that the word 'speed' is not required in the file name;
the number alone will suffice (provided it is less than 125 mph or 200 kph) I am using it, in
this training, for identification.]

Cyndi, why waste your time with repeated Manual loadings when I
know you want to be out, hitting the town 'cause "Girls Just Want To
Have Fun".
(HEAR: 30 sec snippet "Time After Time")
(HEAR: 30 sec snippet "Same Ol' Story")
(HEAR: 30 sec snippet "Girls Just Want To Have Fun")
[Music added November 17, 2008]
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CLICK FOR OTHER PAGES or use TOC/Menu
Page 1, Page 2, Page 3, Page 4, Page 5, Page 6, Page 7
Custom POI Page, POI Page 2, POI Page 3, POI Page 4, POI Page 5, POI Page 6
7/8X5 Page 1, 7/8X5 Page 2
Info Page, TOC/Menu, Recent Additions

All written material and organization of material is copyright © 2007-2009 by Gary Hayman, All rights reserved.
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This is the Custom POI Page-4

Garmin GPS
Tricks, Tips, Work Arounds, Hints, Secrets and Ideas
for the Garmin nüvi GPS (and others)
[many ideas may also apply to various nüvi 200, 300, 600, 700, 800, 2X5, 7X5 & 8X5 series units
and possibly other Garmin road GPSs.
A nüvi 650 was used for testing. As of 12/12/08 a nüvi 755T is also being used for testing.
A separate section for 7X5/8X5 devices has been established.
Other articles are being updated, where necessary, to include 7X5/8X5 instructions.]

-- a continuing instructional and comment Blog --

Presented by: Gary Hayman

-- This is the start of the Custom POI Page -- 4 -CLICK FOR OTHER PAGES or use TOC/Menu
Page 1, Page 2, Page 3, Page 4, Page 5, Page 6, Page 7
Custom POI Page, POI Page 2, POI Page 3, POI Page 4, POI Page 5, POI Page 6
7/8X5 Page 1, 7/8X5 Page 2
Info Page, TOC/Menu, Recent Additions

THE SECRET (?) SPEED NUMBERS THEY
DIDN'T TELL YOU ABOUT
- Surprise Settings and How To Take Advantage of Them
Garmin, in their Creating Custom POI Files information page
[http://www8.garmin.com/products/poiloader/creating_custom_poi_files.jsp ]
tells us:
We can enter speed (alert) information in .csv files through:
POI names (3rd element of a line entry).
Ex: -81.11111, 39.11111, My HighSchool@35
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.CSV file name.
Ex: Schools 35.csv

.CSV file name with keyword and number.
Ex: Schools Speed 35.csv
["speed", "GATSO", "mobile", "SPECS", "safety", or "camera" can be used
with the number.]

Speed information entered in Manual mode of POI Loader
[I am skipping .gpx files where one sets the speed and/or distance
internally]

This is also echoed in other writings, including mine. So far, so good.
Ben Gates writes, " I see in your article, 'BUT I
WANT BOTH SPEED AND DISTANCE IN AN
ALERT - Can This Be Accomplished Using .CSV
Files? Yes! As If By Magic!' that you provide a
file name of 'School Alert Zone.D4300.csv'.
According to the rules stated above that would
indicate a speed alert of 4,300 mph. What's up
with that?"
My answer included, "...Mr. Ben Gates, your sharp eyes have found
a secret, apparently long hidden from public view ...."
All of the above rules DO apply -- until you exceed the number 124.
At 125 and up; things change, drastically.

[For metric (meters, kph) people: All of the above rules DO apply -until you exceed the number 199. At 200 and up things change,
drastically. As an aside, I do lament that we didn't adopt the metric
system, in my neck of the woods, a long time ago. Life would have
been so much easier. I'll continue using the convention (feet, mph)
but for those who need to, use the number 200 as the start of their
boundary.]

NOTE: I've done my personal testing using a Garmin nüvi 650, set to
ft./mph, and using POI Loader v. 2.5.2 and v. 2.5.3. All testing was trial
and error till I found the boundry point.[Some have reported problems
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with the newer v2.5.3. I you find that you are having trouble with
v2.5.3 (for Windows) then you can get the older v2.5.2 at
http://gpsinformation.org/perry/POILoaderforWindows_252.exe]

Here is what happens. Between the setting number so 0-124, the
(NORMAL) rules above are valid.

From 125 and up (200 and up for metric)

[You don't need to study the following points. I am just presenting them to show you that
something different happens with the larger numbers or if you need them for your personal
investigation.]

(1) If the .csv file name includes the larger numbers.

Ex: Schools 125.csv

--- Using POI Loader in Express Mode, the number 125 is
ignored. You WILL NOT have any Proximity Alert set,
speed or distance.
--- Using POI Loader in Manual Mode
If the ignore box and the alert point box are unchecked you
WILL NOT have any Proximity Alert set, speed or distance.
If the alert point box is checked, both the speed and
distance windows will default to 0. If you continue without
making and speed or distance changes you WILL NOT have
any Proximity Alert set, speed or distance. If you decide to
adjust either the speed or distance windows with other than
the 0 numbers then you will acquire the normal alerts,
based upon your setting.

(2) If the .csv file name includes the special keywords such as
'speed' and the larger number.

Ex: Schools Speed 125.csv

--- Using POI Loader in Express Mode, the number 125 is
ignored (actually read as 0). You WILL get a proximity
(distance ~1320 ft) alert before reaching the Custom POI(s)
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--- Using POI Loader in Manual Mode and if the alert point
box is checked (this will be the default), the speed
automatically defaults to 0 or the distance
automatically defaults to 1969 ft. (these alert numbers
can be chosen and changed by hand - either speed or
distance, but not both). If you choose not to change the
numbers then you will STILL get an alert for the Custom
POI(s), no matter at what speed you are traveling.
If you choose not to check both ignore and alert points
then you will just have a Custom POI with no alerts.
(3) If the .csv file doesn't have the special keyword such as 'speed'
and the larger number BUT the entry item contains the 3rd element
with a name followed by '@## (## is a whole number larger than
124, in this case) [we will say that the .csv file containing the
following line is 'Schools.csv']

Ex: -81.11111, 39.11111, My HighSchool@125

--- Using POI Loader in Express Mode, the @125 is ignored
and you WILL NOT have any Proximity Alert set, speed or
distance.
--- Using POI Loader in Manual Mode
If the ignore box and the alert point box are unchecked you
WILL NOT have any Proximity Alert set, speed or distance.
If the alert point box is checked, both the speed and
distance windows will default to 0. If you continue without
making and speed or distance changes you WILL NOT have
any Proximity Alert set, speed or distance. If you decide to
adjust either the speed or distance window with other than
the 0 numbers then you will acquire the normal alerts,
based upon your setting.
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR YOU
Probably not very much. After all, it's not like
I've discovered the 'National Treasure.' It is to
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show you that with numbers of 125 and up,
different things happen than with what you are used to.
You most likely won't be setting speed alerts over 124 mph
anyway, unless you travel the autobahn, live on the Bonneville Salt
Flats, or drive a New York taxi cab or a bicycle in Amsterdam.
The revelation of what happens with the larger numbers is what
allows me, as in my file name 'School Alert Zone.D4300.csv',
mentioned above, to insert numbers that aren't interpreted as
'speed' numbers by POI Loader and use them as distance setting
'reminders' when I 'load' using the Manual mode of POI Loader.
With the above file name I am easily reminded to set the distance
alert for this particular school or group of schools in the .csv file to
4300 feet. You might want to do something similar. Some people, for
example, desire to be notified of a park entrance a mile or two (5280
and 10560 ft. ) before they reach the entrance.
While we are on the subject of numbers of file names, I would
strongly suggest that you don't use any number in a file name
that is less than 125 (200 metric) UNLESS you desire a speed
alert setting.
Common mistakes that people make in constructing their file
names are similar to the following:
Casinos 49 States.csv
Sonic Drive-Ins (3rd rev).csv
Motel 6 East Coast.csv
5 Brothers Restaurants.csv
A1 Campgrounds.csv
Par 3 Golf Courses.csv
123 Quick Loans.csv
76 Gas Stations.csv
7 Eleven California.csv
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8 Ball Attractions.csv
I95 Rest Areas.csv
QUICK CONCLUSION
For speed alerts, don't use numbers over 124 (199 for metric) in
.csv file names or as part of an '@##' in the internal 'name' text
(element 3).

Acceptable:

(in file name) Ex: Schools Speed 35.csv
(in body of .csv file) Ex: -81.11111, 39.11111, My HighSchool@35
You can use numbers of 125 and up in .csv file names provided
you are using them as 'distance reminders' (or some other flag)
when utilizing the Manual mode of POI Loader.

Acceptable:

(in file name) Ex: State Parks D5280.csv

THE 'PROXEMICS' OF THE TourGuide
- Hakuna Matata! The Circle Of ... Alert
We have looked at Distance alerts 'along the road' and learned how
to set them in the Manual mode for .csv files in a previous article,
'POI LOADER IN MANUAL MODE - Setting Speed or Distance'

Still many people, new to Custom POIs, find that
their settings don't trigger their alerts as they are
supposed to. The most common problems are that
they didn't 'set the distance' from the Manual Mode
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of POI Loader and/or their Custom POI is NOT ON
THE ROAD.
NOTE: When we are talking about a Custom POI used for an alert, we are not
really talking about it used as a destination point, but rather as an a approaching
(or in the vicinity of) alert, or a warning alert of various types, including redlight
cameras or speed zone alerts. However, you can, if you desire, use a Custom POI as
your destination and your nüvi will provide it's own alert and even a flag icon.

If one takes a look at all the 6,000,000+ POIs that are included
within the nüvi's, by zooming-in till they show (usually at 200 or 300
ft. zoom), you will notice that the vast 'majority' of them are on a
road -- not necessarily where the nearby physical building is
geophysically located. The actual point may be way back off the road
in a shopping center or a field; but in order to guide your driving,
the POI is planted at the nearest location on a driving road. So that
is why my writings here, and many other writings encourage you to
place your Custom POIs on a road at a point closest to the actual
point in which you are interested rather than on the building itself.
The nüvi alert you then receive for your Custom POI is related to the
'on the road' point, which is a close distance to the geophysical
point. It may even be an access drive way to a complex that houses
your desired point.

BUT JUST SUPPOSE ....
...You want a real proximity alert, one that is radial in all
directions from your Custom POI -your all compass points CIRCLE OF
ALERT.
Well it can be done by using the
keyword (code word) 'TourGuide' in
the attendant .csv file name and
including a associated .mp3 (or, for
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people whos devices don't accept
.mp3 files, but have audio, a .wav
file*)
[Please note that what I am discussing is using a 'radial
TourGuide Proximity Alert' in a .csv file.
This is NOT quite the same as the normal TourGuide capability of
the Garmin. The TourGuide can also be used in a .gpx file where you
can obtain the additional feature of associating .jpg files at the same
time as well as other items. For that you will need a .gpx editor -but .gpx is another topic.
Of course, this creates a confusion, so for now, just think of this as a
'radial TourGuide Proximity Alert' in a .csv file. ]
Why would you want to do this? Suppose you have a collection of
Rest Areas as Custom POIs and either you or the person who
prepared the .csv file used the coordinates of the actual rest area
'facilities' which were set back from the
road on which you are traveling by a long
distance -- accessed by a service road of
course (at least I hope.) Being that these
facilities are not actually on your traveling
road but off road by a distance that
exceeds your nüvi alert criteria, your
alert would not sound. Now this of
course could be corrected if you adjusted
the coordinates of each of the Rest Areas to be at the intersection of
the traveling road and the service road; but if you had hundreds of
them this would take a lot of map searching and readjusting your
files; and after all, when you got to go, you got to go.
Now let's say instead of the common 'on the road' alert you used the
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'Circle of Alert', better, and more correctly known as a radial alert,
to signal you -- perhaps a mile or two in advance. You would always
be alerted when you come within the range of any Rest Area (that is
on your list) -- from any compass direction.
Let's give the idea a try. We are going to insert the keyword
'TourGuide' in our .csv file name (whether you have prepared it or
you have collected it via download.) Also we will have a matching
.mp3 (or .wav)* file included with the exact prefix of the .csv file
and the suffix of .mp3 (or .wav)*
Example
Rest Areas TourGuide.csv
Rest Areas TourGuide.mp3
TIP: When preparing your .mp3 (or .wav* file) place a one
to two seconds of silence before the sound starts. Since the
nüvi may take a moment to load the sound when needed,
there is a tendency to sometimes clip the early part of the
alert sound before it starts playing. A brief silence inserted at
the beginning of the sound will counter that. You can use the
previously mentioned free sound editor program Audacity to
help you.
If you also choose to use a .bmp icon (no greater than 24x24 pixels)
then, with the above example, it would be named:
Rest Areas TourGuide.bmp
Once accomplished we will use POI Loader in the 'Manual' mode and
set the distance to what we desire for the radial alert (5280? 10560?
). We, of course, send these files and the mass of others we have
collected or prepared by pointing POI Loader to the FOLDER (not the
files) in which they rest. This has been covered in my article POI
LOADER IN MANUAL MODE - Setting Speed or Distance in case you missed it.
It is also explained in Garmin's Instructions for POI Loader .
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The important rule, and this is the one that many who are starting
out miss, is that the keyword 'TourGuide' has to be written
exactly as I am indicating. That is as ONE WORD with an upper
case 'T' and an upper case 'G' with all other characters being lower
case. It makes no difference if the keyword is at the front of the file
name, in the middle of the file name, or at the end of the prefix
before the '.csv'.
THESE ARE EXAMPLES OF ACCEPTABLE FILE NAMES THAT
WILL WORK
Rest Areas TourGuide.csv (TourGuide at end of prefix)
Rest Areas TourGuide .csv (there is a space before the .csv - that's OK)
restareasTourGuide.csv
TourGuide Rest Areas.csv (TourGuide at beginning of prefix)
TourGuideRestAreas.csv
My TourGuide Rest Areas.csv (TourGuide in middle of prefix)
myTourGuiderestareas.csv
Rest Areas D5280 TourGuide.csv (**)(number > 124 in file name {> 199
metric})
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DANGER! WILL ROBINSON!!
If you don't follow a certain
convention you could be 'Lost in
Space.'
THESE FILE NAMES DON'T WORK
(and these are common mistakes reported by users)

Rest Areas tourguide.csv

.....The correct case for the T and the G is not used

Rest Areas Tour Guide.csv

.....An incorrect space was inserted between the 'Tour' and the 'Guide' (a very
common error)

Rest Areas tour guide.csv

.....The correct case for the T and the G is not used and an incorrect space was
inserted between the 'Tour' and the 'Guide'

tourguide Rest Areas.csv

.....The correct case for the T and the G is not used

Tour Guide Rest Areas.csv

.....An incorrect space was inserted between the 'Tour' and the 'Guide'

tour guide Rest Areas.csv

.....The correct case for the T and the G is not used and an incorrect space was
inserted between the 'Tour' and the 'Guide'

My Tour Guide Rest Areas.csv

.....An incorrect space was inserted between the 'Tour' and the 'Guide'

My tour guide Rest Areas.csv

.....The correct case for the T and the G is not used and an incorrect space was
inserted between the 'Tour' and the 'Guide'

Now for the alert to work with the keyword 'TourGuide' you must
also have an associated .mp3 (or .wav)* file in the same folder using
the same prefix.
(*) - TIP: nüvi owners that don't have .mp3 capability but
do have audio will substitute a valid .wav file for the .mp3
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file. The .wav file must be in the format of PCM 44.100kHz
16 Bit, Mono, and a file named 'sox.exe' (version 14.0.1
NOT version 14.2.0) must be located IN THE SAME
FOLDER AT YOUR 'POILoader.exe'. [See my article DON'T
MAKE A .WAV - Now nüvi Series 200 Can Have Music, Sound & Voice
Alerts for instructions.]

There are many reports that this technique works from nüvi 200
series owners.
NOTE: I've done my personal testing using a Garmin nüvi
650, set to ft./mph, and using POI Loader v. 2.5.2 and v.
2.5.3. I've tested both with .mp3 files and .wav files (I have
the file 'sox.exe' (version 14.0.1) installed on my computer.)
[Some have reported problems with v2.5.3. If you find that you are
having trouble with v2.5.3 (for Windows) then you can get the older
v2.5.2 at http://gpsinformation.org/perry/POILoaderforWindows_252.exe]

NOTE: Although Garmin, on their directions page, tells us
that TourGuide files have to be saved as .gpx files -- I,
and many owners in the GPS community, have found that
this is not necessarily true. You can save them as .csv
files, at least that is what my (along with many others)
experimenting with our nüvis and using POI Loader v.2.5.2
and v.2.5.3 shows us.
Also, if you run across a writing that sez that the 'TourGuide'
keyword has to be at the beginning of the .csv file name or that a
space must appear after the keyword 'TourGuide', my experimenting
reveals that these two stated requirements are incorrect -- at least
for my configuration.
(**) HINT for a discussion of using numbers >124 (199
metric) in .csv file names as a distance reminder, see my
article ' THE SECRET (?) SPEED NUMBERS THEY DIDN'T TELL YOU
ABOUT - Surprise Settings and How To Take Advantage of Them '
John Krasnevich (PA) reminds us that POI Loader (v2.5.2), when in MANUAL
mode, doesn't automatically select the check box "This file contains
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proximity alerts points", for files with the 'TourGuide' keyword in their
names, on the settings page when you are stepping through the files, as it does
for other files with keywords such as 'Redlight', 'Speed', etc. So, if you are going
to set a distance alert using the TourGuide keyword please remember to check
the box and include your distance input when in Manual mode.

There are several other excellent tricks that were developed by
others for using TourGuide(s) in a .csv file. Some are a little
complicated but involve brilliant creative thinking. There are also
other nüvi related topics that have TourGuide pertinence, but for
now, the above technique that I have presented will let you become
acquainted with the use of a simple TourGuide approach and radial
alerts.

A TECHNIQUE FOR TESTING A CUSTOM POI
ALERT
- You Don't Have To Be In Your Car
To test a Custom POI Alert there must be a pathway upon which
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there are three locations:
The starting location -- that would be where your short trip
begins. It is where you do your 'Set Loc'
The Custom POI Alert location that you are testing. For this
experiment it should be on the same road as your starting
location as most alerts are road sensitive
The destination location usually on the same road as the
other two but in a position that when you are doing a 'Go'
simulation the route takes one from the starting point, through
the Custom POI, to the destination location.
[Think of it as a Start: Philadelphia; Custom POI: Baltimore;
Destination: Washington D.C. pathway -- but not so spread out]
Let's Try it. We will assume that you already have installed your
Custom POI on your Garmin or Garmin SD Card using POILoader. If
you are not familiar with Custom POIs your attention is invited to the
Custom POI section of this website.
Set a location (place your vehicle, as described above) to a point
on the same road as the Custom POI about 1/2 mile away. (If you
are testing alerts, most occur about ~1/4 from the Custom POI. This
does vary with the alert settings but using the 1/2 mile away as your
start location should be OK.)
Create a temporary Favorite at a point at least 1/2 mile away and
on the other side of the POI.
Hint: One easy way to create this temporary Favorite point
is after you have set your location, zoom in to 200 ft and
then just finger move (touch and drag) the map through
your Custom POI point till you spot a Garmin POI icon about
1/2 mile past the Custom POI point on the same road,
placing that icon under the small white arrow on the screen.
The name for that icon will appear. Now just go to the Main
Menu and tap
Where to? > Food, Lodging > Spell Name > enter a portion
of the name of that icon and press Done > find the name on
the list and press it > press Save > OK > (if in simulation mode
you could press 'Go' at this time. But for now, DON'T just) press
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Back (5) to get to the Main Menu (or just hold it down till
Main Menu).
You should be in Simulation Mode when you do all this.
We will also assume that your speaker is activated and your Alert
capability is active (on the 650: Wrench > Proximity Points > Alerts
tap 'Change' > make sure 'Custom POIs' is checked. On same menu
tap Audio > select 'Continuous - All Alerts' > OK (2) > Back (2)).
Note: for most who use Custom POIs, this is already your setting.
From Main Menu tap 'Where to' > Favorites > tap your new
temporary Favorite - which should be near the top of the list > tap
'Go' and sit back an watch your screen as the simulation will move
your vehicle through the Custom POI point toward the destination
point.
You will see the Alert activate with a red screen and perhaps a
sound, either default or special, if you installed one, and maybe a
Custom POI icon if you have also installed one of them and after you
pass through the Custom POI the Alert will cease.
You have successfully tested your Custom POI Alert by using the
simulation capability of your unit.

CLICK FOR OTHER PAGES or use TOC/Menu
Page 1, Page 2, Page 3, Page 4, Page 5, Page 6, Page 7
Custom POI Page, POI Page 2, POI Page 3, POI Page 4, POI Page 5, POI Page 6
7/8X5 Page 1, 7/8X5 Page 2
Info Page, TOC/Menu, Recent Additions
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This is the Custom POI Page-5

Garmin GPS
Tricks, Tips, Work Arounds, Hints, Secrets and Ideas
for the Garmin nüvi GPS (and others)
[many ideas may also apply to various nüvi 200, 300, 600, 700, 800, 2X5, 7X5 & 8X5 series units
and possibly other Garmin road GPSs.
A nüvi 650 was used for testing. As of 12/12/08 a nüvi 755T is also being used for testing.
A separate section for 7X5/8X5 devices has been established.
Other articles are being updated, where necessary, to include 7X5/8X5 instructions.]

-- a continuing instructional and comment Blog --

Presented by: Gary Hayman

-- This is the start of the Custom POI Page --5 -CLICK FOR OTHER PAGES or use TOC/Menu
Page 1, Page 2, Page 3, Page 4, Page 5, Page 6, Page 7
Custom POI Page, POI Page 2, POI Page 3, POI Page 4, POI Page 5, POI Page 6
7/8X5 Page 1, 7/8X5 Page 2
Info Page, TOC/Menu, Recent Additions

THE POI'S THE THING
- Seeing Custom POIs At Various Zooms -- Yes You Can!

ACT 1
THE 6,000,000
Scene: On the fields of Thermopylae in front of a narrowed pass
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between the mountains, named the 'Hot Gates', just before the big
battle. In the distance is the sound of the approaching Persian army.
Both soldiers costumes are sparse.
The Soldier - Dilios: Oh wise king, I can't see my Garmin POIs on
my nüvi screen. Do you have any words
of wisdom?
The Spartan King - Leondis: [Muscles
bulging] Just zoom in to the 200 ft. or 120
ft. level and they will magically appear.
Dilios: But King, I would really like to
see all 6,000,000+ at a more zoomed out
level.
King Leondis: Just think of each POI as a Persian soldier. If you saw
them all on the screen when zoomed out you would have nothing but
a 'carpet' of Persians appearing -- not an appealing thought at this
time.
Dilios: I appreciate your humor and have profited by your point.
King Leondis: Don't forget that Gary Hayman covered this in one of
his articles (*1).
(HEAR: 30 sec snippet "The 300 Theme")
[music revised November 16, 2008]

ACT II
MY FAVORITE POIs
Scene: In the living room of Tim O'Hara's apartment in a suburb of
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Los Angeles. In the corner, a black and white TV with an 'Indian
Head' test pattern being displayed, is visible. Muffled sounds of traffic
and a distant siren are in the background.
Tim: Uncle Martin, you're good with
electronics, how can I see some icon's for
some POIs at a zoomed out level on my
Garmin nüvi.
Uncle Martin: [Antennae sprouting from the back of his
head] Tim, the Mother Ship sez if you will make
up to 500 POIs your Favorites, you can
select choices of icons to represent those
Favorites and they will appear on your screen
when you are greatly zoomed out -- to some
extent.
Tim: How do I do that?
Uncle Martin: When you identify a point, be it a new point or one
already identified by Garmin, Save it as a Favorite.
You can then Edit the Favorite and select an icon via the 'Change
Map Symbol' from ~ 85 choices.
You will be able to view the icon, in 2D mode while zoomed out to
120 miles.
Now Tim, if you zoom out that far it will be of no value as the map
will be quite large and your vehicle icon will most probably cover
your nearby Favorite icons, anyway. But, at a closer range it can be
of value to you.
If you are in the 3D mode, you can see the icon from the 120 ft. to
the .8 mile zoom range.
[Antennae sparking] Excuse me Tim, the mother ship is calling.

(HEAR: 30 sec snippet "My Favorite Martian Theme")
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[music revised November 16, 2008]

ACT III
SMALLVILLE
Scene: Young Clark Kent and his 'adopting' father, Jonathan Kent
are riding a tractor on their farm in Smallville, Kansas. The tractor
sound is muffled and in the background. Dust billows from the rear of
the tractor. The sky is darkening as evening approaches.
Clark: Dad, I was wondering if you are able to see bigger icons of
POIs on your tractor's Garmin when
zoomed out to more than 200 feet?
Jonathan: Well son, No and Yes.
Clark: What do you mean?
Jonathan: You CAN create quite a bit
larger icons (*2), up to 24 by 24 pixels
which will respond to special Custom
POI files that create the locations and
will present the Custom POIs on your own wrist GPS, for example, as
you do your "up, up and away" when you are leaping tall buildings in
a single bound.
Now some think that you can only see these icons if you are
zoomed-in to 200 or less feet. That is true when you are touchdragging your screen when NOT in simulation mode or in the enroute (Go mode) -- that's the NO part, but when you activate either of
the mentioned modes -- things change and you can see your larger
icons at a much increased zoom-out level -- that's the YES part.
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There are caveats though -[CONDITION 1] The Custom POI must (*) be on the road above
which you are flying (for us, driving) (*except as mentioned below using
TourGuide) and an alert, either speed or distance, must apply to
that POI.
When you are approaching the Custom POI and reach the alert point,
either 36 seconds from (depending upon your speed -- if you have
set a speed alert) or if you have established a distance alert, the
number of feet, (or meters) away that you have previously set via
POI Loader's 'Manual Mode', the icon will SUDDENLY appear on
screen. The large icons can be seen at many zoom-out levels
greater than 200 ft.
Clark: Will my device keep giving me alert signals?
Jonathan: Yes, but that can easily be overcome by having
associated .mp3 or .wav files of 'silence' (*3) coupled to the .csv or
.gpx Custom POI file. Of course, you could deactivate the alert signal
but that would cancel all the alerts that you do want to hear.
[CONDITION 2] Now I know that you like to fly at tree top level,
above the roads so that you wont bump into wires and overpasses.
But sometimes you stray a little off the road. In that case, you
might want to identify the .csv file used to create the Custom POI
with 'TourGuide' as part of the file name and create a distance
alert in the 'Manual Mode' of POI Loader which will now present
the large icon for the location no matter from which way you
approach it.
If using the TourGuide (*4) feature you must have all three
associated files -- the '.csv', the icon '.bmp', and the associated
'.mp3' (silent or not). Without the .mp3 file it won't work correctly and
the icon won't appear at the zoomed out levels of more than 200 feet.
For 200 and 500 series owners, who don't have .mp3
capabilities, they can use a .wav sound file instead of an .mp3
sound file -- PROVIDED
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the .wav file is in the format of PCM 44.100kHz 16 Bit,
Mono
the file 'sox.exe' (version 14.0.1 NOT 14.2.0) is in the same
folder where the POI Loader ('poiloader.exe') that you will
be using to create your 'poi.gpi' file on your nüvi, is located.
See: DON'T MAKE A .WAV - Now nüvi Series 200 Can Have Music,
Sound & Voice Alerts for a discussion.
While you are at it, you probably want to make your distance quite
large when using the Manual Mode of POI Loader -- many use 5,000,
10,000 or even 20,000 feet as their alert distance -- I think that
Batman and Spiderman do. That way you can see the approaching
POI icons miles in advance while you are at zoomed-out settings
above 200 feet AND if 'TourGuide' is included in the file name you
can be off-road, zig-zagging all you want.
Clark: Thanks Dad, I say this daily, "You are the best man on this
planet."

THE END
The audience rises to a standing position.
One can hear wild applause and the call -- Author! Author!.
(HEAR: 30 sec snippet "Smallville Theme")
[music revised November 16, 2008]

Summary:
1. The 6,000,000+ Garmin POIs can be seen at a zoom-in level of
200 ft. or less. They will vanish if you zoom-out more than 200 ft.
- which you generally do. The icons are very small.
2. If you create a Favorite, even if it is in the same place as one of
the 6 million Garmin POIs, it's icon can be seen at many zoom-out
levels (less in 3D than 2D). You can edit the icon with ~85 default
choices. These icons are also 'smallish' but do remain the same size
as you zoom way out.
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3. You can establish a Custom POI with an associated large 24x24
pixel icon (.bmp) which can be seen at a variety of zoom-out
levels when in the 'Simulation' or 'Go' modes when your vehicles
icon is within the alert range. You can establish a large distance 'onroad' alert to force the icon to appear well in advance and can even
take advantage of the 'radius alert' properties of the TourGuide
element included in the .csv file name so that approaching the
location from any direction will trigger the appearance of the icon - provided your unit has .mp3 capability or you use 'sox.exe' and a
special format .wav sound file (see article (*5)).
When NOT in either of the mentioned modes, you must be zoomedin to 200 ft. or less to see them unless you are within their pre-set
alert distance -- at which time they will appear on screen -- at most
any zoom level.
REFERENCES
(*1) I CAN'T SEE THE ICONS - Zoom In Please
(*2) [For some information] FAST CARS AT RIDGEMONT HIGH - Souped-up
               Speed Alerts
        MY POIs - Custom POI Favorites
(*3)[For some information] RUN SILENT -- RUN NO-PEEP - Silent and
               Semi-Silent Alerts
(*4) THE 'PROXEMICS' OF THE TourGuide - Hakuna Matata! The Circle Of ... Alert
(*5) DON'T MAKE A .WAV - Now nüvi Series 200 Can Have Music, Sound & Voice
Alerts
Sample 24x24 pixel .bmp icon

Right click this link (not the icon),
visible.bmp

NOTE: 'Save Target As' (IE) = 'Save Link As' (Firefox)
Select (in IE) 'Save Target As', and save the file in folder 'POIcollection'
(or what you have chosen). BE SURE that the file is saved with the
proper file type '.bmp'. You may have to adjust your 'Save as Type' to
'All Files' to do this. Adjust the file name to what you want.
Remember, the prefix must match the prefix of your .csv file and the
suffix must be '.bmp'.
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Sample .mp3 file of silence
Right click this link
silence.mp3
Select (in IE) 'Save Target As' and save the file in folder 'POIcollection'
(or what you have chosen). BE SURE that the file is saved with the
proper file type '.mp3'. You may have to adjust your 'Save as Type' to
'All Files' to do this. Adjust the file name to what you want.
Remember, the prefix must match the prefix of your .csv file and the
suffix must be '.mp3'.
Sample .wav file of silence

[For those who don't have .mp3 capability and must use .wav files coupled with sox.exe for alerts
See: DON'T MAKE A .WAV - Now nüvi Series 200 Can Have Music, Sound & Voice Alerts]

Right click this link
silence.wav
Select (in IE) 'Save Target As' and save the file in folder 'POIcollection'
(or what you have chosen). BE SURE that the file is saved with the
proper file type '.wav'. You may have to adjust your 'Save as Type' to
'All Files' to do this. Adjust the file name to what you want.
Remember, the prefix must match the prefix of your .csv file and the
suffix must be '.wav'.

ALERT! GEOCACHE POINT NEAR On And Off-Road Geocache Point Alerts With Map Icons For nüvis
I received an e-mail from Indiana reader, Jay West who is engaged
in the activity/hobby/game of Geocaching
using his nüvi as a guide. Jay wrote that he
was able to have his device alert him as he
approached Custom POI geocache points that
were on or near (~50 ft) the road on which
he was traveling but he was not alerted to
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any of the geocache points that were off
road -- and they were in the majority.
He was wondering if there was something he
could do to have alerts for ALL his geocache
points. Jay obtains his geocache .gpx files
from various sources on the Internet.
There is a method that can be used by nüvi owners who have built
in .mp3 playback capabilities (300, 600, 700, 800 series).
For 200 and 500 series owners, who don't have .mp3
capabilities, they can use a .wav sound file instead of an .mp3
sound file -- PROVIDED
the .wav file is in the format of PCM 44.100kHz 16 Bit,
Mono
the file 'sox.exe' (version 14.0.1 NOT 14.2.0) is in the same
folder where the POI Loader ('poiloader.exe') that you will
be using to create your 'poi.gpi' file on your nüvi, is located.
See: DON'T MAKE A .WAV - Now nüvi Series 200 Can Have Music,
Sound & Voice Alerts for a discussion.
The technique which I have used in other articles is quite easy -- but
I have never discussed it with .gpx files in mind.
But first, a little bit about the interesting
hobby/activity/game of Geocaching. If you are already
a geocacher you can skip the following box. I am not a
geocacher, but after doing the research for this article
I may try my hand at it. BTW, our nüvis are not
primarily designed for geocaching. There are other
Garmin and competing manufacturers that have
uniquely designed hand held, long battery life units
with special features that are better suited; but for
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playing around until you become committed to the
activity, you can use your nüvi.
GEOCACHING INFORMATION
Geocaching.com tell us that, "Geocaching is a high-tech treasure
hunting game played throughout the world by adventure seekers
equipped with GPS devices. The basic idea is to locate hidden
containers, called geocaches, outdoors and then share your
experiences online. Geocaching is enjoyed by people from all age
groups, with a strong sense of community and support for the
environment..."
Wikepedia writes, "Geocaching is an outdoor treasure-hunting game in
which the participants use a Global Positioning
System (GPS) receiver or other navigational
techniques to hide and seek containers (called
"geocaches" or "caches") anywhere in the world. A
typical cache is a small waterproof container
containing a logbook and "treasure," usually toys
or trinkets of little value. Today, well over
800,000 geocaches are registered on various
websites devoted to the pastime. Geocaches are currently placed in
over 100 countries around the world and on all seven continents,
including Antarctica. ...
...The finding geocachers record their exploits in the logbook and
online. Geocachers are free to take objects from the cache in
exchange for leaving something of similar or higher value, so there is
treasure for the next person to find...
...Typical cache treasures are not high in monetary value but may hold
personal value to the finder. Aside from the logbook, common cache
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contents are unusual coins or currency, small toys, ornamental
buttons, CDs, or books..."
I highly recommend you visiting Geocaching.com and browse around.
You will be able to find lists of caches and coordinates in your own zip
code which might promote your interest in this treasure seeking game.
Let's remember what we want to do. We want to be able to
drive a road and when a geocache point is in the
proximity (a setable radial circle type)(both on and off
road) we will receive an alert notice via sound and
screen and a large icon will appear at the geocache point
no matter what zoom level we are at.
We will assume that your collected .gpx file is valid and does not
have a distance alert setting -- if it does, we will handle those cases
later. We will also assume we want an alert radius of 3000 feet,
although that can be changed to almost anything
we want.
OK, lets say that you have downloaded a geocache
file from a valid source of various geocaches in and
around the city of Duluth, Minnesota. It is
Summertime -- for few go to Duluth in the Winter
for geocaching -- or almost anything else. ;-) The
original file is named 'duluthcache.gpx'.
A Very Easy Method
1) Make a copy of the .gpx file and place it in the folder that will be
used by POI Loader. (We want to save the original of the file, undoctored, for a possible later adjustment of some sort.)
2) Rename the new file to:
'duluthcache TourGuide3000.gpx'
TourGuide is one word with the T and the G being upper case.
3) Add an appropriate .bmp 24x24 icon file (I'll give you one. You
can use others) to the same folder and name it:
'duluthcache TourGuide3000.bmp'
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4) Add an appropriate .mp3 (or .wav) alert sound file (I'll give you
one. You can use others) to the same folder and name it:
'duluthcache TourGuide3000.mp3' or
'duluthcache TourGuide3000.wav' (for those who are using .wav files)
5) Use POI Loader, in Manual mode, to upload those three files (and
others that you may have in the folder) to your nüvi from your
computer via the appropriate USB connecting cable. When asked to
choose the settings for 'duluthcache TourGuide3000.gpx' check 'this
file contains proximity alert points', 'alert whenever you get close to
a point', and set the distance at: 3000. You can see that the 3000 in

the file name reminds you of the alert distance to establish. You may be
processing many files with different distance alert desires and this is a
good technique for signaling you the proper distance setting when using
Manual mode..
That's it!
We have used techniques that are explained in more detail in my
previous articles:
CUSTOM POINTS OF INTEREST (POI) INTRO
GETTING READY FOR CUSTOM POIs - Initial steps
POI LOADER IN MANUAL MODE - Setting Speed or Distance
THE 'PROXEMICS' OF THE TourGuide - Hakuna Matata! The Circle Of ...
Alert
THE SECRET (?) SPEED NUMBERS THEY DIDN'T TELL YOU ABOUT Surprise Settings and How To Take Advantage of Them
DON'T MAKE A .WAV - Now nüvi Series 200 Can Have Music, Sound &
Voice Alerts
.etc
You now can drive along the road and whenever you are within 3000
feet of a geocache, be it on or off road, an icon will appear on your
screen and an alert will sound. You, of course, can adjust the
distance setting using a slight variation of the above.
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If you find that your alert triggers at a different distance setting
than you have asked for, it may be due to an alert distance
imbedded in the original .gpx file that takes priority over your
'Manual' setting. If this be the case, using a .gpx Editor will allow you
to make an adjustment to the distance. I believe that this may be
rare. In one case that I found when I opened up the .gpx file using
Microsoft Notebook I noticed the lines:
<WaypointExtension
xmlns="http://www.garmin.com/xmlschemas/GpxExtensions/v3">
<Proximity>469.510</Proximity>
</WaypointExtension>
It turns out that '469.510' was in meters which was causing my
distance setting to be 1540 feet no matter
what I set in POI Loader - Manual mode. I
just simply changed that number to '1000.000'
and that set my alert distance to 3281 feet. I
then re-saved the file with a .gpx suffix. Since
the distance was now built into the .gpx file I
didn't have to do any settings with POI Loader. [If that was the only

file I was processing to my GPS, I then could have used the Express
mode as the alert distance would have been built into the .gpx file.]
Another technique would be just to eliminate the entire Waypoint
Extension text reflected above and re-save the file as a .gpx file.
Now, when you use POI Loader in Manual mode you WILL specify
the alert distance as 3000 (or what you want).
I am not sure that ALL .gpx geocache files will look like what I have
listed above as far as a possible distance inclusion, but this will give
you an idea. Fortunately I don't believe that there will be many files
that you will have to internally adjust.

If, while driving, you spot a cache and decide you would like to
spend a little time searching for it, you would
most probably now set you nüvi to drive to the
particular Custom POI (cache). You will be taken
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along roads to a point near the cache and then
your nüvi will draw a straight off road line to the
cache (most caches are off road). You leave your
vehicle (safely I hope -- and wisely parked)
resetting your nüvi to off road (in
Tools/Navigation area) and proceed on foot to
the cache guided by your nüvi and the flag on
the screen.
Please be carefulof ditches, canyons,
rivers, lakes, mountains, briar patches,
mad farmers with shotguns and even
madder bulls that may be in your path.
When you have arrived, you will have to
look around to find the cache. Your nüvi
GPS has only guided you to the area of
the cache. Now the onus is yours.
Obtaining Your Sample Icon And Voice Alert Files

Here's the sample geocache point icon
To get it: Right click the following link (not the above icon)
cache.bmp

NOTE: 'Save Target As' (IE) = 'Save Link As' (Firefox)
Select (in Windows) 'Save Target as' and save the file in the folder to
which you will be pointing POI Loader. AGAIN BE SURE that the file
is saved with the proper file type '.bmp'. You may have to adjust
your 'Save as Type' to 'All Files' to do this. Adjust the file name to
what you want. Remember, the prefix must match the prefix of your
.gpx file and the suffix must be '.bmp'.

Here are the sample alert .mp3 and .wav sound
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files
To get it: Right click the appropriate following link
To hear it : Left click the appropriate following link
cache.mp3
cache.wav
Select (in Windows) 'Save Target as' and save the file in the folder to
which you will be pointing POI Loader. AGAIN BE SURE that the file
is saved with the proper file type '.mp3' or 'wav' (whichever is
appropriate). You may have to adjust your 'Save as Type' to 'All
Files' to do this. Adjust the file name to what you want.
Remember, the prefix must match the prefix of your .gpx file and the
suffix must be '.mp3' or '.wav' (whichever is appropriate).

I once went geocaching but my nüvi took me through
a cavern, into a canyon, where they were excavating
for a mine. I traveled through brambles, my clothes
were in shambles, and I was bitten by a serpentine.
Result? I was lost forever and not a single person
pined.

DID YOU PUT ON THE RIGHT SOX.EXE THIS
MORNING? Getting Your .WAV Sound Back
Nüvi 200 and 500 series owners -- have you noticed that your .wav
files that you are using to substitute for .mp3 files for Custom POI
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alerts for your units aren't sounding?
This could be due to the possibility that you
downloaded from SourceForge.net the 'newer'
version of 'sox.exe', version 14.2.0, and placed
it in the folder that contains POI Loader
('poiloader.exe') replacing the previous
WORKING copy of 'sox.exe'.
Recently, SourceForge has updated 'sox.exe' to version 14.2.0
WHICH DOES NOT WORK WITH THE TWO LATEST VERSIONS
OF POI LOADER TO PERMIT THE .WAV SOUNDS FOR THE NüVI
SERIES.
SourceForge does not offer (at the present) a link to obtain
'sox.exe' version 14.0.1 -- THE VERSION THAT WORKS FOR WHAT
YOU WANT TO DO.
HOWEVER you can currently obtain a FREE copy of the proper
'sox.exe' at:
http://rs56.rapidshare.com/files/139638423/sox.zip [Thanks to Gary A. of
Tampa, FL]

Just download the zip file and un-zip placing the 'sox.exe' file in the
SAME folder where your 'poiloder.exe' is located. [Probably
C:\Garmin or C:\Program Files\Garmin]
If you have already put the 'non-working' new version in that folder,
let the older version replace it and you can have voice or sound
alerts back again instead of bongs or pings.
Check for other copies of 'sox.exe' on your computer and either
delete them or change their file names to something like
'sox.exe.old' so there will be no future confusion as to which versions
they are.
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THE AUSTRALIAN BICYCLER'S DILEMMA The Magic Targeted Alert On/Off Switch
Reader Tim Hackney of Newcastle, Australia wrote,
"After I ran into my car port with my bike on top
of my car damaging both, I thought I’d better
develop some way of reminding me that the bike
is on top of the car. It seems to work so far. One
problem is that I have not developed a simple
way of switching the ‘Is the bike on top’ poi off
when I don’t have a bike on top. Do you have
any suggestions? I use a nüvi 760."
He continued, telling me that he created a .csv file that identified his
car port as a Custom POI, associated a .bmp icon with the file as
well as a voice alert .mp3 file. He then loaded this file, along with his
other .csv Custom POI files, into his nüvi and using POI Loader's
Manual setting and established a distance alert setting.
This means that as he approached his house the voice alert would
remind him that his bicycle 'might' be on top of his car.
Of course, as he said, he would like to easily turn this alert off when
a bike was not on his roof.
Perhaps you might think he could turn off the alert when he didn't
want it via the Tool > Proximity Points > Alerts - and un-check
Custom POIs but this would turn off ALL of his Custom Alerts that he
wanted to sound; such as Kangaroo Crossing Cameras, Kiwi Speed
Zones, and Outback Steak Houses. Certainly, muting all sound would
not be an option.
Well, you say, one CAN'T singularly select a single Custom POI for
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an on or off choice.

Or can one?
Of course this is the Garmin Tricks, Tips Work
Arounds and yada, yada, yada Web site -- where
MAGIC, even OUTBACK MAGIC, happens.
We are going to borrow some techniques from some previous articles
and make them work for us.
(1) CUSTOM POIs - TO SD CARD OR GARMIN'S MEMORY - You
Have a Choice
(2) ABBA SINGS "WHAT'S THE NAME OF THAT FILE" - A File
Rename That Does Wonders
We will need an extra SD card. A low memory, very cheap or free
(maybe one from a replaced digital camera) SD card and place it in
our nüvi. We will call this SD card the 'Bike Card'.
We next establish a folder on our computer. Let's call it 'Bike On
Top'.
Into that folder we place our original three files (file names furnished
by Tim)
'Is The Bike On Top.csv' -- contains coordinates of the street and
driveway juncture of the house
'Is The Bike On Top.mp3' -- voice alert file
'Is The Bike On Top.bmp' -- 24x24 icon
[Make sure that these file are NOT also in your normal POI folder to load to
your nüvi. You don't want duplicates here.]
Now using POI Loader, in Manual mode setting the alert distance, by
hand, to, let's say, 2000 or 3000 ft. We send the files information
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from the 'Bike On Top' folder to the SD Card (the Bike Card) in the
device via the USB connection between the computer and the nüvi.
The file 'poi.gpi' will be established on the SD Card.
Using the directory system of Windows Explorer, we locate the
'poi.gpi' file on the SD card and re-name it 'bikeontop.gpi'
Disconnect the USB cable and you are ready to go.
If you put the bike on top of your car you insert the 'Bike Card'
into your nüvi.
If you take your bike from your car you remove the 'Bike Card'
The insertion or removal of the 'Bike Card' acts like an on/off toggle
switch for that single Custom POI. Sim Sala Bim.
If you would like to hear Tim's .mp3 vocal alert, left click the
following link
Is The Bike On Top.mp3 [furnished by Tim Hackney]
You can visit Tim's bicycle group's Web page (called Geriatric Playgroup sometimes Gerry Playgroup) HERE . There's an excellent and interesting
bicycle slide show on the front page. From the photos, it looks as if the
group engages in mountain bike cross country riding. Tim is the
Webmaster.
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click to play

YOUR NÜVI AND CUSTOM POI .CSV FILE ON
THE GOLF COURSE
- A Follow-on Article For Using Your nüvi On The Fairway
You will discover on Page 7 of this Garmin "Tricks" WEB site, an
article entitled:
HOW FAR IS IT OVER THAT LAKE ANYWAY? - Using Your nüvi On
The Golf Course.
Author Michael Dorsey is suggesting the use of your Garmin nüvi on
the golf course to reflect distances to each green of a golf course
where you have identified each green as a 'Favorite'. Your Garmin,
with a little prodding on your part, will provide you with the 'yardage'
from where you are standing to your next hole.
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For the entire technique
you are invited to read
his contribution and see
his technique using
Google Earth -- and the
editor's suggestion of
using Google Maps.
It was later suggested by
GadgetGuy2008 than
instead of sending the
locations as 'Favorites' to
your nüvi, send them as
Points of Information
(POI) as part of a .gpx
file and identified several programs that you could use. Since there
is 'almost' an unlimited cache for storing POIs on your nüvi you can
store and keep many golf course green coordinates on your device,
ready to use. Using the .gpx file will provide you with many
additional alternatives such as additions of .jpg photos and maps,
plus expanded notes, directions and information. You may want to
inspect the use of a .gpx file.
But, a simple .csv file can give you an acceptable, quickly prepared
file that your nüvi can use for POIs of the golf course greens. If you
have gotten this far in your reading you already know to what I am
referring.
You won't have the linked .jpgs and expanded notes, but in most
cases you wont need them for personal use. And, the file can be
quickly written using Notepad, or similar text editor, and saved as a
.csv file.
TECHNIQUE
Here is the way you can establish a quick .csv Custom POI file for a
golf course. You can repeat the technique for other golf courses on
which you play.
Today we are going to choose the extremely lovely, Ventana
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Canyon Mountain Course, which is located at the Ventana Canyon
Resort, Tucson, AZ.
We first want to see what the golf course looks like and which link is
which. For a map, GO HERE
Click on Mountain Course to see the course map.

Leave this Tab open on your computer. You will use it for comparison
with your Google Maps screen.
In another Tab link to http://maps.google.com
which will open Google Maps
In the location box type in 'Tuscon, AZ' and
press Search Maps.
In the same box type in 'Ventana Canyon Golf and Racquet
Club' and press Search Maps.
Click on (A) Loews Ventana Canyon Resort, on the left side.
Remove the balloon and center map on (A) using your right click
menu. You may have to re-center by hand click and drag as you
are zooming in to keep the (A) centered.
Make sure you are in 'Satellite' mode.
The green on fairway #1 is directly North of (A) (just a
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smidgeon) on the E/W fairway that lies directly above the
buildings. Use the greens map as a comparison.

Find the green (You might even be able to see the flag on some
of the greens) and use the Google app 'GPS Location' to
determine the lat/long coordinates of that point. [How to easily
set up and use 'GPS Location' is discussed in the referenced
article as well as how to use Google Maps on this and similar
projects.]
Notice, that unlike the original article where you were sending
the coordinates to your GPS via Google Maps and Garmin
Communicator, with this technique you are using the
coordinates as part of a .csv file that you are preparing.
Highlight and copy the coordinates that appear to your clipboard.
They may look something close to: 32.322270, -110.842722
Open a blank Notebook document (or other text editor) and
paste in the coordinate.
WARNING - the coordinates are not in the correct order for
your Garmin. You will have to reverse them to long/lat [110.842722, 32.322270,] (comma belongs) Do so when you
copy and paste them. Now add an identifier after the last
comma. In this case, 'Hole #1' would be sufficient.
Your result would be: -110.842722, 32.322270, Hole #1
Now do holes 2 - 18 in the same fashion making your
comparison with the Course Map and the Google Maps presented
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satellite map.
When you have finished, 'Save As' the file, naming it
'Ventana_Canyon_Mountain_Course.csv' in a folder named
GOLF which is inside your My POI Folder (where you keep your
POIs that you send to your GPSr using POI Loader.) Make sure
the file is saved in the '.csv' file format -- not as a .txt file. [Of
course you might use other folder and file names. The above is
just for the design of this experiment.]
I've already done it for you and you are welcome to copy the list or
just use it as a format guide when preparing others. Of course,
trying it yourself will give you the necessary experience. After a
couple of holes -- you will be an expert.
File name: Ventana_Canyon_Mountain_Course.csv
Contents of File:
-110.842722, 32.322270,
-110.842921, 32.326064,
-110.842840, 32.327456,
-110.838288, 32.324081,
-110.840606, 32.322923,
-110.841469, 32.321896,
-110.837827, 32.321953,
-110.841984, 32.320819,
-110.846303, 32.320085,
-110.846171, 32.316669,
-110.842355, 32.314368,
-110.846324, 32.316016,
-110.846625, 32.318739,
-110.847443, 32.320575,
-110.849755, 32.323746,
-110.848274, 32.323652,
-110.847993, 32.327397,
-110.847284, 32.322515,

Hole
Hole
Hole
Hole
Hole
Hole
Hole
Hole
Hole
Hole
Hole
Hole
Hole
Hole
Hole
Hole
Hole
Hole

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
#10
#11
#12
#13
#14
#15
#16
#17
#18

Saved in a Folder: GOLF
Which is, in turn, housed in Folder: My POI Folder
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When you next use POI Loader which is pointed to 'My POI Folder'
your GOLF and other contents of My POI Folder will be sent to your
nüvi and will be reflected in the 'Extras/Custom POI' area when you
select your 'Where To?'
Now, when it come time to visit the Golf course you will make some
adjustments to your Settings -- Off Road, Kilometers or Km, Track
Up or North Up [see referenced article.]
As you play each link you access your Custom POIs / GOLF / the
correct course / the correct hole; and either read your distance from
the Map Screen or the Trip Information Screen, as it applies to your
individual unit. Yardage information is calculated using the 'Dorsey's
Trick.'
I'm told by my old friend, Al Tillinghast, that using this technique is
guaranteed to lower your handicap.

Don't Forget!
When you leave the Club House for your
return trip home to reset the preferences
that you changed -- particularly changing your
Route Preference from the temporary 'Off
Road' setting and your Units back to what you
normally use - if necessary.

CLICK FOR OTHER PAGES or use TOC/Menu
Page 1, Page 2, Page 3, Page 4, Page 5, Page 6, Page 7
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Custom POI Page, POI Page 2, POI Page 3, POI Page 4, POI Page 5, POI Page 6
7/8X5 Page 1, 7/8X5 Page 2
Info Page, TOC/Menu, Recent Additions
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This is the Custom POI Page-6

Garmin GPS
Tricks, Tips, Work Arounds, Hints, Secrets and Ideas
for the Garmin nüvi GPS (and others)
[many ideas may also apply to various nüvi 200, 300, 600, 700, 800, 2X5, 7X5 & 8X5 series units
and possibly other Garmin road GPSs.
A nüvi 650 was used for testing. As of 12/12/08 a nüvi 755T is also being used for testing.
A separate section for 7X5/8X5 devices has been established.
Other articles are being updated, where necessary, to include 7X5/8X5 instructions.]

-- a continuing instructional and comment Blog --

Presented by: Gary Hayman

-- This is the start of the Custom POI Page --6 -CLICK FOR OTHER PAGES or use TOC/Menu
Page 1, Page 2, Page 3, Page 4, Page 5, Page 6, Page 7
Custom POI Page, POI Page 2, POI Page 3, POI Page 4, POI Page 5, POI Page 6
7/8X5 Page 1, 7/8X5 Page 2
Info Page, TOC/Menu, Recent Additions

MY WATERING HOLE AT THE STRIP CLUB
- Hiding A Custom POI
After reading the articles in the
Garmin nüvi Tricks, Tips, etc. WEB
site, a User, (I won't use his real
name for reasons you will see -- we
will just call him a_user), writes for
some help with a specific Custom
POI problem he has.
It seems that his physician has
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advised him to drink more bottled water. He is willing to do this but
has found that he dislikes all brands except for a particular brand
that they only serve in the strip clubs in his town. Apparently,
according to a_user, the clubs must have a corner on the market for
this brand of bottled water which is imported from New Jersey.
Anyway, when he drives through his
town he never knows when he
needs some water, as he wasn't
used to drinking very much in the
past, so he wanted to set up
Custom POIs to alert him when he
was passing those places that had
this type of water. He would then be
alerted by his GPS so that he could
stop in for a drink of water, no
matter which part of the city he was currently at.
Now this is no problem when he is driving alone, because he can
react quickly and turn into the club, however, he is thinking that
when his wife and kids are
accompanying him in the car it
might not be wise to have an alert
sound as he is passing a strip club - even though all he needs is water.
He added that he has a two car
family and that when the family
goes for a drive it is always in his
car. It is either he, by himself, or he
with the entire family -- kids in the back seat.
He asked what he should do? For he doesn't really want an alert to
go off on his GPS and his wife to look out the window and see a strip
club and wonder what that is all about.
NO PROBLEM
Go ahead and make a Custom POI '.csv' file identifying all the strip
clubs in your city, that sell the special bottled water, with their
longitude and latitude coordinates.
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Name the file, for example: Wateringholes D1000.csv
and save it in your My POIs folder.
The sample .csv file might look like this:
-119.812603,
-119.806337,
-119.812900,
-119.782070,
etc.

39.529104,
39.527788,
39.525890,
39.488250,

Water
Water
Water
Water

#1
#2
#3
#4

Now, if you also want a large icon, and who doesn't, here is one you
can use to be the generic icon for the 'watering holes'. Don't laugh,
it is supposed to be a bottle of water.
24x24 pixel 'water.bmp' icon

Right click this link (not the icon),
water.bmp

NOTE: 'Save Target As' (IE) = 'Save Link As' (Firefox)
Select (in IE) 'Save Target As', and save the file in folder 'My POIs' (or
what you have chosen). BE SURE that the file is saved with the proper
file type '.bmp'. You may have to adjust your 'Save as Type' to 'All
Files' to do this.

Save it as a .bmp file in the same folder

and re-name it :

Wateringholes D1000.bmp

NOW FOR THE TRICK
distraction alert

Use a
which will keep your wife from
looking out the window and spotting the strip club.
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Here is one I have prepared for you. You can prepare a similar one
using your own voice.
Wateringholes D1000.mp3 or Wateringholes D1000.wav

DISTRACTION ALERT SOUNDS
.wav file

.mp3 file
dear.mp3

adjusted to PCM 44.100kHz 16 Bit, Mono

for nüvis that don't have
.mp3 capability

dear.wav

[If the reader has no kids or just wants to distract his single female
passenger -- use the following .mp3 or .wav file instead.]

leg.mp3

leg.wav

TO LISTEN: Left click a link
TO SAVE: Right click a link and then select 'Save Target As' or 'Save

Link As' (depending upon your Browser) and direct it to your Custom POI
Folder and change the file name to either
Wateringholes D1000.mp3 or
Wateringholes D1000.wav
depending upon your nuvi model requirements

Save the file in the same folder with the above files and make sure it
is named:
Wateringholes D1000.mp3
[Readers who don't have .mp3 capabilities can use .wav files for their
alert sounds if they also have the proper 'sox.exe' installed on their
computer. See:    DON'T MAKE A .WAV - Now nüvi Series 200 Can Have Music, Sound & Voice
Alerts and DID YOU PUT ON THE RIGHT SOX.EXE THIS MORNING? - Getting Your .WAV Sound
Back

for information]

Now when you load your .csv and .gpx files to your nüvi using POI
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Loader in MANUAL mode, when you get to the 'Wateringholes
D1000' file, set a distance alert of 1000 feet (that's what the D1000
is in the file name, a reminder of the distance to set. [You may adjust
the distance to what you want.]

[See: BUT I WANT BOTH SPEED AND DISTANCE IN AN ALERT- Can This Be Accomplished

Using .CSV Files? Yes! As If By Magic! and THE SECRET (?) SPEED NUMBERS THEY DIDN'T TELL
YOU ABOUT - Surprise Settings and How To Take Advantage of Them

information, if needed.]

for background

There you go Mr. a_user. When your wife is in the car,

she will be distracted, by the special alert --

turning to her children (a mother's
instinct), as you pass the strip club.
[If no wife then -- female
passenger -- using the second
sound file -- will be distracted, I
guarantee.]
When you are in the car alone, you
can, upon hearing the alert,
determine how thirsty you are.
Good Luck and Bada Bing!

CLICK FOR OTHER PAGES or use TOC/Menu
Page 1, Page 2, Page 3, Page 4, Page 5, Page 6, Page 7
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